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This dissertation investigates the prosecution of lethal and near-lethal violence in Scotland’s highest
central criminal jurisdiction—the justiciary court—during the first half of the sixteenth century. It uses
trial entries preserved in the court books to demonstrate that the 1530s and 1540s were important decades
that saw dynamic changes in legal and administrative practices. Moreover, it shows how useful these
records are as sources of information about the court’s role in social control and conflict resolution during
this period. The study uses an original relational database to quantify and cross-reference data contained
in the manuscript records of the justiciary records, often overlooked in favour of the more approachable
edited versions. The results of this analysis reveal several important findings that question, confirm and
enhance existing arguments about law, society and administration in premodern Scotland. The language
used to describe violent offences reveals that whether an act of violence was interpreted as a legitimate or
illegitimate use of force depended heavily on context, brutality and premeditation. This language entered
the record in ever more formalised and structured ways that point to changes in the nature and apparent
purpose of the justiciary court records, as well as to the bureaucratic acumen of the men who created
them. However, rather than functioning as an impartial arbiter of the law, the justiciary court played
several roles: a theatre in which plaintiffs, officials and the crown negotiated acceptable uses of force; a
stage upon which the crown could be seen dispensing mercy and justice; and a source of revenue to fill
royal coffers in constant need of replenishing throughout the sixteenth century. Underlying these
negotiations and displays were contemporary attitudes about how the relationship between status, gender,
honour and violence contributed to whether an offender was perceived as upholding or undermining the
patriarchal hierarchy that ordered society in this period. Taken together, the arguments put forth in the
dissertation demonstrate the extent to which this superior criminal jurisdiction served as a site at which
plaintiffs, defendants and representatives of the crown interacted to define and redefine the line between
violence and violation.
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Introduction
Plus ça change…

An image familiar to many sixteenth-century Europeans and modern citizens of the Western world alike
is that of Lady Justice, represented in several iterations as a blindfolded woman holding a sword and
scale. Although the symbolism of the blindfold is complex, according to Adriano Prosperi, ‘the positive
significance attached to the blindfold of Justice resides in the guarantee of impartiality that it offers: a
guarantee that becomes more and more desirable hand in hand with the advance of old and new powers
endangering the impartiality of the judge’.1 Of course, justice is rarely impartial, and several national and
global cries for social justice have recently brought attention to historic and continuing systemic
inequities in the perpetration, reporting and prosecution of violence: the women who have shared their
#MeToo stories since 2017,2 racial justice movements like Black Lives Matter and Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls,3 and the recent discoveries, in 2021, of unmarked graves containing the
bodies of Indigenous children who were victims of the Canadian residential school system.4 The common
thread woven throughout these movements is the demand for a broad societal acknowledgement that,
while the violence of some may be considered a violation of the law and social norms, the violence of
others is sanctioned as justifiable or necessary.
In each of these movements, victims, advocates and activists have demonstrated that where
society draws the line between justifiable violence and criminal violations of legal and social norms
depends largely on the power dynamics between victims and offenders as informed by race, gender and
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Adriano Prosperi, Justice Blindfolded: The Historical Course of an Image, trans. John Tedeschi and Anne C.
Tedeschi, Catholic Christendom, 1300–1700 (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2018), 9. For a detailed discussion of the
negative and positive interpretations of the blindfold, see chapter 3, ‘The Blindfold’, in the study cited here.
2
Bianca Fileborn and Rachel Loney-Howes, #MeToo and the Politics of Social Change (Cham: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2019) Of particular interest in Fileborn and Loney-Howes are the chapters in ‘Part II: Whose Bodies
Matter? #MeToo and the Politics of Inclusion’, which discuss how intersectional identities inform social and legal
assumptions about who can or cannot be violated.
3
For scholarly discussions of qualified immunity and the role that race plays in defining violence and violation, see:
Zahra N. Mian, ‘“Black Identity Extremist” or Black Dissident?: How United States v. Daniels Illustrates FBI
Criminalization of Black Dissent of Law Enforcement, from COINTELPRO to Black Lives Matter’, Rutgers Race
and the Law Review 21, no. 1 (2020): 91–92; Soumhya Venkatesan, ed., ‘Violence and Violation Are at the Heart of
Racism: The 2017 Debate of the Group for Debates in Anthropological Theory, Manchester’, Critique of
Anthropology 39, no. 1 (2019): 12–21. For recent work on the effects of racism on judicial and law enforcement
approaches to cases of missing and murdered Indigenous women in North America, see: Marjorie Johnstone and
Eunjung Lee, ‘Epistemic Injustice and Indigenous Women: Toward Centering Indigeneity in Social Work’, Affilia
36, no. 3 (2021): 12–13.
4
Tristin Hopper, ‘How Canada Forgot about More than 1,308 Graves at Former Residential Schools’, National
Post, 13 July 2021, https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/how-canada-forgot-about-more-than-1308-graves-atformer-residential-schools.
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status. In many ways, little has changed in five centuries, and at least two of these factors—gender and
status—were at play in contemporary responses to acts of violence committed in sixteenth-century
Scotland, which is the focus of this dissertation. A careful investigation of the records of the justiciary
court and ayres (peripatetic courts with the same jurisdiction) reveal an early modern institution tasked
not with providing impartial justice for victims of violence and their families but with regulating access to
legitimate forms of violence and punishing those individuals whose violent deeds disrupted order and
transgressed social and political hierarchies. Despite numerous calls for reductions in violence and
disorder throughout the realm, preserved in sources such as preambles to parliamentary statutes,5 self-help
justice and violent forms of economic exchange persisted into the seventeenth century.6 A sample of
homicide and near-lethal assault entries preserved in these records between 1493 and 1558 tell the story
of a court positioned at the nexus between a law that was aspirational in theory and negotiated in practice.
The main sources of primary evidence for this dissertation are the records of the justiciary court
and ayres—minute books and books of adjournal—held at the National Records of Scotland repository
(JC1/1–10, referred to henceforth as the JC1 series of records). This set of records includes entries from
ayres and sitting courts held primarily throughout the central and southernmost parts of the realm dating
from 1493 to 1558. This date range begins with the year for which the earliest ayre records survive and
ends on the eve of the Reformation, a limit imposed to prevent the project from becoming unwieldy,
which would surely have happened if it were permitted to venture into the complex landscape of postReformation social and institutional change. Written in secretary hand, in a mix of highly abbreviated
Latin and Middle Scots, the records are difficult to work with, but provide an important opportunity to
understand the function and purpose of the court during a period of social and administrative change.
While the production of printed editions of court records, parliamentary acts and other legal manuscripts
and texts has increased accessibility to late medieval and early modern sources, particularly as the print
volumes become digitised, there are several drawbacks to relying solely on these resources. Prescriptive
institutional texts only tell half a story about contemporary attitudes to the offences and punishments

5

RPS 1488/10/44–45, 1490/2/7–8, 1490/2/16, 1491/4/12–14, A1504/3/103–107, 1524/11/13–15, 1524/11/19,
1525/2/13, 1535/37, 1535/53, 1540/12/68, 1540/12/93, A1555/6/5, A1555/6/14.
6
See, for example, Keith M. Brown, Noble Power in Scotland from the Reformation to the Revolution (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 2011); Julian Goodare, The Government of Scotland, 1560–1625 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2004); Keith M. Brown, Noble Society in Scotland: Wealth, Family, and Culture from the
Reformation to the Revolution (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2000); Julian Goodare, State and Society in
Early Modern Scotland (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1999); Keith M. Brown, Bloodfeud in
Scotland, 1573–1625: Violence, Justice and Politics in an Early Modern Society (Edinburgh: John Donald, 1986).
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described within; to complete the picture, we must also consult the records of the courts that interpreted
offences against society and decided appropriate punishments.
In the case of the justiciary court, especially, reliance on the print edition obscures several
important features of the records, including their form, language and content. Robert Pitcairn’s 1833
edition of the records is indeed a boon to those wishing to avoid dealing with the manuscript court books,
which Charles Scott accurately described as ‘almost unconsultable from the wretchedness of the
manuscript’.7 However, those familiar with the manuscripts will know that Pitcairn’s decisions about
what cases or entries to include in his edition were somewhat arbitrary: certainly, he excluded all but the
most treasonous women and omitted less sensational cases that did not result in a clear outcome or
punishment. While the print edition has expanded access and provided valuable qualitative data, it
impedes quantitative analysis, obscures important lessons from the form and style of the records and
inhibits engagement with understudied subjects such as women. There is also the question of editorial
liberties: much of Pitcairn’s edition is rendered in Scots and English, with few cases reproduced in the
original Latin. The result is that the variety of terms used to record offences and descriptions of homicide
employed by the justice clerks has been obfuscated in translation. As an archival source, the justiciary
court records have been underused, although recent studies by Amy Blakeway and Jackson Armstrong
have demonstrated their value in the study of crime, prosecution, jurisdictional development and the court
as a source of revenue and means of displaying power and authority.8 By engaging directly with the
manuscript sources in addition to printed and edited versions of this and other legal texts and treatises, the
dissertation makes its interpretations based on the unadulterated court records.
These records were recorded by court clerks, who took down summaries of justiciary court and
ayre business in books of adjournal (minute books) and books of fines and hornings. As the highest
criminal jurisdiction in the kingdom, the justiciary court and ayres produced records containing
proceedings related to the worst offences against the king’s peace: homicide, robbery, arson and rape.
Due to variable record survival, the books related to the justiciar’s northern ayre circuit have been lost,
although we know they took place through references in burgh records.9 Fortunately, those of the southern
circuit (dating from 1493) and of the sitting court in Edinburgh (from 1524) have been preserved, albeit

Criminal Trials; Charles Scott, ‘The Archives of the High Court of Justiciary’, Juridical Review 3 (1891): 200.
Amy Blakeway, Regency in Sixteenth-Century Scotland, St Andrews Studies in Scottish History (Woodbridge:
Boydell Press, 2015), 158–92; Jackson W. Armstrong, ‘The Justice Ayre in the Border Sheriffdoms, 1493–1498’,
The Scottish Historical Review 92, no. 233 (2013): 1–37.
9
Edda Frankot et al., eds., Aberdeen Registers Online: 1398–1511 (Aberdeen: University of Aberdeen, 2019), 7:26–
7, 618, accessed 27 July 2021, https://www.abdn.ac.uk/aro; these references date from 1487 and 1494, respectively.
7
8
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with some small chronological gaps.10 As a result, during the first three decades, in which the ayres
produced the bulk of the justiciar’s business, the study focuses geographically on offences committed in
or involving individuals with ties to Ayrshire, the Scottish Borders and the Central Lowlands. It must be
reiterated that this geographical focus is largely a reflection of record survival rather than of actual central
anxieties about the Borders. Feud was common throughout the realm and conflicts in the Highlands also
drew the crown’s focus, despite the absence of extant court records for those regions. Beginning in the
1520s, as the justiciar transitioned from ayres to a sitting court in Edinburgh, the study’s focus expands
slightly to include cases from Fife, Aberdeen and Moray.11 Regardless of geography, the people who
attended the court and ayres as pannels (accused), victims and sureties (guarantors) were overwhelmingly
men, although women appear in the records as well, as both pannels and victims. The social status of the
people recorded in these documents varies from titled nobility to unnamed pannels of uncertain rank.
While the cost of bringing cases to court was prohibitive for many, titled nobility, untitled landholders,
members of the clergy, burgesses and tradespeople are all well represented among those subjects who
interacted with the court and associated ayres, which were managed and attended by clerks, sheriffs,
holders of lay and ecclesiastical regality courts, the justiciar, his deputes and, frequently, the monarch or
regent.12
While the records offer a wealth of information about these people and places, they are not
without challenges or limitations. Due to the scope and time constraints of a doctoral project, although
numerous local courts and extra-curial options were available to pursuers, the study focuses only on a
single set of records. Thus, as Wasser noted in his study of the same sources for a later period, any study
based on these central court records must contend with the following realities: not all homicides or serious
assaults were reported, remissions might have been purchased but not recorded, some cases might have
been started and resolved in a local court and others might have been repledged to another jurisdiction or
dropped by the pursuer in favour of private settlement.13 These limitations would have been sufficiently
challenging if the records were in pristine condition, but the inconsistent preservation and survival of the
records mean that historians must also contend with degraded folios and the fact that the northern circuit
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See context under subheading The Justiciary Court and Ayres, below.
The geographical origins of cases and the locations of ayres and the sitting court are the focus of chapter 3.
12
Blakeway, Regency, 158–92; Armstrong, ‘The Justice Ayre’, 9–10, 15, 17; John Finlay, Men of Law in PreReformation Scotland, Scottish Historical Review Monographs 9 (East Linton: Tuckwell Press, 2000), 1–20, 170–
205; W.C. Dickinson, ‘The High Court of Justiciary’, in An Introduction to Scottish Legal History (Edinburgh: Stair
Society, 1958), 408–13. Social status is discussed further in chapters 4 and 5 below.
13
Michael Wasser, ‘Violence and the Central Criminal Courts in Scotland, 1603–1638’ (PhD, Columbia University,
1995), 28–34.
11
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records for the earliest years of the sample have not survived. As a result of these gaps in the sources, the
Borders are overrepresented. By acknowledging this now, it is hoped that the dissertation will not
contribute further to scholarly exaggerations about disproportionate amounts of violence in this region.
Consequently, the conclusions reached in this dissertation should be understood as cautious suggestions
rather than definitive claims about the prosecution of violent offences dealt with at all levels of the
judicial system or committed in every region of the realm.
To introduce some consistency to and facilitate quantitative and qualitative analyses of the
sources, information from each entry was entered into a database built and managed with Microsoft®
Access® for Microsoft 365 MSO (16.0.14131.20278) 64-bit. The database contains two datasets: a Fiveyear sample and a Women-focused sample. Entries in the former were included based on key terms and
according to chronological sampling, while entries in the latter were included based on the same terms, as
well as the presence of women as pannels or victims, for every year with extant records. In terms of
language, entries were selected for both samples if they included slauchter (and variants) or the
descriptive phrases precogitata felonia (forethocht felony) and pro suo interfectione (for their slauchter).
As a result, the database contains a total of 565 entries pertaining to homicides, assaults committed with
homicidal intent and forethocht felony. These entries represent roughly 20 per cent of the justiciary court
business described using terms related to killing and premeditation and about 10 per cent of the total JC1
series material that survives from 1493 to 1560. Due to the nature of the records, many of these offences
co-occur in the same entries: for example, in the Five-year sample, of 492 entries, 336 contain confirmed
homicides, while the remaining 156 are non-lethal assaults and forethocht felony or a combination of
both.14 This sample is the primary body of evidence upon which chapters 2, 3 and 4 are based; the
Women-focused sample (73 entries) is introduced in chapter 5.
Beginning with the first year for which there are extant records (1493), and based on the inclusion
of these keywords, the entries included in the Five-year sample were selected from one year of court
business sampled roughly every fifth year beginning on 25 March: 1493, 1498, 1504, 1508, 1513, 1524,
1528, 1533, 1538, 1549, 1554 and 1558. Deviations and omissions from the five-year interval are the
result of survival gaps in the decade after Flodden (1513–1523) and in the first half of the 1540s. When
there were no records for a target year, following Wasser’s example, it was decided to go forward one
year at a time until the records resumed; hence, the years 1504, 1524, 1549 and 1554 were included
instead of 1503, 1523, 1548 and 1553.15 The Women-focused sample that features in chapter 5 did not
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skip any years, and all 73 entries between 1493 and 1558 in which a woman was named as a pannel or
victim has been captured, using the same keyword selection criteria as in the Five-year sample. Overall,
the database contains 565 entries, some containing homicides, some assaults, some both and some
neither. Delays in creating a functional database and completing data entry precluded the inclusion of
more than two years per decade. How the data has been organised and interpreted is explained in more
detail in each chapter, and further details about the database design have been included in Appendix A.
The database was created in the interest of answering the study’s primary research questions.
First, how were laws that sought to control violence applied in practice? Second, where was the line
between violence and violation? Third, what was the role of the justiciary court in navigating this
distinction and functioning as a tool for social control? Broadly speaking, the difference between an
offence interpreted as violence and an offence interpreted as a violation (of social norms and structures),
as understood in this study, lies in contemporary understandings of legitimate and illegitimate uses of
force. In terms of legitimate violence, contemporaries across the social spectrum tacitly agreed that
violence was a reasonable and even necessary part of keeping order and meting out justice through the
law or through personal confrontation. A violation occurred when legitimate force was misused, became
excessive or was misappropriated by the wrong person, especially when it undermined public authority.16
Of course, society in sixteenth-century Scotland was not homogenous, and whether or not an act of
violence was perceived as a violation was informed by the context of the offence, the identities of
perpetrators and victims and the positionality of the individuals reporting, recording and prosecuting
violence. In other words, who could commit violence, who was likely to experience threats of violence
and how violence was interpreted by society were deeply entrenched in contemporary ideas about gender
and status.17 Ultimately, the records demonstrate that the degree to which men and women were expected
or allowed to participate in violence was different, with unlanded men and women having more limited
access to legitimate expressions of violence than noble men and women. To better understand the court
that, to some extent, defined and maintained the boundary between violence and violation, it will be
useful to provide an overview of the constellation that was the judicial system in sixteenth-century
Scotland.
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1.1

The Justiciary Court and Ayres

The justice ayres and court comprised the highest criminal court in Scotland, but they formed just one part
of the structure of overlapping jurisdiction that characterised the realm’s judicial system in this period.
The ‘fragmented and layered’ criminal jurisdictions able to try cases of homicide included the justice
ayres and court, local sheriff courts and franchise courts, including some barony, regality and burgh
courts who had been awarded the privilege.18 In each of these courts, jurisdiction over homicides and
serious assaults varied according to circumstance, premeditation, status and territory. Originally,
peripatetic ayres organised into several circuits were overseen by the justiciars of Galloway, Lothian and
Scotia, with authority vested in the judges themselves rather than the court. In the fourteenth century, the
justiciar of Galloway was absorbed into Lothian, and the two remaining justiciars were assigned the
regions north and south of Forth.19 The north and south circuits were joined and placed under the
supervision of one justice general in 1503. In 1514, the earls of Argyll obtained the office on a hereditary
basis, although they tended to leave conducting court business to their deputes. In addition to the gradual
consolidation of oversight, the location of the ayres also changed, especially during times of English
occupation: in the south, the Berwick ayre moved to Lauder, and the Roxburgh ayre moved to Jedburgh.
The ayre visited both Lauder and Jedburgh during the period sampled, and the northern ayre that was
sometimes held in Dundee, sometimes in Forfar, took place primarily in the latter.20 From the late middle
ages, the Borders were also governed by march law under the oversight of the Scottish and English
wardens of the Marches who held ‘days of truce’ during which criminals from both kingdoms were
prosecuted for their offences.21
The ayres ought to have circulated throughout the kingdom twice per year. Most sheriffdoms did
receive visitations throughout the year, but the goal of two full circuits was only rarely, if ever, achieved.
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There are several explanations for these lapses, including pressing political matters that diverted resources
away from the ayre, as well as a shortage of the qualified legal personnel required to hold both the ayres
and the court.22 Furthermore, the ayres did not need to make visitations to areas where, according to
McNeill and MacQueen, ‘local lieutenants were sometimes given justiciary powers’.23 Throughout the
sixteenth century, the system of ayres travelling on a circuit throughout the southern part of the kingdom
was joined by the central, static seat of the justiciar’s office, and, by the end of the sixteenth century, the
justiciar presided over a stationary court, situated permanently in Edinburgh, which issued occasional
local commissions to deal with high-profile acute and local cases.24 According to Armstrong, regardless
of where the ayres were held or how frequently, it was ‘clearly seen as a unitary court, one that
peregrinated on a circuit to be sure, but nonetheless a single superior tribunal’ responsible for adjudicating
cases that fell under an identical remit.25 This dissertation therefore uses the abbreviated ‘justiciary court’
throughout to refer to the institution and officers of the courts and ayres overseen by the justiciars,
although the distinction between the court and the ayres is made when relevant to the analysis.
Originally, the ayres heard causes both civil and criminal,26 but the remit of the ayres and court
was limited to criminal matters by the late fifteenth century.27 Even before 1532, however, the justiciary
court was, after parliament, the highest criminal court in the kingdom. Due to its jurisdiction over treason
and the pleas of the crown—homicide, robbery, rape and arson—the court heard numerous cases
concerning capital offences. When the justiciar or his deputes arrived in a sheriffdom, they assumed
jurisdiction over all outstanding criminal cases on the sheriff’s docket. The system was meant to see
justice done through collaboration between the justiciar and the sheriffs, who were responsible for
sending indictments to the justiciar and, sometimes, for acting as sureties during ayres held in their
sheriffdoms.28 When the justiciar sat in Edinburgh, cases came to the court by several means: criminal
letters purchased by pursuers, indictments from local officials (e.g., crowners and sheriffs) who referred
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the case to the justiciar, warrants issued by crowners in the wake of a suspicious death, and cases
organised by the privy council and sent to the justiciary court.29 Once the accused was identified, a
messenger of the court executed a letter summoning the accused to trial; the messenger was also
responsible for organising an appropriate jury. The accused was then required to find a surety to vouch for
their future appearance at the court or ayre; the selected jurors were legally obligated to attend the trial as
well. On the day of the trial, the pursuer was responsible for presenting criminal letters or pay a fine.
Likewise, the accused (more likely their surety) and members of the jury also risked being fined if they
failed to appear on the appointed day. If all required parties were present, the trial proceeded as follows:
the accusation was presented to the court, witnesses provided evidence and the justiciar (or his depute)
and jury heard arguments from both sides. The jury (assize) then deliberated and delivered a verdict, and,
if the pannel was deemed guilty, the justiciar or his representative passed a sentence.30 Depending on a
number of factors, including the nature of the offence, where the parties lived and whether the court of the
relevant barony or burgh held regality privileges, the case might be heard by the justiciar or in a local
sheriff, barony or burgh court. However, not all cases were concluded in a formal court proceeding: until
1587, pursuers were able to drop the case (refuse to prosecute) at any time without the consent of the Lord
Advocate.31
The abovementioned procedure was carried out on ayre and in the sitting court in Edinburgh,
where the justiciar was required by parliament to remain from 1524.32 At both local ayres and in the
kingdom’s capital—in addition to the sitting court, ayres continued throughout the study period—the
justiciar’s operations and priorities were influenced by social, economic and political factors. As a royal
officer, the justiciar’s concerns were the crown’s concerns. Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, the crown experienced several minority periods during which the kingdom and its institutions
were governed by various regents and influenced by nobles and political factions who sought land,
wealth, power and influence for themselves and their families.33 As adult rulers, James IV and V
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approached their personal reigns with a sense of themselves as cultured, virtuous and honourable
Renaissance kings, projecting this image through their attendance at the court and ayres, royal building
projects, grand tournaments and other efforts to portray a just, accessible and worldly Scottish crown
steeped in ‘chivalric and Renaissance culture’.34 In addition to financing these displays, the Stewarts also
funded wars at home and abroad. Managing delicate political relationships, defending Scotland’s borders
and sending military support abroad was not without political and financial costs. Moreover, instability
due to administrative changes, English incursions into the Borders and conflicts among the magnates,
who were meant to keep order in the localities, all affected where and how often the justiciar was able to
hold ayres, when threats of execution or promises of mercy might be used to control unruly nobles, and
how often the crown relied on the cash raised by pardons and other legal fees collected as part of the
court’s business.
All of this was taking place against the backdrop of significant changes in legal, judicial and
bureaucratic practices in Scotland. As the sixteenth century progressed, the clerks and magistrates that
staffed and oversaw the justiciary court and ayres were more commonly legal professionals highly
educated and trained in Scots, Roman and canon law than nobles relying primarily on local knowledge
and experience. The influence on the form and content of the court records suggests a broader synthesis
and organisation of legal thought and court practices necessitated by the duke of Albany’s decision during
his time as regent (1514–1524) to have the justiciar hold court in Edinburgh (1524). Here in the capital,
both the justiciar and the pursuers who sought justice from him or his deputes had ready access to the
growing community of legal professionals vying for a place in the Faculty of Advocates and serving the
needs of the College of Justice, newly established in 1532. Although far from home for many Scottish
subjects, the sitting court was attended increasingly by pursuers from throughout the realm who hoped
either for a satisfactory resolution from the justiciar or to pressure opponents into speeding up private
settlements with the threat of capital punishment and forfeiture.
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1.2

Historiography

Pursuing a deeper understanding of contemporary responses to lethal and near-lethal violence has
required that this study focus on the first half of the sixteenth century to address several historiographical
gaps in three intersecting areas of study: 1) law, 2) social control and 3) gender. The first of these gaps, in
the area of legal history, is the lack of research on homicide law in Scotland during this period. Although
several scholars have made good use of burgh court records to study petty offences and civil disputes, few
historians have engaged directly with the central court records that preserve evidence about homicide,
robbery, rape and arson, opting instead to use the far more accessible print versions compiled and edited
by Pitcairn, whose editorial decisions obscure several important features of the records.35 The present
study, therefore, interrogates the language of the manuscripts, especially terms related to malice,
premeditation, wounds and slaughter, and how they figured into the prosecution of homicide between
1493 and 1558. It also considers the form and content of the records to shed new light on the development
of legal and bureaucratic cultures in Scotland during the early sixteenth century. The second gap, in the
areas of political and social history, is likewise chronological: most scholarship on the role that feud
played in Scottish politics and society is based on evidence from the late fifteenth and late sixteenth
centuries, although Jenny Wormald’s work addresses the intervening period to some degree.36 This study
therefore adds to the existing discourse on feud, vengeance and noble violence new insights gleaned from
homicide and assault cases heard by the justiciar in the first half of the sixteenth century. Finally,
pertaining more specifically to social history is the question of how gender influenced the perpetration
and prosecution of violence. The field of women’s and gender studies within Scottish history has
advanced considerably since Elizabeth Ewan declared in 1999 that it was still stuck in the ‘excavation’
phase, with women’s criminality woefully under-researched and masculinity barely a passing thought.37
Several important monographs and collections by scholars of Scotland, England and other premodern
European societies have since revealed much about the role of gender in the perpetration and prosecution
of petty and serious offences; however, this is the first study to address the relationship between gender
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and status and the prosecution of homicide and near-lethal assaults in the Scottish justiciary court and
ayres during the first half of the sixteenth century.

1.2.1 Scottish Legal History
The history of Scots law has interested jurists, antiquarians and historians for so long that it is almost
impossible to tell when precisely legal history, as a discipline, began in Scotland.38 Due to poor record
survival, much of the work of legal historians interested in the laws of premodern Scotland has been
preoccupied with compiling, editing and contextualising the sources of Scottish law. This project is still
underway and continues to produce important resources: for example, the Records of the Parliaments of
Scotland to 1707 (RPS), multiple volumes of royal acts and legal treatises,39 indices and formularies,40 and
edited compilations of central and local court records.41 In terms of studies that unravel the complex
relationships between Scots common law, Roman law and canon law, historians are spoiled for choice;42
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however, the history of criminal law in premodern Scotland has not benefited from quite the same amount
of attention. The first part of the sixteenth century was previously lumped into what was once described
as a ‘dark age’ in Scottish legal history.43 The Stair Society’s Introduction to Scottish Legal History
(1958) provides a convenient snapshot of Scottish legal history from that time: in the few essays that
focus on criminal law and procedure, the authors discuss the medieval period, pause to consider the
sixteenth century briefly, if at all, and then move along to Enlightenment and modern law, for which a
bounty of source material survives;44 the rest of the essays lay out doctrine and procedure related to civil
and church jurisdictions. Fortunately, as discussed below, this view of the sixteenth century as a legal
dark age has been somewhat rectified. Subsequent decades saw several authors use charters, statutes,
institutional texts and court books to reconstruct the workings of the justiciary court and ayres prior to the
establishment of the High Court of Justiciary in 1672.45 Other more specific studies of criminal law and
procedure have shed light on topics such as pardons and royal mercy.46 However, due in part to the
paucity of sources available for the study of criminal law compared with the wealth of surviving materials
on civil matters, close study of the development of homicide law in premodern Scotland has received only
occasional, scattered attention over the past several decades.
In 1991, David Sellar emphasised the degree to which intent figured into legal classifications of
homicide from the earliest Scottish legal codes to the modern day and compared the history of the
Scottish forethocht felony with that of England’s malice aforethought. However, the sixteenth century
was glossed over as Sellar skipped swiftly along from in-depth analyses of medieval statutes to detailed
discussions of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century treatises through to modern case law.47 Alexander
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Grant’s more recent study of the changing meanings of murder, in 2014, was the first to consider
sixteenth-century court and privy seal records rather than relying solely on John Skene’s 1597 glossary of
legal terms as evidence for sixteenth-century classifications of homicide. Grant was also the first to
suggest that forethocht felony might not always have been synonymous with killing, although he hesitated
to make more concrete claims about the state of ‘murder’ as a concept in the sixteenth century, stating
that ‘the concept of murder retained its special restricted meaning at least until the end of the fifteenth
century—and perhaps beyond’.48 Stephanie Dropuljic has since used the justiciary court records to trace
the development of three distinct seventeenth-century classifications according to the presence of malice,
intent and premeditation—‘slaughter chaudmella’, ‘slaughter with precogitat malice’ and ‘accidental
‘slaughter’.49 While these studies have gone some way towards addressing the sixteenth-century gap in
knowledge, more clarity on the classification and prosecution of homicide is needed. Chapter 2 of this
dissertation takes up evidence directly from the sixteenth-century records of the justiciary court and ayres
to better understand how the meaning of terms like murther, slauchter and forethocht felony changed in
this period.
While the history of premodern Scottish criminal law has only recently been resuscitated, the
emergence of a recognisable legal profession has benefited from a great deal of interest. As with legal
history more broadly, scholars of legal professionals and the bureaucracy within which they plied their
trades began with efforts to identify and preserve evidence related to their practice, from personal
protocol books to the registers of institutions like the Privy Seal of Scotland.50 Although the ‘archaeology’
of sources related to legal theory and practice continues, social, political and intellectual historians have,
since the 1970s, explored questions about where legal professionals were educated,51 how they operated
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in their political and professional communities52 and the role they played in the early modern growth of
bureaucracy,53 especially as members of an international community of men with a shared intellectual
foundation and culture.54 Studies of courts and legal professionals in Scotland have tended to consider
civil courts or governing bodies such as the Faculty of Advocates, and Michael Wasser is one of the only
scholars to use the justiciary court records to investigate the development of criminal defence counsel.55
By hesitating to engage directly with the justiciary court records, scholars interested in the administration
of criminal justice in early modern Scotland have not yet seized on the opportunity to do for the justiciary
court what Mark Godfrey has done for the Court of Session and the College of Justice, in a study that has
shed important light on how the transformation of a royal council into a central court ‘with the procedural
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means to assert its authority over other courts’ constituted a watershed moment that served ‘as the
foundation for a fundamental new beginning in the administration of justice in early modern Scotland’.56
Although there is not as yet a history of Scotland’s highest criminal court to match that of its
supreme civil jurisdiction, the justiciary court records that survive from the early sixteenth century
suggest that the legal professionals who created them were making formulaic and structural changes in
their recordkeeping practices that speak to the growth of a highly educated and increasingly efficient
government bureaucracy in the realm of legal administration. Indeed, we know from work by scholars
such as John Finlay that the clerks, lawyers and magistrates who appeared before the newly formed
College of Justice were not limited to practising one kind of law in one kind of court, and they were likely
moving in the same circles as the justiciar and his subordinates, if not actively participating in the
operations of the justiciary court and ayres themselves.57 This dissertation does not claim to conduct a
comprehensive study of the court’s evolution or of the careers and connections of its personnel, but
chapter 3 does draw on the abovementioned studies to interpret textual and structural changes in the
manuscript court records alongside the significance of a central criminal court hearing regional cases, to
contribute new information about the early stages of streamlining Scotland’s decentralised judicial
system.

1.2.2 Feud, Politics and Society
In addition to revealing important insights into changes in legal culture and practice in the sixteenth
century, the dissertation demonstrates the utility of the JC1 series of records in answering questions about
how the crown and its subjects viewed legitimate and illegitimate uses of force in the context of social
control and conflict resolution.58 The justiciary court was an institution of justice that derived its authority
from the crown and extended its jurisdiction from Edinburgh throughout the localities in the form of
peripatetic ayres operating in concert with a sitting court in the kingdom’s capital. Recent scholarship
undertaken by Armstrong and Blakeway has begun the work of situating the justiciary court and ayres
within the broader framework of local justice and crown-magnate relations in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries.59 These studies build productively on earlier work by Keith Brown and Julian Goodare, who
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have explored the complex relationships between central and local administration—social, fiscal, judicial
and military—during Scotland’s emergence as an early modern state during the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries.60 Most relevant to this dissertation are observations, for Scotland and elsewhere in
Europe, of the increasing reliance of late medieval and early modern people on formal legal solutions
provided by courts as opposed to private and often violent forms of conflict resolution. As Godfrey has
shown for Scotland and Steve Hindle for England, central courts were receiving more requests for justice
than they could handle.61 This flurry of complaints suggests an acceptance and, indeed, an interest on the
part of the realm’s subjects, including local officials, of the growing role of central authorities in
exercising social control. The meaning of this term—social control—lacks scholarly consensus, so some
clarification is necessary here before proceeding.
This dissertation draws on meanings of social control as conceptualised by contributors to the
volume Social Control in Europe (2004), which unites and builds on previous historical studies of crime,
church discipline and popular culture. These historical traditions, in turn, have applied theories about
social control developed by twentieth-century sociologists who base their work on the concept of social
control introduced by Edward Alsworth Ross at the turn of the century.62 Throughout this study, therefore,
the term social control is used as a shorthand to refer to what Spierenburg calls ‘the various mechanisms
inducing people to act in a way that is desirable according to a certain standard or ideal’ according to, for
example, religious doctrines, gender roles and social hierarchies.63 In sixteenth-century Scotland, as
Spierenburg argues of many premodern and modern societies, ‘[s]ettlement or regulation [could] be
obtained through care and relief, through arbitration, or through containment and punishment of
behaviour judged unacceptable’.64 Some examples of these routes to resolution most relevant to the study
of prosecuting violence in a central court are feud, interpersonal violence, private arbitration and recourse
to central and local courts.
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Contrary to the idea of feud and other forms of violence as an impediment to the growth of
central authority, decades of research on the feud in Scotland, assisted greatly by the work of
anthropologists,65 has demonstrated the degree to which feuding was also a force for social control and
cohesion.66 As Wormald wrote in 1980, rather than ‘a matter of rival groups slogging it out to the death of
themselves and their descendants, until time, exhaustion or a more powerful authority brought it to an
end’, feud and the self-help attitude it exemplified was one of several forms of justice available in early
modern Scotland.67 Indeed, justice was not found solely in the kingdom’s local and central courts, and as
Roger Mason has explained, ‘the concept of justice has much wider connotations which…led it to be
interpreted as nothing less than the maintenance of a stable social and political order’.68 Furthermore,
recent scholarship within and outwith Scotland has demonstrated that extra-curial and violent methods of
resolving conflicts were not always considered unacceptable by the crown or society more broadly,
although some may have straddled the line between legitimate and illegitimate uses of force.
Although sociological and anthropological theories about the peace in the feud bear weight, it
was still an inherently violent method of conflict resolution.69 There was a time when scholars treated the
feud primarily as a challenge to royal authority; however, decades of work on the feud and conflict
resolution in Scotland has demonstrated the degree to which feuding was not only a force for hostility but
also unity.70 Although ‘[s]trong kinship and powerful lordship clearly were related to the degree of
authority held by the crown, and both did contribute to the level of violence’,71 feud was, in effect, one of
several means of achieving social control and order. As Peter Crooks writes regarding late medieval
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Ireland, ‘the basic assumption that royal justice was a force for order cries out for interrogation’.72 The
compensatory nature of Scottish justice and contemporary attitudes towards real and symbolic
reconciliation as a crucial stage of conflict resolution ensured that the feud persisted into the sixteenth
century as a mechanism for testing the strength of existing bonds and fashioning new ones out of the
detritus left by those that had been broken.73 Royal interference often made things worse rather than
better, although the JC1 series of records suggests that royal authority, through this institution, could be
integrated into existing approaches to conflict resolution.
In the period under review, feud was not remotely in decline. Power vacuums like those left after
Sauchieburn (1488), Flodden (1513) and the downfall of the Red Douglases (1528) resulted in violent
local conflicts between lesser families who sought to expand their hold on land and power. At the same
time, the crown, especially the governments headed by newly independent monarchs like James V, sought
to regain control over and ‘extend its own landed resources and jurisdictional influence’.74 Gaps such as
these also opened the way for illegitimate sons like Sir John Hamilton of Finnart and Sir John Campbell
of Lundie to scramble for power and influence, which often had local ramifications when competition
turned deadly.75 At the same time, with the growth of the legal profession and increased numbers of noble
sons immersing themselves in legal study, law was emerging as a valid and even attractive alternative to
feud as an option for newly-ennobled families who needed to defend their rights and reputations against
‘fellow landowners in the localities as well as from an increasingly intrusive monarchy’.76 Although many
of the recorded entries name landed nobles, those further down the social hierarchy also found themselves
embroiled in warlike conflicts governed by unwritten cultural and social rules that delineated acceptable
and honourable acts of martial conflict from vulgar and unregulated violence.77
It should be noted here that feuding and raiding were not restricted to the Borders or Highlands,
and feud, especially, was prevalent amongst landed elites throughout the kingdom.78 Moreover, the
survival of these practices into the late medieval and early modern period was not unique to Scotland.
Outlaws throughout late medieval Europe made their livings through theft and robbery, and nobles on the
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continent were also quite secure in their claims to wage wars with each other.79 In feuds, killing and
wounding was the primary goal, above property damage, although that was fine as a consolation prize.80
Since the central criminal court records only show us the end result, it would be necessary to consult other
sources, which is outwith the scope of this dissertation, to ascertain whether these homicides and nearlethal assaults were related to ongoing feuds or unrelated robberies or raids gone awry. In a society where
formal legal options were not always the preferred means of resolving personal and political conflicts,
arson, theft, robbery and other offences committed alongside homicide were a means of displaying
superiority and pressuring opponents to concede.81 Chapter 4 thus takes up questions about the uses of
violence in the context of conflict resolution to better understand the court’s purpose and position in a
feuding society.
Regardless of how grave certain acts of violence, like homicide, were framed in statutes and other
legal sources, the same behaviour might be considered criminal by some, but legitimate and socially
acceptable by others.82 This tension is discussed throughout the study in terms of violence (legitimate)
versus violation (illegitimate).83 For this reason, this dissertation adopts Armstrong’s suggestion to avoid
the term ‘crime’ where possible and instead uses the more specific and less loaded term ‘offence’ when
discussing violent acts in many instances. In doing so, this study agrees with Armstrong’s assertion that
avoiding classifying all violence as criminal ‘may assist us to understand better the nature of conflict and
its official regulation’ and to view violent acts as ‘situations and allegations which could and did enter the
courts’ through various routes.84 In other words, that an individual or group behaved in a way that some
considered criminal did not necessarily mean that society viewed their actions as criminal. As scholars of
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gender and status have shown, whether behaviours are categorised as criminal depends greatly on broader
social and political circumstances, as well the identities of the perpetrators and victims.

1.2.3 Gender and Violence
Concerning identity, the final historiographical field upon which this dissertation builds and to which it
contributes is that of women’s and gender history, particularly in terms of the relationships between
gender and violence. It has long been a trend in historiographical overviews to spend time lamenting the
slow development of women’s and gender history in Scotland compared to that of other regions, but it can
now be said that ‘gender history in Scotland is reaching maturity’.85 Ewan has argued that the study of
premodern Scottish women began in earnest in the 1980s, when it was first ‘recognised as a field of
serious historical study’ following the publication of studies by Christina Larner and Rosalind Marshall.86
Since then, the field has expanded, and gendered analyses have since been applied to several
historiographical genres, including the history of crime and deviance. Recent studies have produced
important knowledge about gender, misbehaviour, deviance and crime in premodern Scotland, although
these tend to be tightly focused examinations of burgh and church court records over short periods of
time. Notable contributions in this area include the essays collected in Twisted Sisters (2002),87 several
articles and a handful of recent book-length studies.88 These studies of crime, deviance and violence from
the fourteenth to seventeenth centuries have focused primarily on abundant burgh and church court
records, with the result that we know far more about how gender figured into petty offences, such as theft
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and minor assaults, and behaviours interpreted by contemporaries as sexual deviance, such as adultery
and prostitution, than we do about its role in lethal violence.
Concerning homicide and central court records, while Wasser’s doctoral dissertation provides an
important assessment of the prosecution of violence in the justiciary court and privy council in the
seventeenth century, the study is primarily of changes in rates of violence over time, as well as court
procedure, with little discussion of gender, honour, emotions or other social influences. In the interim,
only a few studies of gender and lethal violence in Scottish history have been published.89 For this reason,
the dissertation looks to studies from England and elsewhere in Europe for guidance about the potential
role of gender in the perpetration and prosecution of violent offences in Scotland. Garthine Walker and
Alexandra Shepard, writing on early modern England, have produced landmark studies that reveal how
contemporary and gendered understandings about honour and conflict informed legal responses to violent
offences.90 Additionally, Sara Butler’s work on late medieval England provides valuable insights into
lethal violence against women in the context of marital abuse and abortion by assault.91 Walker,
especially, has exhorted historians of crime and gender to avoid the assumption that all violent offences
are inherently male, thus casting female offenders as exceptional, and instead to consider the social
frameworks (e.g., emotions, honour, agency, authority) that created opportunities for men and women to
commit homicide or grave assaults and influenced responses to them. Chapter 5 thus combines qualitative
with quantitative data to better understand what might have driven men and women to be involved in
violent offences and what informed contemporary responses to managing violence.

1.3

Argument

The social, professional, geographical and jurisdictional intersections preserved in the records of the
justiciary court and ayres thus serve as sites for the fruitful exploration of several themes that touch on
each of the abovementioned historiographical fields: changes in legal practice and culture, social control
in a feuding society and how status and gender defined, in part, legitimate and illegitimate uses of
violence in sixteenth-century Scotland. Against the backdrop of wars, unstable minorities and broader
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European efforts to centralise the provision of justice, the justiciary records reveal the emergence of a
central Scottish criminal jurisdiction that was in fact comfortable with its role in a decentralised criminal
justice system. Although competition between local and central jurisdictions, as well as self-help justice
and informal settlements, persisted well past the end of the study period, the court’s role appears to have
grown as pursuers adopted formal curial solutions as tools to manage conflict. In this way, the dissertation
highlights the court’s valuable role as a forum in which crown and society defined and redefined the line
between violence and violation. Negotiations between top and bottom were influenced and mediated by
clerks, sheriffs, bailies, crowners and jurors, who played crucial roles in writing up indictments and
conveying contextual information based on their perceptions of whether the offences reported constituted
illegitimate uses of force. 92 Their input might have been influenced by any number of factors, including
their status, education, proximity to the crown and affiliation with powerful kin groups. In this way, their
involvement tipped the balance of agency surrounding the changes outlined in this dissertation towards
the top of the social hierarchy over time: the justiciary court dispensed royal justice, accepted or engaged
with to various degrees by pursuers of all social ranks. Finally, in addition to the role it played in
providing a measure of social control, the court functioned as a source of crown revenue and as an
opportunity for the crown (monarchs, regents and royal officers) to perform public acts of power, mercy
and authority.
These multidimensional claims are laid out in stages through four chapters that build
progressively on the conclusions of each discussion. The first two chapters explore important changes in
legal culture and practice in the context of bureaucratic expansion and a developing legal profession.
Chapter 2 defines the legal classifications of homicide and terms related to killing that facilitate the
qualitative analysis of the records in subsequent chapters. By parsing the language employed by the clerks
to record lethal assaults and violence committed with the intent to kill, it challenges previous
understandings of forethocht felony as an offence and sheds light on the increasing relevance (for
prosecutors) of intent, context and severity.93 Chapter 3 takes both a micro (records) and macro
(geography) view of how the justiciary court operated to better understand its relationship with the
pursuers and local officials who sought justice from a central source as well as the local courts who
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competed for jurisdiction over and profits from the prosecution of lethal and near-lethal violence.
Increased recourse to a central institution as an authoritative source of justice dovetailed with a
flourishing community of technically and theoretically competent legal professionals who facilitated the
development of the bureaucratic practices necessary to support a centrally organised and administered
judicial network that derived its authority from the crown.
After establishing the implications of the language employed in the records and the existence of
professionalising and centralising processes, the dissertation examines how status and gender intersected
with legitimate and illegitimate uses of force as tools for conflict resolution and social control. Chapter 4
explores the court’s role as an arm of the crown that intervened when local conflicts between members of
the nobility got out of hand and that punished or put pressure on the crown’s opponents when necessary.
In addition to being a force for social control, the court was also a crucial source of crown revenue, which
impacted prosecutorial decisions about conviction and punishment. The cases taken up by the court and
the decisions made by its justices reveal an institution invested in punishing criminals whose offences
threatened the crown’s authority and the public perception of its ability to maintain peace and order in the
kingdom; the identity of these individuals—their status and gender—played a role in whether their uses of
force were considered legitimate acts of violence or illegitimate violations. Indeed, chapter 5 builds upon
earlier discussions of violence, feud and social control by applying a gendered layer of analysis to
understand whether and how the identities of the men and women who interacted with the court impacted
the perpetration and prosecution of violent offences, thus offering further insights into how
contemporaries interpreted the difference between acts of violence and acts of violation. While titled and
landed men enforced boundaries with force, through judicial raids or by exercising curial rights afforded
to them by the crown, women were less often directly involved in violence as an expression of authority.
Moreover, many of these noble landholders were immersed in a culture of chivalric citizenship in which
the connection between honour, masculinity and righteous violence persisted into and infused sixteenthcentury political and personal relationships between Scotland’s greater and lesser magnates: a key factor
in the survival and utility of the feud throughout this period. As a whole, this dissertation questions,
confirms and enhances existing understandings of legal, political and social history in premodern
Scotland through a study of violent offences heard by the justiciary court.
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2

The Language of Killing in Theory and Practice

Before considering what the prosecution of violence can tell us about the centralisation of justice, the role
of the court in maintaining social order, and how personal identity intersected with and informed these
processes, it is first necessary to understand what the creators of these records meant to convey when they
recorded the offences and sentences that passed through the court. There is a significant difference in the
language of unlawful killing that appears in statutory law, contemporary legal texts, and the minutes of
the justiciary court and ayres. These differences pertain to both the specific offence (e.g., homicide,
forethocht felony, slauchter, or murther) and the level of detail provided about the context, intent, and
mode of the offence. At first glance, this generates several questions: Was the law as practised different
from the law as written? If so, how were the differences negotiated? Were clerks, jurists, and legislators
working with varying understandings of what kinds of homicide were justified and what degree of
brutality was excessive? What circumstances cast individual lethal and near-lethal assaults as legitimate
or illegitimate uses of force?
A study of the prosecution of lethal and near-lethal assaults, and the assumptions that underlay
this process, must refer to court records in addition to authoritative bodies of legislation and theory. The
statutes and legal treatises suggest that juries and judges typically had a straightforward decision in front
of them, while the court records contain varying amounts of detail that suggest these men had to consider
more complex intersections of circumstance, brutality, and intent. The statutes and legal treatises that
survive from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are specific and precise: premeditated killings,
committed in secret (murther) or openly (slauchter), were to be dealt with in one way, and killings
committed in a burst of spontaneous ire dealt with in another. The justiciary court records are another
matter: the clerks employed, rather idiosyncratically, several words for homicide, none of which align
precisely with the language of institutional sources of law. Therefore, it is difficult to discern from
language alone what sort of offence occurred and how it was perceived by those who described and
reported it.
This chapter addresses the apparent differences between written law and the law as practised in
Scotland’s highest criminal court. It examines the language of homicide within the justiciary court
records, considers what these terms reveal about contemporary attitudes to violent offences, and asks
whether the court interpreted violence in the same way as the legislators and scholars who produced the
laws and theories meant to direct the court’s decisions. In doing so, it acknowledges and seeks to fill a
gap in the historical development of Scots homicide law and, like Dropuljic for the seventeenth century,
clarifies the classifications of homicide employed by the justiciary court in the sixteenth century. As
25

Krista Kesselring argues, ‘[a]ttentiveness to language, terms and keywords, and changes in vocabulary
can reveal shared assumptions and social imaginaries. Without getting caught up in debates about whether
language precedes or reflects a concept or experience, we can use changes in the words people spoke and
wrote to track the contours of change more broadly’.1 Thus, this chapter examines the language of the
entries recorded by the justice clerks, how it changed over time, and what this suggests about the
contemporary attitudes to interpersonal violence in Scotland between 1493 and 1558 (and perhaps slightly
beyond). The chapter also asks what language and terminology might reveal about the relationship
between degrees of violence, the context of an offence and its prosecution. These insights inform
subsequent arguments about the court’s purpose and goals in this period, which are explored further in
chapter 4.
The poor survival of sources somewhat hamstrings historians of Scottish law. Although the
institutional, legal texts have much to say about late medieval and early modern judicial procedures, they
are less revealing about the definitions of criminal acts in this period. It seems that monarchs were less
interested in defining criminal offences than in ensuring that the appropriate officials followed the proper
procedures.2 According to Sellar, comparing Scottish and English sources, ‘the sources for the history of
homicide in Scotland in the middle ages are sparse’ and, from them, the best ‘we can hope to discern is
the bare outline of the law’.3 This paucity of information has frustrated attempts to determine precisely
what actions were brought against a pannel (accused individual) and what the terms used to record these
offences mean. The treatises, formularies, and statutes that provide clear prescriptive views of unlawful
killing often tell us little about how intent, circumstance or severity ought to affect prosecution in a
practical sense. Among these sources are parliamentary legislation, the Acts of Scottish monarchs and
treatises, including Leges Scocie (thirteenth century) and Regiam Majestatem (fourteenth century), and
the works of sixteenth-century legal writers John Balfour and Skene.4
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Chief among these sources is the Regiam Majestatem.5 It is, however, predated by the earlier
collection of Scots laws entitled the Leges Scocie.6 The compilation of Leges Scocie occurred primarily
between 1177 and 1210, and the collection was almost certainly in its final form by 1210x1272. The
chapter that covers the offence of killing describes the act of taking a person’s life and does not define
homicide as an offence—the criminal definition does not appear in extant legislative records until 1244.7
It is sometimes found bound together with manuscript editions of Regiam Majestatem, which was
produced in the fourteenth century and contains a discussion of homicide lifted almost verbatim from
Ranulf de Glanvill’s twelfth-century Tractatus de legibus et consuetudinibus regni Anglie.8 Although not,
in fact, the earliest commentary on killing, Regiam Majestatem is the earliest Scottish treatise whose
author uses the term ‘homicide’. Indeed, it is the earliest reference to appear in the criminal law sections
of the Stair Society’s Introduction to Scottish Legal History.9 When compared against the variety and
idiosyncrasy of the terms that appear in the court records, these bare outlines are fleshed out but also
contradicted; at a glance, it is hard to know precisely how contemporaries classified killing in a legal
sense and how they applied these definitions when prosecuting accused killers. However, the uses of
terms such as homicide, murther, slauchter, forethocht felony and chaudmella, along with descriptions of
the circumstances in which these offences were committed, shed a great deal of light on how the justiciars
used language to define the boundaries between violence and violation.
Although more irregular in form and language than other written sources of law, the court records
reflect a prosecutorial shift in which emphasis on the context and details of the offence became more
significant than the fact of the offence itself. A comparison of the statute, institutional and documentary
sources for the history of homicide in Scotland reveals that managing unlawful killing increasingly
involved a more holistic assessment of the presence of intent at the time of the offence, the severity of the
victim’s wounds and the circumstances under which an offence occurred. Altogether, the language of
these records offers some insight into how the court perceived and described the difference between
violence and violation.
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Before proceeding, it is essential to note a feature of the database used to produce the statistics
and trends described throughout this chapter. The data that informs these discussions was obtained by
isolating all entries within the sample years that contained keywords related to homicide, drawn primarily
from the classifications employed by Armstrong.10 The result is that the database now contains what
would be understood in modern legal terms as attempted homicides in addition to completed homicides.11
It was found that the clerks used the language of killing, mainly terms like interfectio (slauchter) and
precogitata felonia (forethocht felony), in two contexts: the first as a means of identifying an offence, and
the second, in prepositional phrases used to indicate the presence of homicidal or malicious intent during
the commission of less severe offences. Rather than unduly complicating the data or skewing the
statistics, the entries not amounting to homicide have been coded as such and included or excluded from
specific analyses as appropriate. Accordingly, far from undermining conclusions on the classification and
prosecution of unlawful killing, the entries of attempted homicide and assaults committed with forethocht
felony shed light on record-keeping practices and, more importantly, on the various meanings and
applications of the terms ‘slauchter’ and ‘forethocht felony’.

2.1

Classification in Theory

Relying primarily on statutes and contemporary legal texts has left a sizeable gap in the chronology of
homicide law in Scotland. There were no comprehensive institutional texts for criminal law until the later
works of George MacKenzie and David Hume, and it was rare for institutional texts to deal with criminal
law in any detail, if at all.12 This pattern is replicated in the historiography of criminal law as well, and
secondary literature on the classification of unlawful killing in premodern Scotland is scarce. Nearly three
decades ago, Sellar bemoaned the ‘lack of comment’ on the development of laws related to the
classification and prosecution of homicide in Scotland.13 Little progress has been made in this regard, as
noted by Dropuljic, who has recently attempted to ameliorate the situation using seventeenth-century
evidence.14 Sellar’s study on forethocht felony remains the most thorough chronological overview of the
classification of unlawful killing in Scotland from the middle ages to the present, although Grant has
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recently published some welcome and updated commentary. According to the statutes, classifications of
unlawful killing included murther, forethocht felony and chaudmella during the period under review. By
the 1570s, intent, context, and severity factored into classification in several ways, but how and when that
change occurred between 1469 and 1570 is not clear.
Through to the end of the sixteenth century, Scots criminal law was informed by customary,
feudal, statute, canon and civil influences.15 Extra-curial conflict resolution remained the preferred course
of action for many, with formal litigation not enjoying a surge in popularity until the seventeenth
century.16 Scotland’s customary law had its origin in the Udal and Celtic systems imported by Norse and
Celtic settlers in the early medieval period, which developed further alongside and shaped the adaptation
of Anglo-Norman laws introduced in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. From the same period, Roman
law increasingly influenced the shape of Scottish laws and its legal procedures, partly through the
influence of ecclesiastical lawyers and partly through Scottish law students returning from their studies on
the continent, who perceived gaps in the existing laws and sought to rectify them.17 Its usage was
consistent with early reception in other European kingdoms.18 From the fourteenth century, lawmakers
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attempted to update and clarify older customary laws through the creation of new statutes.19 Working as
‘clerks, public servants, administrators, governors, chancellors, counsellors and judges’, these men—
some formally educated, some trained locally by their predecessors—tended to apply civil remedies
whenever their roles required them to solve a legal problem for which Scottish common, customary or
criminal law had no ready solution.20 Additionally, despite what Wasser calls ‘conservative resistance’ to
continental influence, civil influences and formal legal education were held in high regard by the king and
parliament,21 and, in 1426, it was ordained that
[six] wise and discret men of the thre estatis ilkane, the quhilkis knawis the lawys, salbe
chosyn, the quhilkis, sen fraud and gyll aw to help na man, sal se and examyn the bukis
of law of this realme, that is to say Regiam Majestatem, Quoniam Attachiamenta, and for
til ordane that all lauchefull exceptioune of law be admittit, and all frivolus and fraudfull
exceptioune be repulsyt and put away be the jugeis, sa that the causis be nocht prolongit
wrangwisly in scath and prejudice of the party and fraude of the law.22
Wasser notes that, in courts that dealt with ‘traditional crimes of violence’, such as the justiciary court and
ayres, there seems to have been a preference for Scots law.23 John Cairns credits ‘humanism and the
development of national consciousness’ with early modern interest in the institutional compilation of
local, national, and vernacular Scots law.24 Several historians of Scots law have observed rising national
and sovereign sentiments among late medieval and early modern legal scholars who were in favour of a
legal system free of foreign influence: one that emphasised customary and indigenous laws over civil and
canon law, which were increasingly considered external, foreign and imperial.25
Despite this sentiment, those who wrote, practised, and applied the law in the sixteenth century
would have been well-versed in civil, canon, and Scots law, and canon law’s emphasis on intent, in
particular, remained influential.26 That judicial officials had such multi-disciplinary legal knowledge was
especially true after the establishment of the College of Justice in 1532, which emerged as the result of
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the parliament’s civil, legal and political duties being transferred to conciliar jurisdictions: the King’s
Council, known as the Session, took up matters of civil litigation while the Privy Council took on more
and more of the political matters previously addressed through parliament.27 The College of Justice,
which arose from the Session’s regular sittings, was thus the first institution of its kind to house a
‘permanent, paid, body of judges’, half clergy and half laymen, with most being formally educated and
thoroughly trained legal experts.28 From this point forward, Scottish legal professionals and bureaucrats
might draw more readily on decisions made by the Session in addition to Roman civil, canon, and
medieval Scottish sources.29 The influence of these men on the development of Scots law is apparent even
in the customary laws of Scotland—Regiam Majestatem, for example—which include terminology and
some extracts from Roman civil and canon law that demonstrate the authors’ familiarity with both
systems.30 According to Cairns, most contemporary legal professionals would have considered the
systems ‘separate valid sources of rules for deciding legal disputes’.31
The earliest extant documentary legal reference to murder comes from a charter of William I, in
which he re-granted and confirmed familial lands to Robert de Brus, in which the king reserved to himself
the right to try ‘causa de murdrum’.32 Of course, the origin of the term reaches back farther to its
Germanic and Scandinavian cognates, mord and morð, respectively.33 Details about the classification of
murder, as an offence to be dealt with through compensation, reconciliation or ‘retributive violence’, first
appeared in Leges Scocie, which was popular, circulated widely, translated into Latin, shortened and
eventually included in the fourteenth-century legal treatise, Regiam Majestatem.34 In the latter, there is a
clear distinction between two types of unlawful killing:
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Duo autem genera sunt homicidii—unum quod dicitur murdrum, quod nullo vidente vel
sciente clam perpetratur praetor solum interfectorum et ejus complices, ita quod mox non
sequitur clamor popularis juxta assisam super hoc proditam… Secundum genus
homicidii est illud quod dicitur simplex homicidium.
There are two kinds of homicide. The first is murder, which is homicide secretly
perpetrated without the knowledge of anyone except the assailant and his accomplices, so
that there is no immediate hue and cry as prescribed by statute… The second kind of
homicide is called simple homicide.35
Thus, by the fourteenth century at the latest, there is evidence that Scottish law recognised at least two
classifications of unlawful killing, with the primary distinction predicated on the secrecy or openness of
the act.
Such distinctions were not unique to Scotland, and many European kingdoms defined and
interpreted criminal offences with several considerations in mind. In both Scandinavia and England in the
central middle ages, Jenny Benham has found evidence that the size, location, severity, and circumstances
of a wound affected the amount of compensation owed to victims.36 While Benham’s study focused on
wounding instead of killing, she demonstrates that these societies recognised mitigating and aggravating
factors as determinants of appropriate punishment. Concerning criminal homicide, specifically, in
England, its classification became more specific in response to the recognition of different kinds of
offences. According to Kesselring, as in Scotland, the specific distinctions between different types of
homicides in England were ‘formalised in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries’ but ‘had earlier
roots’.37 Medieval English law had permitted justifiable homicides that occurred due to accident or in the
course of self-defence and which were pardonable. It had also hinted at a difference between murder and
open slaughter but did not explicitly distinguish between the two in terms of setting out different
punishments.
Meanwhile, in France and Italy, Trevor Dean has found that several courts assessed fines and
sentences based on factors familiar to canon lawyers: circumstance, severity, and intent. In this ‘tariff
system’, courts assessed the severity of a convicted offender’s transgressions based on the presence of
intent or malice, bloodshed, the type of weapon used, the status of the victim and the permanence of the
injury (in other words, how badly the offence impacted the victim and their livelihood).38 At least in the
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sixteenth century, prescriptive legal sources from Scotland tend not to offer the same level of clarity or
detailed schedules of fines and punishments. Regiam Majestatem did include some fixed rates of
compensation per the tariff system, but Balfour’s Practicks provides more general guidance intended to
help courts balance satisfaction and resentment according to various factors: the offence, the status and
wealth of the people involved and other details, such as how many dependents had been affected by the
suffering of the victim.39 From the Regiam Majestatem through to Balfour, the same considerations of
violence, responsibility and premeditation figured in at some stage of legislation, accusation, prosecution
and punishment. Another reason for the lack of a precise classification of unlawful killing in Scots law is
that the traditional response to outbreaks of violence was to pass temporary or reactionary legislation: for
example, recurring limitations on granting remissions or respites that reflected contemporary complaints
about excessive violent offences.40 Many of these provisions came with expiry dates or fell out of use
after some time.41 The benefit of this approach to law-making is that it does allow us to study
contemporary responses to the offences that inspired reactionary legislation, which reshaped and
redefined legal responses to offences like slaughter, theft and arson.42
Evidence of further development in the Scottish context is identifiable in legislation from the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. These statutes reveal an increasing emphasis on the role of intent in
both the classification and prosecution of unlawful killing through two specific terms: forethocht felony
and chaudmella. In the first instance, a 1370 statute registers administrative and judicial interest in the
presence of intent through its insistence upon inquests into whether the homicide was committed with
premeditation or secretly (i.e., murther).43 The implication here is that some killings were pardonable,
while others were not. Further differentiation between intentional and unintentional homicide was
introduced in a 1372 statute that mandated an enquiry into whether the offence had been committed with
‘per forthouchfelony [sic] sive murthir’ (by forethocht felony or murther) or by ‘chaudmellee’, which the
statute defined as a homicide committed ‘ex calore iracundie’ (out of the heat of passion).44 This statute
marks the entry of the third classification of homicide into Scots statutory law.
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During the fifteenth century, the terms murther and forethocht felony appear to blur somewhat.
Sellar notes that, sometime between the fourteenth and the eighteenth century, probably beginning after
the last specific use of the term murther in the 1370 statute, murther came to include any unlawful killing
accomplished with forethocht felony.45 He argues further that, as opposed to chaudmella, ‘the term
“murder” began to extend its ambit and more from its older and more restricted meaning of a secret
killing to cover all killing done with forethocht felony. Killing by forethocht felony was contrasted with
killing in the heat of the moment’.46 According to Sellar, this ‘widening of the meaning of “murder” to
extend from a secret killing to all cases of forethocht felony or malice aforethought’ was indicative of a
growing preference for public justice and more judicial interest in the relationship between intent and
culpability.47
While the terms did blur, it seems to have occurred in a manner opposite to Sellar’s assessment.
Murther is not the term preserved in the statutes, nor does it make frequent appearances in the court
records as a conventional way of indicating premeditation. In a more recent investigation of the late
medieval and early modern laws surrounding unlawful killing, Grant argues that murther retained its
separate and clandestine meaning until at least the end of the fifteenth century, when it became
incorporated into forethocht felony. Indeed, the fourteenth-century distinctions were further entrenched
through a series of statutes passed during the fifteenth century, although none include the word murther
and instead refer only to forethocht felony and ‘sudden chaudmella’.48 A 1426 statute upholds the
distinction between ‘forthocht fellony’ and ‘chaudmellay’ (or ‘suddande’) by differentiating the
appropriate judicial procedures,49 which are elaborated in a statute from 1432:
gif it be suddandly done demayn hym as the auld law tretis of befor. Ande be it forthocht
felony his body to be put in presone quhil amendis be maid to the party be the secht of
lele and worthy men befor the sheref gif it be within rial, swa befor the lorde or his
balyeis in the regall, ande befor the alderman and balyeis in the burgh. The [sic] sal ger
amendis be maid eftir the quantite of the trespas don to the party ande demanyt syne as
the law will.50
This legislative effort to strengthen the relationship between intent and classification continued: a 1469
statute complains of ‘the eschowing of gret slachteris, quhilkis has bene richt commone ymang the kingis
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liegiis now and of late, baith of fure thocht felony and of suddante’.51 Notably, the writers of these statutes
ceased to employ the term murther and refer specifically to forethocht felony and suddantie (or
chaudmella).
Despite the absence of the term murther from fifteenth-century legislation, the specific term does
appear in court records dating from the period.52 A distinction between the two is also made throughout
the privy seal records, which survive from 1488 and contain clauses that exclude certain offences from
the remissions and respites recorded therein. In these clauses, murther and slauchter are treated as distinct:
‘customary treason, murther, fire, common theft, slauchter, and the ravishing [rape] of women
excepted’.53 In the latter half of the sixteenth century, it was considered relevant enough to warrant
inclusion in Balfour’s magnum opus on Scots law, commonly known as Balfour’s Practicks. In this
volume, he writes:
Thair ar twa kindis of man-slauchter [homicide], the ane is callit murther, and the uther
callit simple slauchter. Murther is done privatlie, na man seand nor knawand the samin
bot allanerlie [only] the slayer and his complices, swa that the cry of the people followis
not suddenlie thairupon, as is usit in the law of slauchter…na slauchter done be chance or
chaud-melle, sould be callit murther; for all murther is committit be foirthocht felonie.54
Nearly three decades later, in 1597, Skene published a glossary of ‘Difficil Wordes’ in the fourteenthcentury Regiam Majestatem for use by his sixteenth-century contemporaries.55 Here again, murther was
considered sufficiently relevant to receive thorough treatment:
Quhairof sum is called private, that is, mans slauchter, quhairof the author is unknawing;
quhairof the inquisition perteinis to the Crowner; As quhen ane person is found slaine, or
drowned, in ony place or water. Vther is publick, committed be forethocht-fellonie…And
swa murther is committed be fore-thocht-fellonie, and not be suddantie.56
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Given the evidence of the statutory and scholarly sources from the premodern period, I am inclined to
agree with Grant’s assertion that, at least until the end of the fifteenth century, murther was considered a
sub-classification of forethocht felony (i.e., it was premeditated and malicious), but that it ‘retained its
special restricted meaning’ and continued to be understood as ‘non-public, with unknown perpetrators—
in other words, secret’.57 As this brief overview shows, contemporary legislation and legal scholarship
suggest a distinction between slauchter (open killing) and murther (secret killing), according to
circumstance, by the end of the fourteenth century.
Returning to the classification of unlawful killing more broadly, it is clear that, from the earliest
recorded laws through to the statutes and legal commentary of the late sixteenth century, the social and
administrative focus on secrecy (circumstance), although never disregarded, gave way to the intent of an
offender as the primary factor in classifying unlawful killing. Linguistically, the statutes cease to contrast
murther and homicide and begin to favour forethocht felony and suddantie (chaudmella). In the fifteenth
century, the introduction of suddantie signals that premeditation was becoming more relevant to
prosecution, as does the incorporation of murther within the concept of forethocht felony during this
time.58 According to Sellar, ‘[t]his new classification has moved away from the world of the blood feud
towards a public criminal law’.59 These changes fit with a broader shift in late medieval and early modern
conceptions of lethal violence from an offence against the person, as discussed in medieval canon law, to
an offence against the commonweal or commonwealth in the fifteenth century and the emerging state in
the sixteenth.60 The critical distinction between medieval murder and later distinctions was the degree of
intent. As a comparison, various English statutes passed in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries also
drew more precise distinctions between murder, which was unpardonable, and manslaughter, which was
pardonable based on the lack of forethought or premeditation. Although manslaughter never entered
Scottish law as a separate offence, its development in English law suggests that the two systems followed
a similar trajectory regarding the mitigating and aggravating effects of intent.61
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The importance of intent, on top of specific circumstances, is evident in statutes that ordered
crowners and other officials to investigate the state of mind of an accused murderer.62 The first, from
1370, legislated that ‘none who is intending to obtain remission for homicide will have his case heard in
the future, unless there has previously been made an enquiry in those parts where the homicide has been
committed…if it can be ascertained that it was done by an act of murder or malice aforethought’.63 This
decree was followed five decades later by a 1426 act that reiterated the appropriate procedure: ‘as soon as
any complaint is made, by any person, either to justice, sheriffs, bailies of burghs or other officers of the
law…, that the king’s peace is broken upon him, the said officer of the law,… shall in all goodly
haste…cause diligent enquiry without any favour, whether that deed was done by forethought felony [or
through sudden chaudemella]’.64 Thus, in the sixteenth century, the primary sources of law related to
unlawful killing were Regiam Majestatem, parliamentary statutes and customary law, heavily influenced
by the canon law emphasis on intent, with Roman sources of law consulted wherever Scottish laws were
insufficient.65 However, it is not enough to base our understanding of homicide law on these sources
alone, and there are several reasons we must investigate the law in practice through extant court records.
First, as Dropuljic notes, the terms in use by contemporary lawmakers and legal scholars are not always
what appear in the court records themselves.66 This fact suggests some distance between the law as
written and the law as practised. Second, the court records suggest a legal interest in the severity of the
victim’s wounds or other damages, which is absent from the sources discussed above. The statutes and
legal treatises suggest rather simplistic and straightforward developments in managing unlawful killing in
premodern Scotland, but the court records reveal a more complicated reality.

2.2

Classification in Practice

Although the language of the court records does follow the same logic of codified law and legal theory,
the terms used to describe the offences are more nuanced and specific.67 Moreover, they point clearly to
the more regular inclusion of detail and the distinctive varieties of slauchter observed by Drupoljic for the
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seventeenth century.68 Given the relationship between language and ideology, historians of lethal violence
must look more closely at archival sources from these periods.69 The justiciary court records reveal
substantial variations in the language of classification: first, the vocabulary relating to homicide employed
by the justice clerks is at times internally inconsistent and, second, it does not match up with the separate
offences outlined in statute law and legal commentaries. Therefore, we must re-examine what we know
about the classification of homicide by considering sixteenth-century evidence. Through an investigation
of the relationships between language and prosecution in the first six decades of surviving justiciary court
records, the following discussion attempts to go some way towards informing future overviews of the
subject, much as Dropuljic’s deep dive into her sources has shed welcome light on the vocabulary of and
attitudes towards lethal violence in the seventeenth century.
Dropuljic has found that, by the seventeenth century, the term ‘slaughter’ was used to refer to
most unlawful killing, and the severity of the offence was decided based in part on the presence of malice
and the nature of the wounds. The terms used here were ‘slaughter with precogitat malice’, ‘slaughter
chaudemella’, and ‘accidental slaughter’.70 As discussed above, how Scottish lawmakers arrived at these
seventeenth-century distinctions is not immediately clear based on institutional sources. However, much
like the intermediate steps written out while solving a complicated bit of math, the sixteenth-century court
records show the work that was taking place as the administration of justice grew more professional and
bureaucratic.
The vocabulary used to describe unlawful killing varies throughout the sample. Across 492
entries that contain an offence that might be interpreted as unlawful killing, 1455 individual offences vary
as follows: cruel slauchter (crudelis interfectio), slauchter (mors, occisio and interfectio), forethocht
felony and murther.71 The frequency with which each offence appears is as follows: 647 charges of cruel
slauchter (45.5 per cent); 396 charges of slauchter and its cognates (27.2 per cent), 307 charges of
forethocht felony (21.1 per cent); and 105 charges of murther (7.2 per cent).72 Some offences themselves
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imply details about the intent, context and severity of the incident, which appears to have suited the
court’s purposes because the clerks tended not to include further descriptive details in most cases. We
must, therefore, compare offences and outcomes to sort out what the clerks may have been implying and
whether the language used in these entries suggests more details than were made explicit. While some
imply the presence of cruelty, brutality, or malice, others are vague or somewhat sanitised, as in the case
of mors (death). Only forethocht felony correlates precisely with the language of prescriptive records,
although this appears in several contexts and may indicate different degrees of lethal or non-lethal
violence. Given the distinction between murther and slauchter, we can probably accept mors, occisio and
interfectio as variants of slauchter. It is necessary to look to other terms included in the records for clues
to the specific circumstances regarding the killing and the presence (or absence) of homicidal intent.
Following Dropuljic’s example, this section takes up questions related to malice, premeditation and the
adjectives used to describe wounds and slaughter to assess whether they figured into the prosecution of
homicide between 1493 and 1558. An increase in the use of descriptive prepositional phrases towards the
middle of the sixteenth century suggests two scenarios: 1) increased concern over intent and circumstance
in all cases of violence, whether lethal or non-lethal, and 2) a shift towards separating circumstance and
severity from the offence of unlawful killing itself.73 The relationships between language and prosecution
best illuminate these connections.
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Table 1 Outcomes of cruel slaughter, slaughter, and murther (by entry)
Outcome
Acquittal
Conviction
beheaded
hanged
drawn and hanged
corporal punishment
banishment
warded
not specified
Non-compearance
put to the horn
pledged to future court
surety amerced*
infirm
other
Replegiation
Assythment/compensation
remission
respite
permitted to compone
at the king’s will/sign

Cruel slauchter1
(227 entries)
No.
%
2
.9%

Slauchter
(152 entries)
No.
%
4
2.6%

Murther
(23 entries)
No.
%
—
—

12
4
—
—
—
1
4

5.3%
1.8%
—
—
—
.4%
1.8%

7
1
1
1
1
—
1

4.6%
.7%
.7%
.7%
.7%
—
.7%

3
3
—
—
—
—
—

13.0%
13.0%
—
—
—
—
—

18
90
49
2
—
23

7.9%
39.6%
21.6%
.9%
—
10.1%

10
26
37
3
2
17

6.6%
17.1%
24.3%
2.0%
1.3%
11.2%

3
7
6
—
—
1

13.0%
30.4%
26.1%
—
—
4.3%

14
2
2
4

6.2%
.9%
.9%
1.8%

27
2
7
2

17.8%
1.3%
4.6%
1.3%

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

Note: the category of slauchter includes mors, occisio and interfectio, its Latin equivalents. Likewise, the category
of cruel slauchter includes all instances of crudelis interfectio. Some outcomes have been excluded for concision and
readability: failure to produce letters (1 slauchter, fined) assize absent (1 slauchter) and lawburrows (1 slauchter).
*‘Amerced’ (from ‘mercement’), is the Middle Scots term used to indicate that a fine was issued at the discretion of
the court.74

Murther stands out clearly as the form of homicide with the fewest options for judicial resolution.
As discussed above, murther was judged harshly due to its secretive nature, which complicated
investigative efforts and made it impossible to extract compensation from the guilty party if the guilty
party was never found and tried. Additionally, secrecy implies premeditation and planning, which
removes the mitigating context involved in crimes of passion or violent outbursts that erupted during
arguments. Although many accused murderers fled justice and failed to compear, their sureties were more
likely to be amerced, and the accused themselves were more likely to be put to the horn and declared
fugitives from the law. None of the 23 entries sampled in this study resulted in acquittal or assythment;
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instead, all those convicted were either beheaded (13 per cent) or hanged (13 per cent). Although the
severity or scale of violence may also have extended to the circumstances under which the offence
occurred, as in the case of attacks that involved arson, property damage, and large numbers of offenders
and victims, the following discussion concerns only the terms used to describe the act of killing itself and
not accompanying offences. The broader context in which unlawful killing occurred, such as feud and
border crime, is taken up in chapter 4. Concerning offences, only two included in this sample are
appropriate for direct comparison here: cruel slauchter and slauchter.
In addition to circumstance, cruelty appears to have interested the court and influenced conviction
and punishment.75 The slightly higher rate of non-compearance for entries that contain offences of cruel
slauchter may indicate two things: first, that this offence was punished more harshly than its simpler
counterpart such that pannels rightfully feared the death sentence; second, that the accused pannels were
being protected and kept away from court.76 In the first case, pannels were made to pay compensation less
often for cruel slauchter than for slauchter. Of the cruel slauchter cases, 6.2 per cent received a remission,
0.9 per cent received respites, and 0.9 per cent were permitted to compone. The figures for slauchter are
17.8 per cent, 1.3 per cent, and 4.6 per cent, respectively. Similarly, fewer pannels accused of cruel
slauchter (0.9 per cent) were acquitted than those acquitted of slauchter (2.6 per cent). Finally, killers
convicted of cruel slauchter were more likely to be beheaded (5.3 per cent) or hanged (1.8 per cent) than
those convicted of slauchter (4.6 per cent and 0.7 per cent, respectively). All this to say, it appears that
those who killed ‘cruelly’, were considered more offensive and deserving of harsher penalties than other
killers. Indeed, the lower rates of assythment as a means of resolving cruel slauchter cases suggest that
this offence was not as forgivable as slauchter, and the sentences for those convicted of cruel slauchter
were harsher than those for slauchter. For this reason, many pannels accused of cruel slauchter had good
reason to avoid the court for as long as possible.
In some cases, an absentee pannel likely had the support and protection of the lord who had
instigated the killing in the first place. The rationale behind this interpretation is that ‘cruel’ may indicate
that the killing was related to a feud rather than the severity of the wound or brutality of the attack. The
term ‘cruel’ was used frequently in the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century justiciary records, but the context
in which they are used is not always clear in a way that helps definition; however, the use of ‘cruel’ to
describe wounding and mutilation cases might also shed some light on its use to describe slauchter.
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Regarding fifteenth-century cases of forethocht felony wounding, Armstrong suggests that the inclusion
of ‘cruel’ indicates malice, enmity and aggravation.77 Skipping ahead to the seventeenth century,
concerning slauchter, Dropuljic has likewise observed a difference between the use of ‘deadly’ (a wound
causing death) and ‘cruel’ (as an indication of intent and malice).78 The justiciary court records from the
late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries do not use the language of ‘deadly’ strikes or wounds, only
‘cruel’. Without more detailed descriptions of assaults and slauchters, it is not possible to say with
certainty whether the term, as used in this sample, refers solely to the presence of malice or whether it
might also indicate bloodshed. The phrase ‘to the effusion of blood’ describes strikes and blows with
some regularity in near-lethal assault cases, but almost never in cases of slauchter, cruel or otherwise. If
Armstrong and Dropuljic’s interpretations are the correct or are, at least, the most common interpretation
of ‘cruel’, its adjectival and adverbial uses in these records may explain the high number of replegiations
for cruel slauchter as evidence of local magnates exercising their jurisdictional rights and protecting
followers who had committed violent offences in the context of feud and vengeance. It is also possible
that, since the most violent offences were the most likely to result in convictions, the lucrative profits of
forfeiture might have incentivised holders of jurisdictional privileges to repledge these cases.
Concerning intent, no variant of homicide clearly and regularly implies premeditation, and
Dropuljic’s ‘precogitat malice’ does not appear in the entries sampled between 1493 and 1558. The only
reference to ‘precogitat’ is as part of forethocht felony, which Dropuljic argues was falling out of fashion
by the seventeenth century.79 She also argues that, in the first half of the seventeenth century, ‘[t]he
precogitata (i.e., thinking in advance) did not appear to relate to the actual act of killing; rather, “slaughter
with precogitat malice” seemed to concern the scenario of killing preceded by a more general, nonhomicidal sentiment of malice and ill-will’ (i.e., enmity).80 Nevertheless, ‘precogitat malice’ and
‘precogitat felony’ appear to have served the same purpose, with ‘felony’ meaning ‘fierceness’, ‘cruelty’
or ‘deliberate wickedness’.81 In the sixteenth century, it seems that forethocht felony encompassed a
variety of lesser assaults and molestations and, by the 1530s, it was far more common to see the phrase
‘ex precogitata felonia’ used to differentiate premeditated homicide from spontaneous or unintentional
killing committed by chaudmella. This information influenced prosecution and was perhaps included by
victims, local officials or juries to nudge the outcome towards the maximum punishment or
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compensation.82 The question of whether forethocht felony should be considered synonymous with
homicide will be taken up again shortly.
It is easier to discern what aggravating and mitigating factors interested the court when the
records include prepositional phrases and their details. Descriptions of motive, means, or circumstance are
regrettably absent from many early entries in the court books. Fortunately, towards the middle of the
sixteenth century, the clerks began to include more information in prepositional phrases.
Table 2 Increase in the use of prepositional phrases over time
Decade

Entries

Modifiers

1493–1502
1503–1512
1513–1522
1523–1532
1533–1542
1543–1552
1553–1562

58
124
5
123
69
40
124

5
39
—
34
51
238
154

Average prep. phrases
in each entry (no.)
.1
.3
—
.3
.7
6.0
1.2

The circumstances under which an offence was committed were indicated with descriptions of the
accused acting in a ‘murderous manner’, ‘warlike manner’, ‘under the silence of night’, ‘in the company
of rebels’ or ‘with or for the English’. Degrees of lethal and non-lethal violence were indicated by
including ‘cruel(ly)’ and ‘to the effusion of blood’. The presence of malicious intent at the time of
unlawful killing, attempted homicide and property offences was increasingly elaborated on by the
inclusion of ‘out of old enmity’, ‘out of forethocht felony’, ‘for their slaughter’ and ‘suddantie’.
Sometimes whether the offence amounted to treason was indicated by the inclusion of ‘common’ or
‘treason’, although this was not a regular practice in the sampled entries. The increasingly frequent
inclusion of these phrases is a welcome development for the historian and offers insight into the
perception and prosecution of violent offences by the court.
Given the dramatic increase in prepositional phrases in two specific decades and the limitations of
the database, it is not feasible for this study to directly compare the relationship between offences related
to homicide, prepositional phrases and outcomes. In the first place, these descriptive phrases only came
into regular use in the 1540s: there are simply too few cases of homicide described using prepositional
phrases to make a meaningful comparison between all the entries in the sample. Second, the clerks
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sometimes used two prepositional phrases to describe one offence: for example, slauchter committed both
out of old enmity and out of forethocht felony. In this case, because old enmity implies circumstances
(feud) and forethocht felony implies intent, it is difficult to say with any confidence how and to what
extent either of these descriptors influenced the prosecution of slauchter, cruel slauchter and murther.
Moreover, in any reports produced using the database, only the first prepositional phrase is paired with
the offence in question and counted: effectively, the second does not exist and is not paired with an
offence or counted. Finally, prepositional phrases appeared less frequently to describe homicide than they
did in cases of assault. That the clerks used these phrases less when describing fatal assaults might
indicate that the severity of a lethal assault and the appropriate sentence and compensation were
somewhat more straightforward to determine—the victim was either dead or they were not; conversely,
the jury likely required more information to adequately judge assaults that put the victim in mortal peril,
that were committed under the silence of night or that occurred during a raid. Despite these limitations,
the prepositional phrases do have some value, and their inclusion in the court books has much to say
about how pursuers, the officials to whom they reported the offence, and the courts perceived and dealt
with offences committed with homicidal intent.
Many of the entries that recorded non-lethal assaults made use of various phrases to indicate the
intent, circumstances and severity related to the attack. In terms of intent, the sample includes phrases
such as ‘out of forethocht felony’ (ex precogitata felonia), ‘for their slaughter’ (pro suo/sua
interfectione),83 ‘in murderous manner’ (in modo murthro),84 and ‘on a suddantie’.85 Phrases that
described circumstance include ‘common’ (commune), ‘treasonable’ (proditoria), ‘under silence of night’
(sub silencio noctis), ‘out of old enmity’ (ex antiqua malicia), ‘in company with [a named rebel, the
English or traitors]’ (in comitato…), ‘in warlike manner’ (in modo bellico) and ‘by poison’ (per
intoxicatum). Finally, the severity of injury was typically implied with phrases like ‘the effusion of blood’
(ad sanguinis effusionem) and ‘cruel(ly)’ (crudele or crudeliter).86 On occasion, the type of weapon and
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the specific body part harmed was included, but this did not happen often, and the specifics were
sufficiently varied that these were tagged in the database as qualitative information rather than tracked as
prepositional phrases or modifiers in their own right. The figure below illustrates the number of pannels
whose offences were described using these phrases.87

U SE OF PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES BY DECADE
OUT OF FORETHOCHT FELONY
FOR THEIR SLAUCHTER
IN MURDEROUS MANNER
SUDDANTIE
INTENT
COMMON
TREASONABLE
UNDER SILENCE OF NIGHT
OUT OF OLD ENMITY
IN COMPANY WITH…
IN WARLIKE MANNER
POISON
CIRCUMSTANCE
EFFUSION OF BLOOD
CRUEL(LY)

1493–1502

1503–1512

1513–1522

1523–1532

1533–1542

1543–1552

1553–1562

Figure 1 The use of prepositional phrases by decade
This figure suggests that the court was primarily interested in a pannel’s intent. Given that the
figure counts pannels rather than entries, these two categories are potentially overrepresented here: some
entries include upwards of forty pannels, which increases the number of times a phrase is counted by the
number of pannels involved. For an entry with one pannel, the database will count one appearance of the
phrase, while for an entry with forty pannels, the database will count forty appearances of the phrase. The
same can be said for ‘out of old enmity’ and ‘in a warlike manner’, which, contextually, describe assaults
and homicides committed by large groups of men in the context of raiding, feuding and convocation of
the lieges. This usage poses some problems in terms of calculating how many offences were described
with a prepositional phrase and how the inclusion of these phrases might have influenced trial outcomes.88
Nevertheless, the goal of this discussion is not to provide a definitive tally of all the cases in which these
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Pannels were accused of multiple offences, each with the potential to have its own prepositional phrase appended.
Figure 1 does not show how many entries contained the phrase in question, but how many pannels were described as
acting in this way.
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Wasser has suggested that the inclusion of these phrases might have been intended to influence the prosecution
and obtain the maximum punishment or compensation. Wasser, ‘Violence and the Central Criminal Courts’, 22.
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phrases appear, but to demonstrate two things: first, that the court was interested in details related to
intent, circumstance and violence as early as 1493; second, that the importance of these details increased
dramatically towards the middle of the sixteenth century; and third, that the accused’s intent was perhaps
the most crucial bit of information needed to get a case heard by Scotland’s highest criminal court and
influence its outcome. Of the prepositional phrases indicating intent, ‘out of forethocht felony’ and ‘for
their slauchter’ were the most common, in part due to the dramatic increase in their use from the 1540s
onward. Forethocht felony was used to describe numerous offences, including murther, slauchter and
cruel slauchter,89 as well as hamesucken, wounding, mutilation and accosting the victim in a town or on
the road.90 As should be expected by now, most of the cases resulted in non-compearances, with sureties
fined and pannels put to the horn or summoned to a future court date. In other cases, the pannels came in
will, were repledged, were convicted (banished, beheaded, hanged or not specified) or produced a letter of
respite or remission.
The most common circumstantial prepositional phrases suggest feuding and warlike activity: ‘out
of old enmity’ and ‘in a warlike manner’. The first phrase described various homicides, woundings and
mutilations,91 as well as one entry in which William MacLellan of Bombie was convicted of forethocht
felony, oppression, multiple counts of theft and coming upon a victim for his slauchter.92 William was
convicted (punishment not specified) of these offences, most likely because he had terrorised four
separate victims on what seem to have been four separate occasions. Others were convicted and received
either an unspecified punishment or were fined in varying amounts.93 Aside from those who failed to
compear and were pledged to future courts or repledged, one case described as ‘out of old enmity’
resulted in an acquittal (of slauchter),94 and another resulted in the issuance of a respite.95 The second
phrase, ‘in warlike manner’, was most often applied in cases of convocation of the lieges and attacking
victims on the road.96 The increase in its use from the 1540s might indicate fatigue over war with England
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For murther, see JC1/6 fo. 10v; for slauchter, see JC1/2 fo. 227v and JC1/5 fo. 282v; for cruel slauchter, see
JC1/7 fo. 2r-2v, JC1/7 fo. 31v-32r, JC1/7 fo. 111r-v, JC1/7 fo. 111r, JC1/7 fo. 115r-v and JC1/7 fo. 122v.
90
For hamesucken, see JC1/7 fo. 4v and JC1/7 fo. 15r; for wounding, see JC1/7 fo. 4v, JC1/7 fo. 6r, JC1/7 fo. 33r,
JC1/5 fo. 276v, JC1/7 fo. 117r, JC1/7 fo. 121v and JC1/6 fo. 6v; for mutilation, see JC1/3 fo. 109r, JC1/3 fo. 114v,
JC1/5 fo. 378r, JC1/7 fo. 123v-124r, JC1/7 fo. 130v; for accosting (coming upon, ambushing, putting to flight, etc.),
see JC1/7 fo. 15r, JC1/7 fo. 19r, JC1/5 fo. 293v, JC1/5 fo. 293v, JC1/6 fo. 9v and JC1/6 fo. 14v.
91
For homicides see JC1/7 fo. 4r, JC1/7 fo. 128v, and JC1/10 fo. 66r; for wounding see JC1/2 fo. 12r, JC1/7 fo. 33r,
JC1/6 fo. 12v and JC1/7 fo. 121v; for mutilation, see JC1/7 fo. 123v-124r and JC1/7 fo. 125r.
92
JC1/2 fo. 18r.
93
For the conviction, see JC1/7 fo. 33r; for the unlaw, see JC1/2 fo. 12r.
94
JC1/10 fo. 66r.
95
JC1/6 fo. 12v.
96
For convocation of the lieges, see JC1/5 fo. 293v, JC1/7 fo. 15r, JC1/7 fo. 114r; for accosting (waylaying and
invasion), see JC1/2 fo. 22r and JC1/6 fo. 10r (two relevant entries on this folio).
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and a lack of patience for regional conflicts between local magnates, but further consideration of the
connection is outwith the scope of the current study. Pannels accused of convocation of the lieges, in a
warlike manner, tended to come in will, were pledged to a future court or were repledged to an
ecclesiastical or regality court. Coming in will suggests that the pannels anticipated merciful treatment,
and the trends in outcomes related to offences committed ‘in warlike manner’ may suggest that these
actions were brought against the pannels as warnings to cease disruptive behaviour during a time of crisis.
It is rare for the records to include information about the means of death; however, there is one
instance where the clerks referred to poisoning in a prepositional phrase, and several other entries that
record wounding and mutilation mention clubs or stones, although these details were considered
anecdotal and not coded for data analysis. Therefore, except for these few cases, we must consider the
language of offences and prepositional phrases, and their relationship to prosecution, in order to ferret out
whether and to what extent degrees of violence factored into the court’s prosecutorial decisions. In terms
of indicating the severity of an assault, ‘cruel(ly)’ was undoubtedly the most common adverbial descriptor
in these records. Figure 1 does not sufficiently represent the extent to which this term appears in the
records due to a fault in the database design: cruel wounding, cruel slauchter and cruel mutilation were
coded as unique offences within the database before the use of cruel within descriptive phrases became
common enough in the records to warrant creating a separate code for it. For perspective, 647 pannels
were accused of cruel slauchter, 16 of cruel wounding and 2 of cruel mutilation. As discussed above, it
would seem that the designation of an offence as cruel often resulted in harsher penalties. Its inclusion
suggests that the language of bloodshed was relevant to those who brought complaints to the courts and
those who ruled on them. In several cases of assault, the pannels were accused of striking or wounding the
victim to the effusion of blood. These occurrences call back to the tariff penalties discussed above:
appropriate compensation was often decided based on the severity of the injury, which might be measured
in blood spilt, the location of the wound or the degree to which the use of an appendage had been
compromised.97 Although rare in the justiciary court records, the inclusion of this information here and in
burgh and sheriff courts—as bludewite—suggests that it was considered valuable when deciding whether
the court would hear a case and, if so, the appropriate punishment and compensation.98
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Several versions of Leges Scocie and Leges inter Brettos et Scottos contained lists of fines that varied according to
the placement of a wound. Although these sources were compiled in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the tariff
approach to penalties is well documented for contemporary courts on the continent, and there is good reason to
suspect that its influence remained in Scottish courts. Taylor, Laws of Medieval Scotland, 423–43; Dean, Crime,
131–33.
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‘Bludewite, n. (1)’, in DSL, n.d., https://dsl.ac.uk/entry/dost/bludewite. Guiltiness of, or liability to a penalty for,
bloodshed; an action against a person for bloodshed.
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During the first half of the sixteenth century, unlawful killing might be classified in three ways:
slauchter, murther, and suddantie. Forethocht felony might sometimes have referred to homicide, but this
is taken up in more detail in the following section. The two most basic kinds of unlawful killing were then
elaborated upon using prepositional phrases, adjectives and adverbs that hinted at the intent, cruelty and
circumstances involved in homicides and near-lethal assaults. The archival evidence suggests that the men
tasked with dispensing justice on the ground were closely attuned to contemporary legislative and
theoretical developments. The chronology of how circumstance, violence, and intent came to be
expressed separately from the offence itself is evident in statutes and legal treatises, albeit with a
significant gap in the first half of the sixteenth century. Further research into the significance of these
descriptive phrases and words, mainly at which stage they entered the record and their influence on
prosecution, is required before any decisive claims can be made on these points. This chapter has thus far
demonstrated that it is a valuable exercise to look to the court records to observe smaller steps in the
development of legal theory and practice and the subtle ways that nuanced factors influenced the
classification and prosecution of serious violence in premodern Scotland.

2.3

The Problem of Forethocht Felony: Was It Always Homicide?

One term is particularly well-suited to a deeper analysis because it is, uniquely, the only offence that
appears both in the legislation of the period and the court records. Of all the variant terms for unlawful
killing employed by the justiciary court, only forethocht felony (precogitata felonia) correlates precisely
with the language of legislation and legal theory explored above. However, much like sixteenth-century
laws and legal scholarship, the meaning and use of forethocht felony were in flux throughout the period
under review. Therefore, it is a convenient and suitable example of the mutability of legal language and
the classification of unlawful killing discussed throughout this chapter. The decision to include
forethought felony in this study was informed primarily by sixteenth-century legislation and modern legal
scholarship. Armstrong counts precogitata felonia among the kinds of homicides recorded in the justice
ayre records from 1493, 1495, and 1498; likewise, Sellar ties the term closely to homicide.99 Nevertheless,
its use by the justiciary court in trial records and Grant’s recent work on royal pardons100 suggests that
many of the offences of forethocht felony captured in this study are not homicides at all. Indeed, there are
some compelling reasons to re-examine the definition and use of the term over time.

Armstrong, ‘The Justice Ayre’, 23. Armstrong has since discussed its other possible applications in more recent
work based on the Aberdeen burgh court records in ‘Malice’; Sellar, ‘Forethocht Felony’.
100
Grant, ‘“Murder Will Out”’; Neville, ‘Royal Mercy’.
99
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In the sampled records, forethocht felony appears in two contexts: as an offence and in a
prepositional phrase. As an offence, it is included in the construction ‘pro arte et parte precogitata
felonia factur [the victim]’, sometimes followed by a list of other offences describing property damage or,
most commonly, oppression. As a prepositional phrase, it appears in the construction ‘pro arte et parte
[offence] ex precogitata felonia’. The variable offences found in prepositional phrases from this sample
include coming upon or invading the victim and wounding, striking, or mutilating them. This usage is
consistent with Grant’s conclusion that, in royal remissions, the inclusion of forethocht felony ‘shows that
it was a wider concept, applicable to any premeditated violence’.101 A focused analysis of the term and its
uses demonstrates that, contrary to the meaning and application suggested in the statutes, in this period,
forethocht felony extended to offences other than killing. At the beginning of the sixteenth century, and
perhaps earlier,102 forethocht felony, as both an offence and in descriptive prepositional phrases, ought to
be interpreted as a reference to any serious offence committed with malice and premeditation.
As an offence, forethocht felony appears in numerous contexts, and this complicates the effort to
assess its meaning. In several entries, the court accused the pannel only of slauchter, although some list
slauchter and forethocht felony in relation to the same homicide. Other entries contain offences that
suggest a targeted, feud-like assault—robbery, arson, property damage, theft—and forethocht felony, but
these entries do not include an offence that specifically describes lethal violence, nor do they indicate that
any of the victims were deceased at the time the record was written. Finally, several entries, which were
apparently abandoned by the court, list forethocht felony, with no other offences or details about the
circumstances. The key to parsing this term is to consider its contextual uses and the words paired with it.
Where forethocht felony appears as an offence in the JC1 series of records, the primary reason to
suggest that it does not always indicate unlawful killing is the apparent absence of a deceased victim. In
entries that record slauchter, the victim is always described as ‘the late’ (umquhile or quondam) as in ‘pro
arte et parte interfectione quondam John Doe’. In the 121 entries that list forethocht felony as the primary
offence, not one describes the victim as deceased. The absence of quondam appears to be an intentional
indication that the victim against whom the forethocht felony was committed was not killed. Grant argues
that this was the case concerning the privy seal records where quondam ‘is never found in forethought
remissions unless a killing is also recorded’.103 The same is true of the remissions and respites for

Grant, ‘“Murder Will Out”’, 218.
Armstrong, ‘Malice’; Frankot et al., ARO, 5:393.
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Furthermore, ‘with remissions for homicide all other offences are normally included as well, with remissions for
forethought offences that are not said to involve a killing, homicide is always specifically excluded’. Grant,
‘“Murder Will Out”’, 219.
101
102
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forethocht felony and slauchter recorded between 1488 and 1558. Although the clerks occasionally omit
umquhile or quondam from remissions for slauchter, the same terms never appear in entries that pardon
those convicted of forethocht felony.104 The omission of quondam from the forethocht felony remissions
listed in the privy seal records is not likely to be accidental given its otherwise consistent use in the
remissions related to slauchter (and other kinds of homicide). Concerning the justiciary court records,
although the use of umquhile (quondam) is occasionally inconsistent in entries that give slauchter as the
offence, these terms never appear when forethocht felony is given as the offence.
As an argument against scribal preferences or coincidence, several entries contain both types of
offences with the appropriate inclusion or omission of the terms in question. In the first, recorded in 1508,
umquhile (quondam) was used to refer to a previous, related homicide: John Shaw of Kers appeared
before the court to compone for art and part of the forethocht felony done to Duncan Ferguson, young
laird of Kilkerran, coming to Ferguson’s land in Burnside, breaking into houses there and wasting the
land for a year. He was also accused of the forethocht felony done to Andrew MacNaught when he broke
into his home and stabbed him with daggers and swords. Finally, he was accused of the forethocht felony
and oppression done to John Boyd, attempting to slay him at the same time that the umquhile
MacIlhenzie was killed.105 Note that none of the victims were described as umquhile (quondam), except
for the slaughtered MacIlhenzie. In another entry, also from 1508, forethocht felony was committed
against one victim while slauchter was committed against another: John Bickerton and his brother
Archibald were convicted of the cruel slauchter of the umquhile David Scot, near the kirk of Strathmiglo.
In the same entry, John was then convicted of the forethocht felony done to Sir William Scot, junior, and
his associates at the same time as David’s slauchter.106 Here, it is critical to note that only the slauchter
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For the absence of umquhile (quondam) from contemporary forethocht felony remissions and respites, see for
example: William, James and Gilbert Johnston (1493), RSS 1:5 (#25, 26); John Neilson (1498), RSS 1:22 (#182);
David Logan (1502), RSS 1:140 (#950); and Alexander Wishart (1508), RSS 1:255 (#1706). Notably, after this year,
pardons for forethocht felony as an offence decrease, although shift to forethocht felony as a prepositional phrase
indicating intent observed in the justiciary court records is apparent in the privy seal records as well.
For the inclusion of umquhile (quondam) in contemporary slauchter remissions and respites, see for example:
Thomas Tullo (1492), RSS 1:4 (#13); Thomas and James Galbraith, with Andrew Waware (1498), RSS 1:28 (#223);
William Wallace and Andrew Dodds (1502), RSS 1:140 (#949); John Arbuthnot (1508), RSS 1:242 (#1644); Robert
White, Andrew Balfour and George Chaip (1518), RSS 1:469 (#3005); William, earl of Montrose (1523), RSS 1:490
(#3256); James Smith (1533), RSS 2:211 (#1535); and Hugh Nesbitt (1538), RSS 2:373 (#2494); Gavin Johnston,
Thomas Bell and Gilbert Johnston (1543), RSS 3:30 (#206); James Danzell (1548), RSS 3:435 (#2724); and John Lie
(1553), RSS 4:332 (#2038).
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JC1/2 fo. 40v. This entry was recorded in Latin and has been translated for convenience. The term used to
describe MacIlhenzie is quondam.
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JC1/2 fo. 53r. This entry was recorded in Latin and has been translated for convenience. The term used to
describe David Scot is quondam.
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victim was described as umquhile (quondam). Similar entries appear throughout the records. As another
example, see the entry that recorded the presentation of remissions to the justiciar, in 1493, by James
Spottiswood, junior, Adam Spottiswood and Thomas Wood for the slauchter of the late Thomas Burne
and the forethocht felony done to Alexander Hog (notably not described as umquhile or quondam at the
time the record was taken down).107 Together with the privy seal evidence, these entries suggest that the
clerks were relatively consistent about their use of quondam when they described deceased victims
instead of those who survived or who were not physically attacked at all.
Beyond the fact that those accused and convicted of forethocht felony appear to have left their
victims alive, if not in the best shape, the offence frequently co-occurs with another that, logically, they
must have been alive to suffer. Contextually, forethought felony is often recorded as part of the double
charge of forethought felony and oppression, as in ‘precogitata felonia et oppressione factur [the
victim]’).108 If forethocht felony were a synonym for homicide, it would be an odd claim given that
oppression—in this period, the offence of depriving one of the uses of their lands or labourers through
various violent or non-violent means, also of extortion or other forms of aggressive harassment—requires
that a victim be alive to experience the molestation.109 Given that none of the victims in these entries are
explicitly described as deceased, these instances of forethocht felony likely do not refer to instances of
unlawful killing. It is perhaps possible that the pannel did kill an unnamed victim, and that the named
victim was a relative or heir deprived of the unnamed decedent’s labour or income and, therefore, an
indirect victim of forethocht felony; however, this is also unlikely, and there are several reasons to doubt
this scenario.
In the first place, even when a pannel was not accused of homicide, previous homicides or those
related to the entries were included. An example of this was recorded in 1493, when Elizabeth Thomason
in Coarshench was permitted to compone for resetting (sheltering) Joss Glenquhair, who was at the time a
fugitive for the slauchter of the laird of Elmer, as well as several entries from 1528 that describe pannels
accused of similar acts of aiding and abetting fugitives.110 In the second place, related entries tended to be
grouped, and none of the forethocht felony and oppression entries included in this sample had
corresponding homicide cases on nearby folios. Finally, entries were organised by pannel and not by the
victim. If the pannel were accused of the slauchter of one person and, as a result, the oppression of
another through slauchter out of forethocht felony, the most efficient and pragmatic way of recording the
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JC1/1 fo. 4v.
This occurs in 87 entries.
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‘Oppressioun(e), n.’, in DSL, n.d., https://dsl.ac.uk/entry/dost/oppressioune.
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JC1/1 fo. 27v (1493); JC1/3 fo. 113v, JC1/4 fo. 24r and JC1/4 fo. 18v (1528).
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series of offences would be to do so through multiple clauses in one entry, as the clerks did for John Shaw
and John and Archibald Bickerton, discussed above. While the sampling method may have excluded
some entries that would have otherwise provided more details about how the clerks were using forethocht
felony in this last scenario, the court habitually dealt with years of offences at a stroke when it had a
pannel in front of it.
Finally, pannels of forethocht felony as an offence faced a broader range of sentences and
punishments than those accused of slauchter (cruel or otherwise) and murther. The number of options
available to the court, demonstrated in Table 3, suggests that forethocht felony was something of a catchall for any offence committed with premeditation. That the court permitted so many pannels accused of
forethocht felony to compone (28.6 per cent) suggests that forethocht felony might have encompassed the
sorts of offences for which compensation would be most appropriate, including property offences and
assaults. Significantly, unlaws (fines) were never issued in the slauchter or murther entries sampled, and
none of the accused killers in this sample came in will. The latter option, coming in will, was a way to
plead guilty before the court and throw oneself upon the mercy of the king; the guilty party would then
have to pay hefty fines to compensate the victim and increase the treasury’s holdings, but they would
escape the death penalty that awaited should they be convicted at trial.111 Although the pannels in two
cases of slaughter (2.4 per cent of all of these cases) were permitted to compone, most accused killers had
just three options: flee justice, seek a pardon, or face corporal or capital punishment. Armstrong noted a
tendency for those convicted of forethocht felony or wounding out of forethocht felony to be fined, while
those put to death were more commonly convicted killers.112 In the entries sampled for the current study,
the frequency with which forethocht felony cases were resolved with a fine, in addition to various other
sentences and punishments, suggests that this offence was not synonymous with homicide.
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Blakeway, ‘Privy Council of James V’, 186.
Armstrong, ‘The Justice Ayre’, 29.
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Table 3 Outcomes of forethocht felony, slaughter, and murther (by entry)
Outcome
Acquittal
Non-compearance
pledged to future court
surety amerced
put to the horn
infirm
other
Repledged
Assythment
come in will
remission
respite
permitted to compone
at the king’s will/sign
Conviction
banishment
beheaded
corporal punishment
drawn and hanged
hanged
unlaw (amercement)
warded
not specified

Forethocht felony
(140 entries)
No.
%
—
—

Slauchter
(379 entries)
No.
%
6
1.6%

Murther
(22 entries)
No.
%
—
—

11
5
1
—
1
2

7.9%
3.6%
.7%
—
.7%
1.4%

116
86
28
5
2
40

30.6%
22.7%
7.4%
1.3%
.5%
10.6%

7
6
3
—
—
—

27.3%
27.3%
13.6%
—
—
—

29
23
—
40
1

20.7%
16.4%
—
28.6%
.7%

—
41
4
9
6

—
10.8%
1.1%
2.4%
1.6%

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

1
3
—
—
1
17
1
4

.7%
2.1%
—
—
.7%
12.1%
.7%
2.9%

1
19
1
1
5
—
1
5

.3%
5.9%
.3%
.3%
1.3%
—
.3%
1.3%

—
3
—
—
3
—
—
—

—
13.6%
—
—
13.6%
—
—
—

Note: the category of slauchter includes mors, occisio and interfectio, its Latin equivalents. For this table, cruel
slauchter and crudelis interfectio have also been included in slauchter, to facilitate a more direct comparison
between slauchter (cruel or otherwise), forethocht felony and murther.

Over time, forethocht felony became more frequently used in descriptive prepositional phrases
than as an offence in and of itself. As an offence, forethocht felony was no longer in regular use by the
end of the first half of the sixteenth century. Dropuljic notes that this declining pattern continued into the
early seventeenth century when forethocht felony ‘was successfully prosecuted once and mentioned only
one other time’.113 Rather than disappearing entirely in the sixteenth century, however, forethocht felony
was included as a prepositional phrase used to provide additional context about the accused’s intent
during the perpetration of other offences. The proportion of cases in which it was employed in
prepositional phrases increased significantly in the 1540s and 1550s.
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Table 4 Forethocht felony as an offence (precogitata felonia) over time (by entry)
Decade
1493–1502
1503–1512
1513–1522
1523–1532
1533–1542
1543–1552
1553–1562

Forethocht felony
(offence)
68
145
1
21
52
9
56

Forethocht felony,
slauchter and
murther
112
212
17
402
305
110
433

Forethocht felony
as % of offence
related to killing
60.7%
68.4%
5.9%
5.2%
17.1%
8.2%
12.9%

Note: in this table, ‘slauchter’ includes all variant terms, including mors, occisio and interfectio.

Table 5 Forethocht felony as a prepositional phrase (ex precogitata felonia) over time (by entry)
Decade
Forethocht felony as a prepositional phrase
1493–1502
—
1503–1512
1
1513–1522
—
1523–1532
6
1533–1542
5
1543–1552
62
1553–1562
33
In prepositional phrases, the clerks used forethocht felony primarily to describe premeditated
slauchter. However, they also used it in a broader range of contexts to indicate premeditated intent in
vicious assaults that amounted to attempted homicide.114 This practice suggests that, as with its use as an
offence, forethocht felony was not synonymous with or universally indicative of homicide, but that it was
a term broadly applied to indicate the presence of intent in a range of offences not limited to unlawful
killing. Throughout the sample, only eight examples of forethocht felony are used to describe offences
such as slauchter (cruel or otherwise) and murther.115 The vast majority of the entries that include this
phrase, ‘out of forethocht felony’, emphasise the premeditated ‘coming upon’, ‘chasing’, ‘invading’,
‘mutilating’, ‘striking’ or ‘wounding’ of the victim.116 Although frequently found in conjunction with ‘for
their slaughter’, these entries suggest a range of violence that includes physical attacks resulting in
mutilation or the effusion of blood rather than lethal assaults. That the term was used to describe lesser
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Again, attempted homicide was not a classification of assault in this period but seems a good shorthand for
assaults committed with the intent to slay the victim, who survived.
115
JC1/2 fo. 227v (1513, beheaded); JC1/7 fo. 2r-2v (1554, conviction – unspecified); JC1/7 fo. 31v-32r (1554,
pledge to future court); JC1/5 fo. 282v (1538, respite); JC1/7 fo. 111r-v (1558, NC surety amerced, put to the horn);
JC1/7 fo. 111r (1558, remission); JC1/7 fo. 115r-v (1558, NC surety amerced, put to the horn); JC1/7 fo. 122v
(1558, NC default of presence).
116
See, for example, JC1/5 fo. 282v (1538), JC1/6 fo. 10v (1549), and JC1/7 fo. 115r-v (1558).
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assaults is borne out in burgh court records from the late fifteenth century.117 This usage supports Grant’s
argument that forethocht felony had, by this time, been ‘extended to mutilation, wounding, and beating’
and was being employed separately as a comment on the intent behind an assault or homicide rather than
being incorporated into the offence itself.118
Forethocht felony’s shift from an offence to a common prepositional phrase with applications that
extended beyond slauchter or murther is demonstrative of the changing language of the court records
during the sixteenth century. As Sellar so astutely observed, the terms for unlawful killing employed
throughout the late medieval period ‘all have several shades of meaning, some of which overlap. Which
precise nuance is to be attached will depend on circumstance, and the circumstances of homicide are
infinitely varied’.119 Until the sixteenth century, at least, these shades of meaning were collapsed into the
offence, incorporating both intent and context: murther was premeditated and secret; forethocht felony
was malicious and premeditated, but not necessarily secret; and chaudmella was unplanned, emotional
and irrational. As the sixteenth century wore on, offence and circumstance were separated, and the clerks
drafting the court books increasingly used prepositional phrases to provide the information necessary to
classify and prosecute the actions of accused and attempted killers.

2.4

Conclusions

The variety of terms for unlawful killing in use throughout the period, how and where they appeared in
the records and, towards the middle of the sixteenth century, the regular use of prepositional phrases to
indicate intent, violence and circumstance reveal several things about the administration of the law in this
period. First, the justiciar was becoming more interested in the role of intent and circumstance in violent
offences, whether they were lethal or non-lethal. Second, unlawful killing was treated, in practice, with
more nuance and detail than related treatises and legislation suggest. Third, the court’s language was
undergoing a shift in which details about the circumstances and severity were increasingly separated from
distinct offences. This close examination of the vocabulary of the court records, as well as legislative and
institutional legal sources, has shed light on a period of legal and social change during which the
circumstances that surrounded unlawful killing became separated from the terms used to describe the very
act of unlawful killing itself.
As the fifteenth century gave way to the sixteenth century, the relationship between conviction
(and sentencing) and circumstance (intent, context and severity) became more relevant to the
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classification and prosecution of homicide cases. By this time, forethocht felony might refer to any
serious offence committed with premeditation, and therefore using it as a synonym for slauchter that
served the dual purpose of indicating both death and intent would have been too vague given the other
possibilities available to the clerks who drafted warrants, criminal letters and trial minutes. Despite
differences in vocabulary, the court records and legal sources do not depart from each other as much as
they appear to at first glance. However, this does not mean that historians of crime, justice and society in
Scotland should rely solely on the statutes and institutional sources of law alone. If we hope to understand
better how the crown and its subjects responded to violence, we must consider as many sources as
possible to get the most comprehensive view of contemporary perceptions of homicide and near-lethal
assaults. The records of the justiciary court and ayres are helpful in that they show the changes and
continuities in the development of criminal law—in theory and in practice—during the early sixteenth
century: taken together, legislative, institutional and documentary sources reveal an increased interest, for
lawmakers and law keepers, in the presence of intent at the time of an offence, the severity of injury
suffered by the victim and the circumstances under which an offence occurred. This new interest, in turn,
influenced the prosecution of unlawful killing in Scotland.
The current chapter has gone some way towards establishing trends discussed in more detail in
the following chapters. The language in these records provides insight into the development of the court
as a central institution operating in a decentralised legal system, staffed and managed by legal
professionals engaged in increasingly bureaucratised methods of recordkeeping and administration.
Changes in Scottish legal culture and the court’s role as a tool for social control wielded both by the
crown and its subjects are taken up in chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Although it has not been discussed at
great length, several observations made in this chapter hint towards the existence of a missing link
between legislators, judges, and other court officials: although the language of the statute, institutional,
and documentary legal sources differ in their vocabulary, in practice, the administrators of the law appear
to have been on the same page as those who wrote it. The missing link may well be found among the
increasingly well-educated and professional personnel of both the central courts in Edinburgh and the
privy council members who prepared legislation for the Estates to enact.
The intermingling of customary and indigenous Scottish laws and continental influences was
made clear in the first part of this chapter; the latter was introduced by ecclesiastical lawyers and students
of law educated abroad throughout the centuries in which Scotland’s legal classifications and definitions
of homicide developed to the point they had by the early sixteenth century. As the sixteenth century
progressed, an increasing number of lawyers and magistrates were legal experts in multiple systems of
law, including canon law, which emphasised intent. The next chapter takes up this discussion in more
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detail and argues that stylistic and formulaic changes in how linguistic choices, the formulae and layout of
the records, the post-1524 fixed location of the court and the clerks’ fluctuating use of Latin and Scots all
suggest that a project of bureaucratising crown operations was underway in the sixteenth century. Judges
and magistrates, legal scholars, practising lawyers and notaries were all increasingly well versed in Scots
law, Roman law and canon law. As was the case with the highly educated legal professionals writing
these laws, the clerks responsible for drafting the formal court books appear to have had some legal
training too.
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3

Keeping Records and Centralising Justice

Previous studies of the development of court practice and jurisdictional change in the sixteenth century
have focused primarily on civil law and the establishment of the College of Justice. The Scottish legal
system was positively groaning under the weight of legal business coming its way in this century—a
phenomenon also observed in early modern England.1 This growth in official, public and formal conflict
resolution negotiated by legal experts also affected the development of criminal legal procedure and the
crown’s approach to governance. For the civil realm, Godfrey has shown how the College of Justice
helped manage the rapidly increasing amounts of civil litigation by enhancing procedure and stability.
The men who helmed this endeavour were ecclesiastics who functioned as men of law and played vital
roles in overseeing the establishment of the College and professionalising the body of lawyers operating
in the central courts.2 Similar developments were occurring in the criminal arena, and the records of the
justiciary court and ayres reveal a likeminded desire on the part of pursuers, local officials and the crown
for more central, public and formal resolutions of criminal matters.
The minutia of the court records, including legal terms and phrasing, reveal much about the
court’s emerging role within Scottish society and government. The form and content of the court records
and the types of offences pursued by the court reflect trends already well established by scholars of
violence: signs of an emerging bureaucracy are apparent in the formulae and language of the entries,
while the inclusion and emphasis of kinds of information, such as details about weapons and assize lists,
point to more institutional as opposed to personal uses of the court books.3 These small changes signal
broader societal shifts, such as the readiness to appeal to central institutions, which derived their authority
from the crown, for assistance in personal matters. Accordingly, it fell to the growing body of legal
professionals to adapt their recordkeeping practices and language in their roles as mediators and scribes
working in a court increasingly drawn into formerly local and personal conflict resolution practices.
Additionally, by taking a broader view and analysing the relationships between the geography of
the court and ayres and the regions from which they drew their cases, we can observe a clear trend
towards a criminal justice system that exercised its authority from the centre of the kingdom while
continuing to operate comfortably in a decentralised judicial system. One factor in the crown’s interest in
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centralising the administration of justice was surely that the fines and forfeitures related to noncompearances and convictions were a significant source of revenue.4 The court and ayres also served as
opportunities for the crown and its representatives to intervene in the management of interpersonal
violence and to present the image of a crown dedicated to maintaining social order. As a result, plaintiffs’
perceptions of the court’s efficacy may have improved over time, and this may have influenced their
choices when reporting violence, pursuing legal action and seeing the case through to its conclusion in the
justiciary court rather than abandoning it in favour of local or privately negotiated arrangements such as
compensation, marriages and other attempts to move forward amicably. Although central authority
increased, and the delivery of justice became more institutionalised, the process by which justice was
administered throughout the realm remained characterised by tensions between centre and locality and
between personal, private reconciliation and professional, public prosecution as violence was perceived as
an affront to the public and the king’s peace rather than an individual, interpersonal matter.

3.1

Legal Professionals, Recordkeeping and Bureaucracy

Thus far, the dissertation has focused on the law—how the court interpreted violence, the offences that
mattered to the court and its jurisdiction in matters of homicide and assault—but the laws and the courts
that enforced them were impersonal institutions, the authority of which was ultimately invested in the
men who operated within and argued before them: messengers, lawyers, clerks and judges.5 Throughout
medieval Europe, the growth of towns led to more secular lawyers training and practising as the arms of
central and municipal governments.6 These men played pivotal roles in the development of early modern
societies, designing and enforcing the legal frameworks that guided the growth of early modern states and
municipalities. William Bouwsma captured the multi-faceted administrative and social responsibilities of
these men:
As private practitioners they saw and represented clients who were in trouble, feared
trouble, sought the clarification of some ambiguous situation, or aimed to twist the social
system in some novel and advantageous way. As servants of government lawyers were
concerned to enforce and extend the rights of central authority or to shape institutions that
could do so more effectively, usually in an abrasive struggle with a hostile adversary…
Their role, in short, was to man the frontiers between the safe and familiar on the one
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hand, the dangerous and new on the other; between the tolerable and the intolerable;
between the conventional world and the chaos beyond it.7
Often educated at the same prestigious universities throughout the continent, lawyers across Europe were
members of an international community who shared the same intellectual foundation and culture.8
Scotland was a little late in joining this international community. Although by the end of the late
fifteenth century, the kingdom was home to a burgeoning secular legal profession and central courts were
becoming more appealing to pursuers,9 the great magnates and their courts remained influential sources of
justice in the localities well into the sixteenth century.10 That said, John Finlay’s study of Scotland’s men
of law has shown that many lawyers were increasingly educated, socially connected and wealthy prior to
1550.11 In the sixteenth century, the College of Justice was forced to limit the number of advocates
permitted to practice within it to increase administrative efficiency and limit the number of men trying to
use the profession as a means of social climbing.12 Yet by the seventeenth century, the legal community
had grown to the point that it was possible and necessary to divide practising lawyers into those who
wrote and those who argued.13 Several developments have been marked out as evidence of the Scottish
legal system’s growing professionalism, with learned men and the Court of Session guiding the changes.14
Civil cases increased considerably throughout the sixteenth century, as did the involvement of advocates;
the same seems to have been true of criminal cases.15 The growing demand for qualified advocates in the
sixteenth century coincided with the end of the College of Justice’s limit (numerus clausus) on the
number of practising advocates (between 1549 and 1555).16 Additionally, the office of the king’s advocate
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became more professional, filled with laymen who were educated and practised as lawyers.17 Finally, the
development and function of professional criminal defence counsel further underscore the increasing
complexity, precision and professionalization of Scotland’s legal institutions.18 Nevertheless, many of the
legal professionals at work in the sixteenth century were not solely defined by their legal business, but
were also government administrators or involved in other occupations.19 This fact is critically relevant to
this chapter’s discussions of the insights that recordkeeping practices in the justiciary court offer about the
bureaucratization of judicial administration in this period.
The previous chapter asked what the records of the justiciary court can tell historians about the
development of legal classifications of homicide in this transitional period; the present chapter considers
what evidence the court offers in terms of the shift from a Scotland sorely underserved by legal
professionals to one that was nearly overrun with advocates clamouring for positions of power. It argues
that the evolving form and style of the court records reflects the evolution of the practice and
administration of law in the early sixteenth century. Over roughly fifty years, the records become more
detailed, more organised and easier to navigate when looking for people rather than for outcomes or
profits from fines. The beginnings of a subtle shift from Latin to Scots as the language of record is
apparent towards the middle of the century. Furthermore, the inclusion of assize lists increases somewhat
throughout the period as well. The small changes in the form and style of the records are not as grand a
sign that the court was trending towards more professionalisation as the introduction of the position of
king’s advocate,20 but, writing about similar changes in post-Conquest England, Michael Clanchy argues
that changes in material, style and organisation reflect the evolving needs of people using records (e.g.,
convenience and clarity) and that, although ‘technical and detailed changes’ may seem innocuous, they
‘are fundamental to understanding’ how records were used.21 The Scottish justiciary court records,
therefore, provide an opportunity to see what increasing professionalism and bureaucracy looks like in the
minutia of daily court practices.

3.1.1 The Formulae of the Records
There is a clear and observable trend towards consistency in the court records throughout the sample
period and beyond. It is clear from the manuscripts that the entries become more consistently formulaic
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after about 1550, but change is evident in the first half of the century as well.22 The earliest volumes of the
court books read as ledgers: marginalia and tallies at the bottom of the folios emphasise the monetary
earnings of the court through fines and pardons. Anyone interested in locating particular entries might
have found it rather difficult to scan through the pages in search of pannels and victims. However, in the
early sixteenth century, the formatting of the books began to highlight the names of pannels and
guarantors. The fines, forfeitures and outcomes retain pride of place in the margins, but the introduction
of a hanging indent style in the 1520s facilitated, in this historian’s experience, far easier navigation of the
records by name. This innovation was probably a boon to contemporary court officials interested in
people as opposed to accounting and may indicate that the records were being used by interested parties
other than the clerks themselves and, potentially, as a central point of reference for the issuance of
pardons and the criminal history of pannels in addition to a financial record. As Clanchy writes, ‘the
commonest sign of an amateur writer is bad layout’.23 It stands to reason, then, that better layouts may
indicate more experienced, skilled and highly trained writers. However, there are also arguments to be
made about the shifting uses and purposes of the records.
From the beginning of the surviving court books (1493) to the end of the sampled volumes
(1558), the overarching organisation of the records is fairly consistent. The records of each sitting of the
ayre or court begins with a statement of the justiciar’s commission, and then pannels who did not compear
are acknowledged and their sureties amerced; following this business, those who did answer their
summons are dealt with. The entries are divided by headings that indicate the location of the ayre, the
date, and sometimes whether the entries pertain to the morning or the afternoon (post meridium)
hearings.24 At the end of the fifteenth century, the entries followed two formulae: one for continued cases
(non-compearances) and one for concluded cases. Armstrong describes the common structure of a
continued case entry as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

left-marginal note describing the outcome (‘amerciit, x libras’);
name and residence of surety (or sureties);
name and residence of pannel;
statement that pannel is indicted and does not compear; and that (the surety) is amerced
and the case is held to the next ayre.25
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In the first volume of the court books, continued case entries do not list offences.26 Some of these
non-compearances may therefore represent homicides, although there is no way to tell. The key difference
between this first formula and the second is that concluded case entries do include information about the
offences committed and typically name the victims as well:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

left-marginal note describing the outcome (as in ‘compositio’);
name and residence of pannel(s);
description of offence(s) (including name and residence of victim(s) and sometimes location
of offence);
name and residence of surety (or sureties), for the satisfaction of parties.27

When there is more than one pannel, the names are offset and the block of text effectively divided into
columns: on the left, the names of the pannels; on the right, the description of the offences and sureties.
The list of pannels is joined to the description by a curved line, and the resulting effect looks like hanging
indent formatting. In the entries sampled prior to 1503, the similarity between short, single-pannel cases
and non-compearances is difficult to see immediately, although marginal notes are helpful for anyone
trying to locate an entry by reference to a specific outcome or amercement (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Example: pre-1503 formulaic and formatting similarities between entries
recording non-compearances and those recording convictions and sentences (JC1/1 fo.
3r, 1493)
64

The interests of those who compiled these records are focused clearly on the outcome of the trial
rather than the events that led up to it, or even the events of the trial itself. The records reveal no obvious
interest in how the pannel had come to be accused, how the offence had made its way from local
authorities to the justiciar, what evidence was given during the trial, and what, if any, witness testimony
was reported.28 It is also easier, in the earliest surviving court books, to find sentences and fines quickly
than it is to find individual pannels or sureties. Locating information would be relatively simple if one
were interested in tallying the revenue of fines and pardons, discerning how long it had been since a
pannel was granted a respite, or noting who was due reparations through composition or assythment.
These outcomes (fines, remission, respite, composition) were recorded clearly in the margins and, in the
case of fines and fees due to the court itself, pecuniary amounts were tallied at the bottom of each page in
merks and pounds.29 Finding information about a specific pannel or surety, on the other hand, is more
difficult given that this information is not set apart from the body of the entry either by placement or by
other visual aids such as flourishes in or the size of the script. This suggests that the function of the court
books, aside from recording the details of prosecution, was primarily to record revenues generated by the
court. It was perhaps also the case that other records existed elsewhere or were discarded when the case
was concluded. Certainly, even the justiciary court records contain volumes in which some entries
(minutes and books of adjournal) are duplicated.30
These two styles are retained in the sixteenth century but do undergo some changes that suggest
an interest in formatting the books for reference by name rather than by outcome or fine. Between 1503
and 1512, the clerks started to separate the pannel name and description for single-pannel cases in
addition to the multiple-pannel cases. This was accomplished by writing single-pannel concluded cases in
a hanging indent style, although this was not practiced consistently in either JC1/1 (1493–1504) or JC1/2
(1507–1513). In entries sampled from both volumes, the clerks appeared to mix their use of the hanging
indent and flush left-aligned script when recording single-pannel entries (Figure 3). It was not possible to
discern a trend that might explain why: the handwriting does not indicate that this was down to a clerk’s
preference, the location of the entries in the court proceedings suggests nothing, and neither the offences
(whether homicide or other offences recorded in adjacent entries) nor the associated outcome explain the
variety of formatting. The only thing that is clear is that there was some negotiation between styles taking
place prior to 1524.
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Figure 3 Left: inconsistent use of hanging indent and left-aligned entries to record concluded cases
(JC1/1 fo. 97r, 1504). Right: use of hanging indent, left-aligned and multi-pannel entries to record
concluded cases (JC1/2 fo. 17v, 1508)
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In JC1/3 (1524–1531), the hanging indent format appears more consistently except in sectis
pacis, replegiation and non-compearance entries. From JC1/5 (1524-1539), the clerks conform
consistently to hanging indent formatting for concluded single- and multi-pannel entries and use flush left
alignment for all other categories of entry.31 A further innovation that appears first in JC1/3 is that the
clerks began to deal with pannels who had different sureties more straightforwardly. Rather than
including all of the pannels and sureties in one massive, tangled entry, the clerks wrote out the first entry
in full according to the formula for concluded cases described above, except they only included one
pannel and their unique sureties; subsequent pannels and their sureties were then listed in abbreviated
entries that followed the same structure but omitted the details of the offence and substituted instead ‘the
said crime(s)’ (dicto crimine or dicta criminibus) (Figure 4).

Figure 4 A complete full entry followed by a list of
pannels accused of ‘the said crime’ (JC1/5fo. 48r, 1531)
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Although the marginal notes describing outcomes and fines remained, the later volumes of the court
books became far easier to navigate for anyone seeking out entries related to a specific pannel or region.
All this is suggestive of some concerted effort to improve the readability of these records. Commenting on
the shift from oral to written record, Clanchy argues that the ‘evolution of common form is not
commonplace’.32 In other words, changes reflect conscious decisions informed by the purpose and
acceptance of legitimate forms of writing. In this period, the changes were not limited only to the
appearance of the records, but also the languages used to compose them.

3.1.2 The Language of the Records
Over the course of the sample, the language of the records shifts from entirely Latin entries to alternating
Latin and Scots entries. The increased use of the vernacular in the JC1 series points to a rise in the status
of the vernacular as the language of the law in Scotland. As Table 6 indicates, Latin is the predominant
language in the records sampled from 1493 to 1558.33 Yet there is evidence that, in the latest years of the
sample, the court was transitioning to the use of the vernacular, despite no specific indications from the
content of the entries regarding a clerk’s choice to record entries in one language or the other.
Table 6 Percentage of Scots-language entries by decade
Decade
Scots % of total entries per decade
1493–1502
—
—
1503–1512
2
3.4%
1513–1522
—
—
1523–1532
1
1.7%
1533–1542
—
—
1543–1552
2
3.4%
1553–1562
10
17.2%
This shift is in keeping with changes observed throughout medieval and early modern Europe, which have
been tied to two extralinguistic developments: printing and the Reformation.34 Moreover, as kingdoms
became nations and promoted their own cultures, languages and histories as having the same authority as
the classical civilisations on which they had modelled themselves. That said, the preference for Latin well
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into the sixteenth century may reflect the efficiency required by a growing amount of business directed
towards the central court.
Although Latin was the language of the justiciary court well into the sixteenth century, Scots was
used in legal and administrative writing in earlier periods.35 One reason for Latin’s survival as the
dominant language of legal writing in Scotland may be that it was the language of the early Roman codes
that informed Scots law and the universal language of law and administration throughout medieval
Europe.36 Indeed, the continued use of Latin in a period when vernacular languages were enjoying more
popularity makes sense in ‘a legal tradition that, whatever its practical tendencies, still professed to appear
to universal peoples’.37 Although Latin remained popular as an authoritative language imbued with
tradition and legitimacy, prominent legal scholars had begun to encourage the use of the vernacular when
conducting legal matters, which suggests both rising secularism and, as Joanna Kopaczyk notes, ‘the
growing prestige of Scots as a medium of formal discourse’.38 As one example, evidence from the
Aberdeen Council Registers reveals that Scots was overtaking Latin as the dominant language of record
from 1487.39 Writing about the earlier shift from oral to written memory in the medieval English context,
Clanchy writes that ‘written language was not usually derived directly from the speech of the majority of
the people but from tradition, political authority, and social status’.40 It would appear then, that the shift
towards the use of Scots in formal legal contexts was not an accident, but was suggestive of broader shifts
in society and government. Indeed, the language in which the prosecution of these offences was recorded
might also hint at the influence of vernacular humanism on the practice of law and administration.
As with the humanist turn to indigenous sources of law and the relationship between authority
and indigeneity, legal writers were turning towards their own languages and raising them to an
authoritative status as well. The writing and administration of the law was, after all, not necessarily an
exclusive and specialised discipline: landholders had to know how to dispense justice in their own lands,
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manage property and commercial disputes, and those privileged enough to attend even a few years of
university had likely encountered the law in one form or another.41 Nevertheless, the average pannel
would not have had the expertise to mount their own defences or draft robust extra-curial agreements.
Courts, and the people who sought formal, institutional forms of conflict resolution, increasingly
preferred advocates with academic training in the sixteenth century.42 Indeed, education played a pivotal
role in the growth of the Scottish legal profession at this time. Increasingly, in the early modern period,
the crown needed bureaucrats—administrators and record-keepers—to streamline the power and authority
exercised throughout the kingdom.43 As social and political relationships were increasingly moderated by
institutions rather than powerful individuals, written records ‘provided a more institutionalised channel
for social regulations and served as a memory aid and a stable, authoritative record, initially in Latin’.44
While the predominance of Latin in the records reinforces Latin as the language of record and education
in the first half of the sixteenth century,45 the shift towards Scots at the end of the sample likely reflects
the fact that, at this time, schools were no longer limited to teaching Latin and preparing students for
university—they were also preparing their students for professional posts as bureaucrats with lessons in
subjects such as French and vernacular writing.46
Indeed, although the justiciary court records included in this study are predominately in Latin,
there are signs of a move towards vernacular recordkeeping just at the end of the sample. The preference
of some local courts to keep their records in Scots is apparent from the fifteenth century, even if clerks
continued to resort to Latin when it was more efficient to do so or when there was no disciplinary term in
Scots.47 Latin also continued to influence legal writing: many entries recorded in Scots mimic the syntax
and phraseology of the Latin versions. Scots translations of Latin burgh laws often contained more detail
and context due to an expanded available vocabulary and the inclusion of extra ‘modifiers and descriptive
elements’.48 Even in predominately Latin entries, it appears that the clerks made use of Scots when the
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Latin equivalent escaped them (or did not exist), as they did when recording the accusations against
William Lennox, the young laird of Cally, who componed for coming upon Thomas Mageiche in warlike
manner, as well as the unrelated offence of fishing for ‘red-fische’ during the prohibited time.49 Regarding
the use of Scots loanwords, Kopaczyk notes that ‘[t]he motivation for borrowing does not seem
controversial—the Roman law and the continental feudal laws must have lacked this notion, so the term
had to be borrowed in order to describe local practice’.50 Moreover, the mix of the languages indicates
code-switching at work: scribes demonstrate linguistic agility, using vernacular terms and expressions to
fill gaps where Latin was insufficient or imprecise.51 While Latin remained the default throughout the first
half of the sixteenth century, Kopaczyk notes that it seems as though ‘local clerks chose the default
medium of Latin when the shift from orality to written record was taking place’.52 This hybrid style of
Latin mixed with vernacular was common not only in Scotland but in several countries on the continent.53
Even with the increasing number of Scots-language entries, Latin remained the preferred language of the
court: there are no periods in the sampled entries where Scots appears consistently as the language used
for multiple entries in a row. One reason may be that the abbreviated Latin shorthand made it easier to
keep pace with the increasing number of cases making their way to Edinburgh.

3.1.3 Detailed Descriptions and Prepositional Phrases
The justiciary court was increasingly emphasising intent, context and severity as these related to violent
offences, whether a physical assault was lethal or non-lethal. As discussed in the previous chapter, the
contents of the entries began to change with a trend towards including more descriptive detail as well as
separating the offence from mitigating or aggravating hints about context, cruelty and intent. In addition
to the prepositional phrases discussed in the previous chapter, the clerks also began to include more
details that did not pertain specifically to the classification of an offence. Over the study period, clerks
started to record, albeit rarely still, information about weapons and other details that appear to constitute
aggravating factors. This practice was in place during the earliest years of the sample, with 5 (8.6 per
cent) and 12 (9.8 per cent) of the entries sampled from 1493–1502 and 1503–1512, respectively,
containing such details. Although lengthy descriptions of property damage and theft persist in entries
between 1513 and 1532, the clerks had rather less to say in relation to assaults, and the entries sampled
from these decades therefore contain no qualitative information related to physical assaults, homicides or
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the victims’ bodies. Cases of property damage and theft were frequently resolved through compensation,
so it would have made good sense for the clerks to have itemised the damages in these entries in the
interest of facilitating appropriate financial settlements down the line. This changed towards the middle of
the century, and entries began to contain more detailed information about bodily harm with increasing
frequency: 3 (4.3 per cent), 6 (15 per cent), and 15 (16 per cent) of the entries sampled from 1533–1542,
1543–1552 and 1553–1562 contain what is designated in the database as qualitative information. The
distinction between an offence itself and intent, context and severity—as indicated by the prepositional
phrases discussed in chapter 2—both as a recordkeeping practice and as a development in legal theory,
was adopted in a piecemeal fashion, but it became an agreed-upon and consistent element of legal
practice as time passed.
The clerks included details about the weapons used during serious and lethal assaults in several
cases, although information about weapons is notably absent from descriptions of homicide. In 1508,
Patrick Muir in Wigtown was permitted to compone for damages incurred during a spree of hereschip,54
oppression, and forethocht felony, including one case of forethocht felony done to Simon MacCristine in
Wigtown, by chasing him with a ‘quhinzeare’ (a short sword).55 In the same year, Thomas Muir, a tailor
in Wigtown, was allowed to compone for multiple counts of oppression, hamesucken stouthreif, brigancy,
and forethought felony, including several assaults upon Duncan Mackie and a merchant of St Andrews,
during which he drew his sword and pursued his quarry.56 Again, from the 1508 sample, John Shaw of
Kers was allowed to compone for the forethocht felony done to Andrew McNaught when the former
invaded the latter in his home and stabbed him with daggers and swords.57 None of the weapons described
in these entries are unusual in any way: it was common for most men to carry a small dagger or a sword
on their person.58 Given that the bulk of the entries do not contain information about weaponry, it is not
clear why otherwise unnoteworthy weapons were mentioned in these cases, although the fact that many of
these cases were not, in fact, completed homicides may suggest that this information was useful in
assessing the severity of wounds and appropriate sentencing.59 Another reason may be that this
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information was provided in an effort to limit the indictment to assault rather than inviting further
accusations of wielding unlawful weapons—a growing concern that would inspire legislation pertaining
to the use of firearms later in the sixteenth century.60
In several other cases, it seems that the clerks may have noted the weapon to indicate aggravated
violence or spur-of-the-moment aggression, given the unusual nature of the objects. In 1508, the clerks
recorded John Shaw of Kers’ presentation of a remission for the slaughter of John Boyd, ‘cum lapide’ or
‘with a stone’.61 Similar descriptions cease until 1554, when a clerk recorded the replegiation of Master
Thomas Douglas and John Douglas in Schiel who had been called to answer for the forethocht felony
done to David Wilson and Hugh Wilson in Bonnyton, chasing the former down in the street, knocking
him down and wounding him cruelly ‘cum fustibus’ or ‘with staves’.62 The same year, Henry Congleton,
Patrick Congleton, and William Lillie found surety to appear at a future court for art and part of the cruel
slaughter of Oliver Congleton, son and heir of the lands of Congleton, by poison.63 Finally, in 1558, a
clerk recorded the non-compearance of Thomas Kennedy of Bargany and twenty-one others who were
accused of breaking into Adam Boyd of Penkill’s dwelling, ‘for his slauchter’, and wounding both him
and his unnamed wife with a stone.64 Without writs, depositions and other procedural documents, we
cannot be sure of precisely when these details entered the record. In some cases, the composition of a
complaint could influence how the case proceeded and what information was presented to the court. As
‘cultural hybrids’, these sources are the end result of a process of collaborative authorship in which the
clerks, jurors and local officials edited and presented the pursuer’s version of the events.65 None of the
cases here were resolved with capital punishment, but it seems reasonable to infer that the clerks included
these details because the pursuer had highlighted them when they first reported the offence as a means of
pursuing a conviction based on the aggression or, in the case of poison, the underhandedness of the
offences. Beyond weaponry, the clerks included other circumstantial details like the location of an
offence, which may likewise have influenced prosecution.
Descriptions of the location of an assault or homicide are sparse throughout the records, but the
times they do appear are worth discussing. Many of the entries that name a specific location also have
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hamesucken as an offence. Only a handful mention attacks in roadways, sometimes specific routes such
as ‘between Scone and Kincladie’,66 other times only by describing the pannel(s) lying in wait or blocking
the way of the victim(s). One point of interest for the clerks is that of churches as landmarks or actual
sites of violence. In one entry from 1493, the clerk noted that Thomas Donaldson in Smailholme had
committed forethocht felony upon William Smith ‘near the church of Lauder’.67 In 1508, John Bickerton
and his brother Archibald were convicted and imprisoned for art and part of the cruel slaughter of David
Scot ‘near the Kirk of Strathmiglo’.68 Both of these examples suggest that the clerks were referring to the
church as a landmark to help situate the offence geographically, but churches were also sites of violence.
In 1508, William Lennox, the young laird of Cally mentioned above, came upon Thomas MacGeiche
within the church of Girton, where he committed forethocht felony and oppression upon the latter. He was
permitted to compone and to seek a remission.69 In 1538, Alexander MacCulloch of Cardoness and four
others appeared in the king’s will to answer for the forethocht felony and other offences committed
against Archibald Cairns and his son ‘under sanctuary of the parish church of Anwoth’.70 In 1554,
Alexander Cumming of Alter and five others were made to find a surety who would guarantee their
appearance at a future ayre, to underly the law for the ‘cruel slaughter of Alexander McGillis at the parish
church of Edenkillie in March of 1553’.71 Whether the inclusion of this information was meant to indicate
the depravity and aggravated nature of an assault or merely as a means of including a landmark for
reference is unclear,72 except in the 1538 case, where the inclusion of the Latin ‘infra sanctuarium’ clearly
highlights the violation of a safe haven. However, it seems likely given that previous studies have shown
how, in England, violence perpetrated in churchyards and the victim’s own home—where victims
reasonably assumed their own safety—influenced the degree to which an assault or homicide was
considered a violation.73
In most cases, the dwelling place or occupation of a pannel, victim or surety is the most that
historians can expect to glean from the records. Aside from indicating younger or older, as in the case of
familial relationships or titles, the inclusion of a pannel or victim’s age is a rare occurrence—an
observation that is frustratingly true of most official records from the period. Yet, this sample did produce
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two entries where the age of a pannel and the age of a victim were given. Both cases were exceptional in
nature and are, therefore, worthy of some brief consideration. In 1493, the court heard the case of an
unlikely pannel—Thomas Gothrason—who was just eight years old when he killed John Smith, son of
Thom Smith. Due to his age, the court decided not to inflict any of the usual sentences upon Thomas, and
instead the clerk recorded that he should be flogged to the effusion of his blood at the parish church of
Legerwood.74 In this case, his age was clearly relevant to the proceedings, and a marginal note lays out
the rationale for applying corporal punishment rather than execution. The second entry from the sample
that mentions age does so when describing the victim. In 1508, William Carruthers in Clonheid was
convicted of numerous offences, including the treasonable outputting of horse and cattle, aiding and
abetting the traitors of Leven, cooperating with the English, common treason and the common resetting of
stolen goods, traitors and fugitives from the law. His sentence was to be drawn and hanged, which was
the court’s typical response when faced with a pannel accused of a mountain of offences that had strewn
chaos across several communities. However, in this case, the severe sentence may have been influenced
by another of the slauchters listed in this entry: that of a two-year-old infant during a raid on the laird of
Newbie’s estates and his tenants.75 Whether this fact was included due to the status of the infant or as a
signal that the loss of a young life, perhaps that of an heir, made William’s offences particularly
reprehensible;76 however, the inclusion of ages in these two entries certainly mark them out as exceptional
from both a contextual and procedural standpoint.
In addition to notes about weapons and locations, clerks also recorded information about bodies.
In the first context, primarily in cases of mutilation and dismemberment committed out of forethocht
felony or with the intent to commit slauchter, they described excessive blood loss and the specific limbs
mutilated or dismembered. Several early entries from 1493 and 1508 quite specifically note that the
victims were mutilated ‘in the arm’,77 ‘cruelly’ mutilated ‘in the right hand’,78 ‘cruelly’ mutilated ‘in the
arm’,79 and cruelly wounded ‘in the head’.80 Sometimes the clerks were even more specific. In 1508,
‘Patrick Agnew, George and George Cruikshank, and Alexander McMichen’ produced a remission for a
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spree of offences, including slaughter, robbery, forethocht felony and ‘mutilating the thumb’ of one John
Mackie of Mertoun.81 Another entry from 1508 records the demembration (that is, the complete removal)
of the victim’s ‘eye’.82 Damage to limbs and extremities were common, with one entry from 1558
indicating that the victim had sustained damage to his right hand,83 and another from the same year
recording the mutilation of ‘two fingers’ of the victim’s hand.84 Of course, some attacks, particularly
those with multiple assailants might result in more general wounds such as those suffered by a victim, in
an entry from 1554, who had been wounded in ‘diverse parts of the body’.85 The key difference here, of
course, is that these were serious assaults and not homicides. As discussed in chapter 2, older medieval
Scots law and Roman law infused the developing Scottish criminal law with a tariff ideology that
conceived of violent offences and proportionate compensatory penalties on a graded scale of severe to
less severe. Although, in Scotland, the records that contained specific tariff penalties were effectively
extant reproductions of the medieval sources discussed in chapter 2, it may be that the ideology that
compensation ought to be commensurate with injury continued to influence prosecution and
recordkeeping into the sixteenth century. When the victim was deceased, there was no need to break
down the penalties and assess compensation according to body parts and degrees of injury. This is likely
why entries that record non-lethal assaults provide much more detail about the circumstances of the
offence and the severity of the wounds.
In the second context, with respect to women specifically, the clerks noted when female victims
were pregnant at the time of their death, as well as the sex of the unborn child. The earliest such entry in
the sample, from 1493, is that of Thomas Trench in Ormiston, who presented a remission to the court for
the slaughter of his unnamed wife. The record is damaged and so the entry is partial; however, the phrase
‘in the womb’ (‘in ventre’) appears. This is not a phrase that the clerks included in any context other than
that of pregnancy and of spontaneous abortion caused by violence to the mother.86 The missing portion of
the record is about the same length as the space needed to write ‘boy’ or ‘girl’ (‘pueri’ or ‘puellae’). As in
medieval English sources, the offences in the Scottish records are not described as abortion; however,
given the similarities to the following entries, it is reasonable to assume that this one describes the
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slauchter of a pregnant woman where the foetus did not survive.87 In 1538, Robert Little was pledged to a
future court to underly the law for art and part of the wounding of Jonet Cant, wife of Alexander Fisher,
and of the slauchter of a boy in utero.88 Note that, in this case, there are two separate offences: the
wounding of Jonet Cant, and the slaughter of her unborn child. In a particularly unsettling case from the
same year, William Waldy, William Gracey and Jane Fotheringham were all convicted of art and part of
the cruel slauchter and murther of Helen Stirling, Lady Ullishaven, and her servant, Jonet Sawlie, both of
whom were pregnant at the time of the assault. Based on the entry that follows immediately after, it seems
that the three men, who were hanged for their offences, were acting in concert with John Lichton—Helen
Stirling’s own son—to raid the house for jewels and other treasures, under the silence of night.89 The last
entry from the sample that specifically describes the body condition of a pregnant victim is from 1549. In
this entry, Robert Clerk and his son, Andrew, in Wemyss were pledged to a future court to underly the
law for wounding Jonet Methven, the pregnant wife of John Wauch, to the great effusion of blood, as well
as the double charge of slaughter and murther, committed upon a girl in the womb.90 Further study is
necessary to make any concrete statements about how Scottish officials classified and punished foeticide
or abortion by assault in this period, but it appears that killing an infant in the womb was not considered a
separate libel in 1493, became a separate libel by the 1530s, and was sufficiently offensive to be libelled
as a double charge in 1549. It may be possible that the court distinguished between actively wounding the
foetus and indirectly causing a miscarriage through trauma to the mother. That these cases were heard by
the highest criminal court in the realm indicates that society took quite a dim view of abortion by assault,
terming it slauchter, murther or both.91
Although itemised lists of livestock, crops and goods destroyed through property offences remain
the most common examples of scrupulously detailed entries throughout the sample period, the clerks
became more attentive to relevant details about the bodily assaults and homicides that came before the
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court as well. As with a growth in the inclusion of descriptive prepositional phrases, the court seems to
have valued information about weapons, locations, injuries and other damages more and more over time.
The changing recordkeeping practices, I argue, are linked to two of this study’s themes: changes in
Scottish legal culture and contemporary understandings of the boundary between violence and violation.
In terms of the former. the inclusion of more detail about the formerly private and possibly irrelevant
(from the court’s perspective) facts of interpersonal violence form part of a semi-public institutional
record meant to be used and referred to by officers of the court. Concerning the latter, Daniel Baraz has
argued that cruelty—violence that is unjustifiable according to contemporary sensibilities—may be
expressed both implicitly and explicitly.92 In the context of the justiciary court records, the increasing use
of prepositional phrases observed in chapter 2, especially ‘cruel’ and ‘cruelly’, may be explicit indications
of enmity or severe wounding,93 while details about age, location and the extent of bodily harm all
provide implicit hints to a jury charged with drawing the line between violence and violation.

3.1.4 Recordkeeping, Education and Social Order
The legal professionals and the institutions they helped to form saw law as an antidote to disorder: it was
through the technical, impersonal and professional application of the law that early modern society might
be properly ordered and controlled. In the medieval conception of absolute justice, legal authorities could
aid those who had fallen out of alignment with justice by their sins back into harmony with good and
right. By the sixteenth century, the object of law was increasingly, according to Bouwsma, ‘not to
transcend conflict but to manage it’.94 The legal system was rapidly evolving, the lawyers more numerous
and the practice of law itself ever more technical.95 Although this ought to have made institutional
solutions to personal conflicts more accessible, the technical nature of sixteenth-century law had the
potential to make lawsuits and trials frustrating, which may have deterred some pursuers from seeking
formal solutions. It should also be noted that, as is the case today, although the law may have been
conceptualised as impartial or impersonal, this was hardly the case. Pursuers and defendants from outside
Edinburgh were often less likely to encounter personal bias in the kingdom’s capital, but loyalties to farflung political associates and kin did not disappear after setting foot in Edinburgh.
The availability of a court located in Edinburgh and staffed by cosmopolitan professionals may
have limited local influences. This problem was a known issue, and it was possible to remove a judge
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when there was a ‘connection or known hostility between the judge and one of the parties involved’.96
The nature of the justiciary court records precludes any comment on how frequently this occurred in the
sample years, but there is at least one instance of a sampled entry overlapping with observations made by
Wormald in her study of bonds of manrent. On 20 August 1533, twenty-eight pannels, many of whom
were Semples or their relations, found surety to underly the law for the slauchter of William Cunningham,
lord Craigans, and his servant, Robert Alanson. In November of the same year, several of the men were
denounced rebels and put to the horn.97 According to Wormald, ‘the lords of council heard an appeal by
the kin and friends of the murdered man’ that they were worried about Argyll’s ability to perform the
duties of his office (justiciar) fairly considering his relationship with the Semples. The court ruled that
Robert, Lord Maxwell, and Thomas Scot of Pitgorno should try the case in their roles as justice-deputes.98
The issue of bias was, of course, more problematic in local courts, but also present at the justice ayres:
when the ayres went out to the localities, the assizes were likely stocked with men who had local or
personal loyalties to the parties involved. The problem was exacerbated in local and hereditary courts,
whose officials were deeply enmeshed in the community. Moreover, local men who held sway over
heritable jurisdictions and franchise courts had the potential to influence the process and outcome of a
trial to their liking.99 In some cases, even disagreements over the very rights and privileges pertaining to
local courts might spark feud.100 Ken Emond suggests that the community equated good governance with
impartial justice and ‘the ability of all claimants to have their cases heard’, but any instances of
impartiality may well have been performative.101
Nevertheless, the routinisation and institutionalisation of court practice are apparent in the
recordkeeping practices discussed above. The lawyers at work in Scotland were often highly trained and
qualified. Since the twelfth century, universities throughout Europe had hosted Scottish students attracted
to the law.102 Some remained on the continent although others returned to work in the church, education
or government.103 The 1496 Education Act and the establishment of legal programmes at Glasgow, St
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Andrews and Aberdeen were parliamentary attempts to intervene in matters of education, driven by the
expanding government’s need for educated public servants. Despite failing to achieve its ends, the act had
a specific legal motivation and was meant to bring local landholders and those who held hereditary
jurisdictions up to speed on formal legal knowledge and training with the goal of reducing strain on the
central courts.104 Whether at home or abroad, students of law absorbed the humanist mission of education,
classical learning, citizenship and civic service and brought it to bear on their roles overseeing and
recording the activity of Scotland’s central criminal court.105 By the sixteenth century, the goal of
university law degrees was not ‘training men for a career in ecclesiastical government but of training
competent jurists for the administrations that were developing within the modern state, with the promise
of good careers for future local elites’.106 The following discussion is not an in-depth investigation of
court personnel, which is not possible using the JC1 series of records alone. Nevertheless, some evidence
of the training described above is subtle but present in the old court books, if one looks closely enough.
We know little about the history of the old court books prior to 1811, but they were likely kept
close at hand, in the possession of the clerks who compiled them.107 In his recent assessment of these
records, Armstrong noted that that parts of the books were kept separate for a time, as ‘the clerks
produced different fascicules to record different parts of the circuit’.108 Justice clerks south of the border,
in England, appear to have followed similar practices, and assize records were kept with the clerks and
judges rather than stored in a central repository. Based on these observations, especially the fact that
individual clerks probably maintained their own books, it is interesting that the form and contents are
identical throughout and that the changes are consistent across the volumes and fascicules contained
therein through the first half of the sixteenth century. The sometimes abrupt negotiation between styles
and hands certainly shows different clerks contributing to the same volumes, but the overall trend towards
consistency suggests some training in procedure and form. Finlay has identified a professional
environment perfectly suitable to cross-pollination in the courts and booths concentrated around St Giles’
Kirk in Edinburgh. Here, students and apprentices attended the Court of Session to observe and learn,
overlaps in personnel between civil and church courts facilitated procedural cross-influence and
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burgesses, notaries and men of law set up shop in little booths amidst the hustle and bustle of the court: all
the good lawyers, according to Finlay, were in Edinburgh by 1567.109 It seems that their arrivals began in
the first half of the sixteenth century. The practice of individual officials holding onto the records
suggests that it would have been difficult for justices and clerks not in possession of these documents to
get hold of them; however, the formatting changes outlined above do suggest that, eventually, those who
produced the records were keeping in mind potential uses of the documents by others and, perhaps,
comparing notes when their paths and business crossed in the capital.110 Organising the records according
to the locations of ayres is, like the introduction of the hanging indents, one way of making it easier to
chase down entries, which may point to these documents having a central use as something to which
clerks and justices would refer back to on occasion.
Given the variety of information contained in these records, contemporaries might have had
several reasons to consult the court books (or the fascicules that would eventually become the court
books). One particularly intriguing suggestion comes out of Margaret McGlynn’s recent study of judicial
recordkeeping in England: personal criminal records. McGlynn begins with the observation that, after a
fifteenth-century statute declared a change in the application of benefit of clergy—it ought only to be
taken advantage of once—justices needed a new kind of document: court documents that were amenable
to use as a means of looking back over a person’s previous offences, convictions and sentences. Creating
a criminal record was difficult because the administrative system was not always conducive to the
production of records that facilitated this kind of usage: i.e., if court records were mainly accounting
books, big changes were required to make them suitable for use as records of individual criminal
histories. As was the case in many forms of practical innovation, those invested in changing existing
systems could have all the brilliant ideas they wanted, but they needed the cooperation of ‘many more
men who were deeply imbued with both the logic of the existing bureaucratic models and the manuscript
culture which would remain central to the practical working of government for centuries’.111 To create
effective criminal records, it would have been necessary for documents produced by the court to track
people and punishments, facilitate cross-referencing between Scotland’s franchise, sheriff and justiciary
courts, as well as the ayre circuits and special commissions, and be available on short notice. Although
McGlynn’s arguments about the benefit of clergy are not relevant to Scotland, a shift in recordkeeping
practices nevertheless made it possible for justices to survey the criminal histories of accused pannels and,
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therefore, histories of recidivism and abuses of the pardon system.112 All of the changes noted in this
discussion—the format, formulae and language of the records in addition to notarial extracts, as well as
the inclusion of assize lists—suggest that the clerks were becoming more systematic in their creation of
these records, perhaps with the goal of making the court books more navigable and therefore useful to
other clerks or legal professionals interested in information pertaining to ongoing and concluded cases as
opposed to solely using the records as a means of accounting revenues due to the crown.
These subtle changes constitute a small window into the larger effect of legal professionalisation
on society. As Bouwsma writes, lawyers, advocates and judges ‘took a leading part in the articulation of a
novel set of empirical, pragmatic, and secular attitudes in which the orderly administration of this world’s
affairs was seen to depend on practical principles of its own’.113 Several influences have been suggested
as contributing to this shift towards empirical pragmatism and the responsibility of government to
conduct itself, and record this conduct, in an orderly manner. One suggestion is that the abundance of
information available in books produced using the printing press influenced the desire of administrators to
collect increasingly comprehensive and detailed accounts of systems (e.g., land registries). Rather than
simply preserving information like the medieval notaries who preceded them, sixteenth-century
bureaucrats were increasingly invested in a more secretarial approach that produced and preserved
information in a format intended for regular retrieval, use and consultation: for example, the printing of
parliamentary records in 1566.114 Moreover, these recordkeepers were not satisfied with merely collecting
information and insisted upon maintaining and updating the records they produced.115 Another suggestion
is that, in Scotland, a more robust bureaucracy, and the standardised records to go along with it, may have
been a response to the repeated absences of adult monarchs in the sixteenth century (1513–28 and 1542–
61): a form of ‘formal collective responsibility’ intended to maintain governmental accountability
between monarchs.116 We thus have a concrete motive for producing more numerous, detailed and usable
records, as well as the example of printed books upon which to model the inclusion and organisation of
information pertaining to the court’s business. Although these changes in the style of recordkeeping are
not necessarily indicative of intentional shifts in court practice, they suggest strongly that those in charge
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of operating the justiciary court and those tasked with recording its business recognised the value of
standardised and easily navigable records that could be consulted by anyone required to do so.

3.2

A Central Court with Local Concerns

As with the contents of the old court books, the functions of the justice ayres and court changed
significantly between 1493 and 1558. Their activity in the first half of the sixteenth century has been
meticulously traced and compiled by Blakeway in her study of regency in Scotland, taking into account
record survival and the impact of tumultuous events like the Rough Wooings of the early 1540s on the
ability of the justiciar to hold ayres consistently.117 While creating the database for the present study, the
origins of the offences, as best as could be ascertained, were also recorded to facilitate observation of the
relationship between the locations of the ayres and sitting court in Edinburgh and the locations from
which the justiciary court drew its cases. Since the records for the ayres that circulated north of Forth do
not survive, interpretations of the court’s focus are falsely skewed towards the Borders. Nevertheless, the
comparison confirms that the justice ayres, at least in the southern circuit, did indeed draw cases from the
sheriffdom in which it sat as well as neighbouring jurisdictions. As the century progressed, the sitting
court in Edinburgh heard cases from these same regions, primarily the Lowlands and Borders. Despite the
gaps in the records, tracing the movements of the court itself is a simple process compared with the
complex task of working out the regional origins of the acts of violence it prosecuted.
Due to the varying quality of detail and specificity contained in the records, it was necessary to
employ some educated guesswork. While the clerks sometimes describe an assailant coming upon or
lying in wait for a victim in a specific location, this information is frequently absent from the records. The
location of the offences captured in the database were therefore assigned according to the following
process: in cases where the location was made explicit, this is recorded as the location of the offence, and,
where no location was provided, the residence of the victim, pannel or guarantor is assigned, with the
victim taking precedence, followed by the pannel or guarantor, respectively. In cases that contain no
information regarding the location of the offence or the residences of the parties involved, the location of
the court proceedings is assigned. Even if it is not possible to say for certain where an offence occurred,
specifically, many of these details allow the inference of such locations.118 With this in mind, the
following analysis of the regional nature of violent offences in this sample is not precise but does offer
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compelling insight into the reach of the justiciary court’s influence and the relationships between pannels,
victims and guarantors.
Observations drawn from this sample of entries support R. K. Hannay’s suggestion that criminal
court business in Edinburgh increased alongside the civil business handled by the Session.119 Table 7
confirms that the justiciar was sitting in Edinburgh more frequently than he was proceeding throughout
the kingdom on a circuit. As Godfrey has observed concerning civil jurisdictions, close attention to ‘the
pattern of jurisdiction within a medieval state is…a possible sign of political, constitutional, governmental
or legal change and development’.120 The gradual centralisation of the court’s physical operations,
especially after 1524, is reminiscent of a broader European pattern of centralising judicial and
administrative institutions, although it does not seem to have been in a rush to completely reconfigure or
relocate its operations.121 Rather, this gradual shift was likely the consequence of the establishment of the
College of Justice and access to the legal professionals who plied their trade in its vicinity. Throughout
the first half of the sixteenth century, at least, the justiciary court remained quite comfortable with its
complex position within the existing decentralised judicial system.
Table 7 Court locations by decade
Decade
1493–1502
Jedburgh
Lauder
Peebles
1503–1512
Ayr
Edinburgh
Dumfries
Kirkcudbright
1513–1522
Edinburgh

Entries (no.)

%

25
23
10

43.1%
39.7%
17.2%

14
12
14
83

11.4%
9.8%
11.4%
67.5%

5

100.0%

Decade
1523–1532
Edinburgh
Stirling
1533–1542
Edinburgh
1543–1552
Edinburgh
1553–1562
Edinburgh
Jedburgh

Entries (no.)

%

109
14

88.6%
11.4%

69

100.0%

40

100.0%

104
1

99.0%
1.0%

Note: Due to the interruption in court business and problems of record survival, only five entries were recorded for
the 1513–1522 decade, and deviations in this decade should not be interpreted as meaningful.

In terms of the ayres held in the Border towns between 1493 and 1512, the relationships between
the location of the court and the origins of offences are about as expected: the ayres heard cases that
occurred in or had ties to the burgh in which it sat and the surrounding areas. The ayres sampled between
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1493 and 1502 held court at Jedburgh, Lauder and Peebles. At all three ayres, the bulk of the cases
originated from the sheriffdoms in which they sat. The ayres sampled between 1503 and 1512 held court
at Ayr, Dumfries, Edinburgh and Kirkcudbright. Once again, each of the ayres, except Edinburgh, tended
to hear numerous cases from those sheriffdoms along with a few from peripheral sheriffdoms.122

Figure 5 Origins of sampled cases heard by the justice ayres, 1493–1512
The period from 1503 to 1512 is the first decade of the sample in which Edinburgh appears as a
sitting location for the justiciary court and, in contrast to the pattern established by the evidence from the
previous decade, the origins of the seven cases the Edinburgh court heard in this sample were evenly
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distributed throughout Argyll, Buteshire, Edinburgh, Fife, Forfarshire (Angus) and Perthshire. It was,
however, clearly focusing its efforts on matters in Dumfriesshire and Ayrshire—regions affected by
Cunningham–Montgomery feuding.123 Thus, the practice of the justiciar on ayre in these two decades
conforms to contemporary expectations that he would assume jurisdiction over the cases on the sheriff’s
docket and would also hear complaints from neighbouring sheriffdoms.
The activities of the court and ayres in the decade directly after Flodden is a bit of a mystery:
although studies of other records show that the regency was engaging in formal dispute resolution,
whatever records the justiciary court and ayres produced in this period have been lost. Nevertheless, while
legislation slowed, criminal and civil court business continued despite the challenges to government
functioning posed by the political instability resulting from the deaths of the king and prominent
noblemen at Flodden field and from the minority of James V.124 Treasury records indicate that ayres were
held in Perthshire, Dundee and Fife from January to February of 1517, and that there was an ‘order for
dittay to be taken up in the sheriffdoms surrounding Fife and in the west of Scotland in August 1518’.125
Unfortunately, without the corresponding justiciary court records we can only say that ayres occurred or
were supposed to occur, and not where the cases they heard or were supposed to hear originated. The
sample taken for the present study found five cases from 1513: all heard in Edinburgh and originating
from Ayrshire, Edinburgh, Kirkcudbright and Roxburghshire. The limited number of entries recorded in
this year precludes any meaningful discussion of the geographical distribution of the entries in relation to
the location of the court.
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Figure 6 Origins of sampled cases heard in Edinburgh (1513–1532) and at the Stirling ayre (1528)
The presumed post-Flodden lull in court and ayre business ended in the 1520s when, in 1524,
ayres became less common, and the justiciar and his deputes began to sit primarily in Edinburgh,
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following a provision made by Albany.126 In the entries sampled between 1523 and 1532, the court carried
out most of its business in Edinburgh, with one sitting in Stirling, and the origins of the cases varied
widely. William Croft Dickinson saw this as a sign that the ayres were in decline,127 but Blakeway argues
that political factors offer a different explanation:
In light of the fact that ayres had not previously been held during Albany’s absences, it is
plausible that the January order to the justice depute to remain in Edinburgh was a
practical attempt to pre-empt a predictable diminution of judicial provisions in the
regent’s absence. Rather than evidence of permanent decline, therefore, the January 1524
provisions were a temporary stop-gap measure.128
Indeed, although Edinburgh was more consistently the site of the justiciar’s operations in the succeeding
decades, there is plenty of evidence that ayres continued, if more sporadically than before. Many of the
entries sampled for the present study indicate that pannels were being pledged to future ayres scheduled to
take place throughout the kingdom, although these ayres just happen to have escaped the sampling
process. The Edinburgh hearings carried over to a future court were typically intended to be dealt with at
a local ayre. The location at which the pannel was expected to compear next was indicated in the marginal
notes of the entry and, often, within the text of the entry itself. The system of pledging was meant to
ensure that an accused party complied with a court summons to attend their trial or that a convicted party
bound over by an agreement to keep the peace kept their word and behaved themselves once released. In
either case, another individual, typically a man of good reputation, would be charged with ensuring
compliance (or else would be subject to penalties such as a fine).129 As an example, Figure 7 presents
sampled entries heard in Edinburgh, in which the pannels were ordered to attend a future court or ayre in
Edinburgh or elsewhere. Moreover, Blakeway’s work on regency, which draws heavily on evidence from
the Treasurer’s Accounts, has shown that the ayres continued with varying consistency between 1493 and
1562, primarily on a situational basis. Nevertheless, most of the court’s business appears to have taken
place in Edinburgh on an increasingly consistent basis.
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EDINBURGH
LOCATIONS OF FUTURE HEARINGS

Figure 7 Edinburgh hearings carried over to a future court or ayre, 1493–1558
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5
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1
4
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3
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2
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2
5
1
1
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5
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Figure 8 Origins of sampled cases heard in Edinburgh, 1533–1562
In the last three decades of the sample, the justiciary court was conducting most of its business in
the kingdom’s capital, although ayres had not disappeared and the business of both fluctuated in relation
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to each other.130 In Figure 8, most of the kingdom is well represented, except for the Highlands, and
compared to the earlier decades represented in Figure 5 and Figure 7, the number of unique entries
appears to have increased considerably. That said, although the court’s business and geographical reach
was increasing, it does seem as though cases that originated near Edinburgh accounted for more of the
court’s activity over time. This may indicate that pursuers and local officials were still preferring local
courts whenever possible or that the need to travel to Edinburgh made central justice less practical for
those living on the outskirts of the kingdom. It may also speak to the limits of the court’s influence in
these areas. As Armstrong notes, in 1540, 1561 and 1568, the justiciar was instructed to proceed on ayre
‘only in cases where a conviction was certain’.131 Perhaps the justiciar took up fewer cases from these
regions due to the assumption that local influences might derail, repledge or complicate trials. Finally, it
is possible that the apparent increase in cases with central origins may be due to the methodology used to
approximate the origins of the sampled entries.
The procedure for identifying the geographical origins of the cases heard by the justiciary court
and ayres was not precise, but it does suggest an interesting change in the finding of sureties or
guarantors. Assigning an origin to each case was accomplished by considering the following facts, in the
following order: the location of the offence as given in the record (rare, but not always absent); the
dwelling place or lands of the victim; the dwelling place or lands of the offender; the dwelling place or
lands of the guarantor. As it turns out, the dwelling place of the guarantor, as an indicator of the location
of an incident, became less reliable over time, but this is not cause for despair, because it suggests that, as
time went on, the court became less concerned with the relationship between guarantor and pannel and
was satisfied with a man of good repute who happened to be convenient at the time of the hearing. Thus,
particularly for the latter decades of the sample, guarantors, and the lands to which they held title or
claimed a connection, are not a particularly reliable measure of locating the origins of a case. On the one
hand, as Armstrong notes for the early years of the surviving court records, there is a strong pattern of
groups of pannels from the same lands appearing together. This pattern persisted beyond the end of the
fifteenth century and well into the sixteenth century, and it is common to see local lairds standing surety
for family, tenants, and even co-conspirators of the same social status throughout the sample. In fact,
although assessing this trend is outwith the scope of this project, it is clear from familiarity with the
records that the court tended to call up pannels (and record entries) by barony. A likely explanation of this
pattern is that dittays made their way to the justiciar in batches from various localities and influenced the
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schedule of summonses and compearance in a way that naturally made coming to court more convenient
and efficient for a local laird and all the pannels for whom he was pledging surety.132 Yet, there are also
many entries in which neither the victim nor the accused seemed to have ties to Edinburgh, but in which
the surety was a burgess of Edinburgh or the laird of a smaller locality in the area. In these cases, it is
impossible to tell from the records alone whether there was a pre-existing relationship between the
accused and their guarantors.

3.2.1 Location, Social Control and Conflict Resolution
Local, national and international politics, unsettled by two minorities and the consequent factionalism,
affected regional violence and court business throughout the study period. The court was affected by
political events, such as major feuds and war with England, and the crown had a history of holding ayres
only when its resources were not needed elsewhere. It is also important to acknowledge that there were
often quite long interludes between the offence itself and prosecution, which suggests that annual crime
rates were unknown and therefore not a factor in deciding when and where to send the ayre or special
commissions, not that this can be determined in light of how the documents are organised.133 Thus, the
patterns observed in the relationship between the origin of cases and the locations of the court and ayres
may indicate where monarchs and regents thought the justiciar ought to apply his efforts in particular
years. It is thus no surprise that the ayres held between 1493 and 1512 focused on the loci of regional
conflicts and feud. After 1488, the consequences of Sauchieburn exacerbated local feuds, which wreaked
havoc on local and national politics in the 1490s. In Ayr, the power vacuum left by the death of Kilmaurs
and Ruthven was filled by the Cunninghams and Semples, who set to feuding over the rights to the
bailieship of Cunningham. In 1492, after being ousted from the Borders, Angus obtained lands in
Kilmarnock as a compromise for involuntarily surrendering his Border wardenship, the sheriffdom of
Lanark, and some territory in Berwickshire; in addition to the clout afforded him as a regular member of
the royal court, his presence should have been a containing influence in the region, but he failed to
maintain a neutral position and instead aligned with the Cunninghams, through his in-laws, the Boyds,
which only fanned the flames. The continuation of this feud through the 1510s and into the 1520s goes
some way towards explaining the court’s persistence in this region.134
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Although the magnates were ‘at times left to their own devices’, especially between 1517 and
1521,135 the entries sampled from between 1513 and 1532 suggest that, as in the two decades before, local
and national politics, and related revenge killings, drew judicial attention to Ayr and the Borders. In the
early years of Albany’s regency, the court was kept busy managing the Humes, whose rebellions and
treasonable communication with England posed a threat to the crown’s stability. During Albany’s time in
France and in response to English incursions throughout the 1520s, Arran remained focused on the
Borders, because stability there was necessary to keep the English at bay and the French happy. The need
to keep a close eye on the Borders increased as Angus attempted to regain power from the Maxwells, who
had risen in the absence of a strong Douglas presence—highly suspicious behaviour in light of his
English sympathies and associations with the Humes.136 The rivalry between Angus and Arran fuelled the
Hamilton–Douglas conflict, which was augmented by the involvement of two families already at each
other’s throats: the Cunninghams, who backed Angus, and the Montgomeries, who backed Arran. These
tensions erupted in Edinburgh in 1520, when Patrick Hamilton and the Master of Montgomery were both
slain, sparking even more regional conflict motivated by vengeance. The constant feuding between these
families led to violent raids and ambushes throughout Ayr, with tensions exacerbated after the earl of
Cassillis’ murder in August 1527.137 According to Jane Dawson, the resulting feud between the Campbells
and Kennedys ‘added a further complication to Ayrshire politics, already riven by the continuing
Cunningham–Montgomery antagonism’.138 Between his desire to punish and disenfranchise the
Douglases and to quell the violent spats breaking out among his nobles, James V spent the rest of his
reign developing and deploying a ‘robust system of justice’ to put exploitative magnates back in their
places, with a central court and the reduction of local jurisdictional autonomy looking ever more
appealing.139
In several instances, James V took matters into his own hands, eschewing the curial proceedings
of the ayres and riding into the Borders to deliver summary justice through judicial raids several times
between 1529 and 1536. There, he made an example of several notorious raiders of the Armstrong
surname—both Scottish borderers and the English crown were pressuring James to get them under
control—and warded the border lords, releasing them only if they pledged to manage their lands justly,
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hold criminals accountable and drive out recidivists (or else lose their lands). These wardings were
inspired partly by the Stewart view that the monarch should be active in personal justice, and they set the
tone for the trusting and cooperative relationships between the adult James V and magnates, while
reminding them who was ultimately in charge.140 In terms of the crown’s justice as exercised through the
court, between 1533 and 1552, the court spent a good deal of time dealing with conflicts in Renfrewshire,
the locus of a feud between the Cunninghams and the Semples. At the same time, in the 1540s and 1550s,
feuding between the Scotts and Kers continued to generate complaints about related incidents in the
Borders, as did the spillover effects of the aptly named Rough Wooings and associated concerns about
violence and cross-border communication (i.e., treason).141 The presence of Scottish and English garrisons
in this region may explain, in part, the appearance of English, as victims and perpetrators, in several
entries sampled from the records after 1547.142 Pamela Ritchie argues that the death of James V and
Arran’s poor handling of matters in the Highlands and Western Isles opened the way for ‘a period of
renewed lawlessness and violence’ in these regions, which may go some way to explaining why the
court’s reach did not extend into these areas even as it stretched towards the outer north-eastern reaches of
the kingdom. Guise attempted to quell violence throughout the realm, like the Stewart monarchs and
regents before her, making judicial progresses ‘as a visible demonstration of power’ and ‘by extending
and asserting the authority of the crown through force’.143 Although Guise paid special attention to the
Borders, which were being inconsistently managed by both Scottish and English wardens, her excursions
took her all over the kingdom.144
By the end of the years sampled, although the court was dealing with a significant number of
cases from Edinburgh, it was hearing cases that originated throughout the kingdom. Ayres began to
decline in favour of a central sitting court in Edinburgh but remained an important, if diminishing, part of
the court’s operations past the conclusion of the present sample and into the late sixteenth century. The
shift from peripatetic to sitting central court has many implications. Certainly, the changing locations of
justice suggest which regions the crown felt needed the most judicial attention. Blakeway has suggested
that raids indicated an insecure crown, while ayres, and presumably a sitting court in Edinburgh, indicated
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a crown more secure in its position.145 The gradual centralisation of the court’s activity might suggest that
the crown was purposefully and aggressively attempting to assert its authority and power over local
criminal jurisdictions and their holders. As Godfrey argues in his study of the central civil court, matters
‘of legal jurisdiction were inherently political in this period’, and ‘jurisdiction can be seen as the measure
of authority and power in medieval society’.146 While the remit of the court remained relatively static,
dealing with the most grievous pleas of the crown, it seems that the crown, through the justiciary court,
was attempting to extend or at least solidify the geographical reach of royal authority. The motivation was
probably a mix of a desire to exert authority and to increase profits from forfeitures. Indeed, financial
considerations probably influenced the shift to a sitting court: the crown benefited highly from the profits
generated by fees and fines issued by the court, but these gains were likely offset by the expense of
sending the justiciar and his retinue on the ayre circuit, and it was easier to access qualified and
experienced legal professionals in the capital than in remote communities. Pursuers and local officials
likely faced a dilemma: the convenience of the ayres versus the qualified lawyers in the capital. Despite
this, the court’s business increased steadily throughout the sixteenth century, suggesting that pursuers
were growing to prefer the crown’s justice to local alternatives.
The changes noted above also highlight a shift in the justiciar’s approach to compromising
between the presence of a peripatetic central authority visiting the localities and the local expertise and
investigations that characterised the ayres.147 In the case of the Borders specifically, the general band, a
requirement for borderers ‘to find surety that they would be responsible for crimes committed by their
tenants and followers’ placed the responsibility for violent offenders on the shoulders of their landlords.148
With landlords as proxies and intermediaries, it was rare for tenants and followers to have direct contact
with agents of the crown, including judicial officials. The attitude that underlay this practice was not
limited to the Borders, and almost every individual who found themselves summoned to a justice ayre or
the court in Edinburgh was presented by a surety whose name and title suggest a territorial linkage, with
some exceptions noted above. Indeed, getting people to agree to good behaviour or to abstain from
feuding was relatively easy, but violations of these conditions were frequent, and many entries cite
absences, failure to obtain a surety and the associated fines and sentences applied when landholders failed
to present their charges.149 James V’s desire to revive the justice ayres and to ensure their consistency
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suggests an acceptance of the reality that direct, local intervention by the crown remained necessary
despite the increasing prominence of the sitting court in Edinburgh.150
Although the ayres went into localities, they still represented the crown and, as Armstrong
suggests, may have served an important function as the role of local landholders changed. The ayres
remained a viable arena in which communities were able to manage conflicts locally, but the proceedings
were infused by the authority of the crown and those it had placed in charge of maintaining order, thereby
asserting the supremacy of central, public justice over that of the local, private lord.151 Ritchie argues that,
in the 1540s and 1550s, Guise tried to enhance the authority of central, crown jurisdictions ‘at the expense
of local’ ones.152 Her efforts were not particularly successful, and ayres continued with some regularity
throughout the sixteenth century, but the types of cases that could be tried at ayres were gradually reduced
after 1550. More serious offences, like those with which the study is concerned, were directed towards the
sitting court in Edinburgh. Blakeway argues that this may indicate ‘a shift in the locus of justice from the
localities to the centre’.153 That said, the expansion of the warden’s commissions in the sixteenth century
suggests that the crown was not wholly committed to bringing borderers to the kingdom’s capital to see
justice done. Moreover, the slow decline in the ayres did not deprive subjects of local options, and other
local jurisdictions, such as regality courts, ensured that the crown’s attempts at centralising were affected
by more than just a ruler or regent’s plans to reorganise the administration of justice.154 Replegiation was
one way of diverting justice away from the centre and back into local communities.
The practice of replegiation allowed a local regality or ecclesiastical court with the appropriate
jurisdictional privileges to take the pannel out of another jurisdiction and into their own for trial.
Although it did not matter where the offence took place, the pannel was required to be the liege or
follower of the owner of the jurisdiction, the tenant or inhabitant of the lands over which the owner of the
jurisdiction held title or a member of the clergy who came under the authority of an ecclesiastical court.
Of course, repledging was not an automatic process, and it was necessary for the holder of the right of
replegiation to exercise that right at an ayre or the justiciary court, otherwise the trial would proceed
under the auspices of the justiciar.155 The assumption that underlay this practice was that justice would be
done by local authorities with more intimate knowledge of the pannel and their reputation, but this feature
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of procedure might also be abused and used to protect the accused. Furthermore, any decision that
removed a case from royal jurisdiction also deprived the crown of any fines and forfeitures generated by
the case.156 The crown attempted to reduce the practice through parliamentary acts in 1488 and 1587,
which sought unsuccessfully to end replegiations by burgh and church courts, respectively.157
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Figure 9 Regional sources of replegiations by sheriffdoms, 1493–1558
Due to the sampling methodology, the database does not contain any replegiations for homicides
or near-lethal assaults in 1493 and 1498. That is not to say they did not occur during this decade, of
course, and Armstrong found at least one replegiation for homicide recorded in 1495. According to him,
in this decade, ecclesiastical courts exercised this right more frequently than others, although regalities
removed tenants and followers to their own jurisdictions as well. In other words, the justice ayre ‘did not
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tip-toe around regalities but instead treated them by default as part of the royalty of the sheriffdom until
shown otherwise’. 158 Armstrong’s conclusions hold for the replegiations identified in the years sampled
between 1523 and 1558: the majority were initiated by ecclesiastical jurisdictions, although there are
some claims from secular regality courts sprinkled throughout. All of the replegiations recorded in 1524,
1528 and 1549 directed pannels to church courts, many of them on the orders of the Archbishop of St
Andrews, with some exceptions.159 Of the replegiations recorded in 1533 and 1538, nine of the ten entries
resulted in replegiations to church courts.160 Notably, the cruel slauchter of William Cunningham of
Craigans and his servant, Robert Alanson, discussed in chapter 4, resulted in replegiations split between
the Glasgow church courts and the secular regality held by William Hamilton of Sanquhar. In 1533, Sir
John Semple, vicar of Erskine, was repledged to the Glasgow church court, while for the same slauchter,
James Alanson senior and junior, as well as John Johnston, were repledged by Hamilton.161 The
replegiations sampled from 1553 and 1558 show slightly more variation, with five entries resulting in
secular replegiation and the remaining fourteen repledged to ecclesiastical jurisdictions.162 Overall, of the
493 entries sampled between 1493 and 1558, 44 (8.9 per cent) record at least one pannel being repledged
to another jurisdiction. This is significantly higher than what Wasser found in his study of violence in the
justiciary court and privy council records, where replegiation occurred in only three cases sampled
between 1603 and 1638 (0.8 per cent of 375).163 Evidently, although this practice was in decline in the
seventeenth century, the jurisdictions with the power to repledge were still exercising their privileges
confidently, and the justiciar was respecting these claims, well into the mid-sixteenth century.
These observations offer insight into relationships between the crown, central administration and
local jurisdictions. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the relationship between the crown and
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local magnates was sometimes contentious but mostly characterised by cooperation.164 The crown might
attempt to intervene in local squabbles and feuds between noble families, but often it ‘could do no more
than ratify the outcome of a local power struggle’.165 Given that pursuers had some degree of choice over
which court or local official they might approach with a complaint, overlapping criminal jurisdictions
sometimes caused tension between centre and locality. Pursuers might also choose the option of informal
dispute resolution through private arbitration and interpersonal agreements. In the end, despite signs of a
growing interest in appealing to royal justice dispensed by a central court, most court business conducted
in sixteenth-century Scotland was not resolved in Edinburgh, but in local franchise or ecclesiastical
courts.166
Regality courts were particularly powerful hereditary and territorial jurisdictions that held a great
deal of judicial authority over roughly half of the kingdom. Most holders of regality privileges were able
to pluck a pannel from the grasp of the justiciary court to be tried in their own court under two conditions:
first, their privileges included robbery, rape, arson and murder, but did not cover treason; second, the
pannel must have been an inhabitant of the lands over which the regality court presided.167 Although no
small number of landholders cooperated with each other and the crown to maintain order in their
domains, this feature of the Scottish court system was open to abuse.168 Magnates might use their courts to
protect criminal associates or pervert the course of justice through favouritism, but these local regalities
were less subject to manipulation than one might think. It was clear who was in charge, where their
loyalties lay and how that figured into the dispensation of justice. In addition to presiding over such
courts directly, magnates might also exercise influence behind the scenes to convince the ruler and their
representatives that a case ought to be resolved in a way that satisfied the victim’s kin. Collectively,
especially during periods of minority, whether as governors of their own lands or through positions as
trusted advisors and council members, magnates held a great deal of power and influence in matters of
law and order.169
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Law and order, however, were not the only concerns of the crown or regality holders where
questions of jurisdiction were concerned. When pannels were put to the horn or executed, and their goods
and lands escheated, the holder of the jurisdiction in which that sentence was handed down received the
forfeitures and, thus, benefited financially. The fines and fees collected by the justiciary court and ayres
also contributed significantly to the crown’s financial health, and it was in the crown’s interest to see the
cases that came before it to the end—possibly profiting from repeat non-compearances for months or
even years.170 While the records sampled for this study do not record the profits from forfeitures, the fines
collected from guarantors for non-compearances alone totalled £15,416, with a further £31,450 in
potential fines as insurance against future non-compearances. Profits from pardons and the practice of the
justiciar affording guarantors lenience in the interest of collecting fines, discussed further in chapter 4,
and competition over the proceeds of justice might have caused tension between central and local
jurisdictions.171 Once a pannel was repledged to a regality or ecclesiastical court, the promise of fines
related to non-compearances and convictions evaporated.
In terms of operational costs, it was likely more prudent for the officers of the court to stay in one
place rather than to travel with servants and provisions for weeks or months on the road. Costs no doubt
increased when the court in question was on the move in the form of the ayres, and it became necessary to
provision the regent or monarch, court officials and their retinues with the supplies necessary for a
lengthy period of travel that involved not only judicial business but socialising and entertaining as well.172
That the most complete records we have for the procession of ayres comes from the Treasurer’s Accounts
indicates that ayres were not inexpensive endeavours.173 As the sixteenth century wore on, the justiciar
ceased sending ayres to the criminals and began to insist that the criminals, their guarantors and their
accusers make the journey to Edinburgh. For plaintiffs, criminal trials were expensive, whether they
happened in the ayres or the sitting court. Getting a case to court required the purchase of criminal letters,
and lawyers needed to be paid. Pannels, witnesses and pursuers needed to travel to the appropriate forum
along with the sureties who had guaranteed their appearances. This would have been manageable for
members of the nobility and the wealthy who spent a lot of time in Edinburgh, but less so for the average
person, unless they had the financial backing of their landlord. While ayres did not stop completely during
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the study, they were increasingly initiated only on the basis of special commissions related to issues in
farther flung regions of the kingdom.
For those who found Edinburgh more convenient based on its central location, it was also easier
to access qualified advocates and other legal professionals in the kingdom’s capital—a bustling
metropolis compared to more rural communities.174 Rather than returning immediately to Scotland, many
Scottish graduates of continental schools took up teaching posts in Europe, either permanently or for a
period of a few years. However, by the late sixteenth century, a third of licenced Scottish lawyers counted
themselves among those who had studied civil and canon law in France but returned home to work as
teachers, clergy or state administrators.175 The lack of suitable personnel was felt during the first half of
the century, when it was not possible for the justiciar and his deputes to hold the ayres and the court
simultaneously.176 Nevertheless, as civil business increased in the capital, so too did the number of
criminal cases coming before the justiciary court. Hannay considered this ‘convenient for official persons
if less satisfactory to the lieges, and eventually seriously prejudicial to the regularity of the circuits’.177
With all this in mind, when pursuers had a choice in the matter, there were numerous variables to take
into account before reporting offences to local officials or purchasing criminal letters.
All signs point to pursuers, sheriffs, bailies and crowners evaluating a complex set of variables
and appealing to the justiciary court more frequently as the sixteenth century progressed. Multiple courts
with jurisdictions that sometimes overlapped meant that victims and their kin often had some degree of
choice about which local official they trusted with their complaint and whether they intended to see the
court case through to its end or use it as a tool in the negotiation of an informal settlement. Numerous
factors affected a litigant’s choices, whether that was where to initiate proceedings or whether to drop a
case entirely: travel to Edinburgh would have been cost prohibitive for some, especially widows or
labourers who might lose wages during their absence; assythment and reconciliation were encouraged by
the culture; and pursuers might be successful in dangling the threat of corporal or capital punishment over
the heads of their opponents to pressure them to provide compensation privately rather than risking their
lives at trial.178 Moreover, pursuers keen on having their cases heard by the highest criminal court may
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well have used language to manipulate and exaggerate the narratives that local officials recounted in the
indictments by, for example, describing an assailant as ‘wishing to slay [the victim]’ in order to cast the
assailant as ‘potential killers to magnify their crimes’.179 The responsibility to continue criminal
prosecutions, once initiated by a local official, typically lay with the victim and their kin throughout this
period, which suggests that the increased case load of the sitting justiciary court may indicate that
pursuers, in Scotland as elsewhere in Europe, were becoming more confident in the outcomes of formal,
central justice as a means of conflict resolution.180 However, it must also be kept in mind that political
events like war or local instability might have discouraged some from seeking prosecution.181 Although it
is impossible to measure the direct influence of such disruptions on the number of cases brought to the
justiciary court in Edinburgh, the number of entries sampled in each decade is telling.
Court business declined sharply after Flodden and the Rough Wooings. These decreases may be
related to lower rates of violence after periods of war, disruptions in the routine functioning of the court
and changes in national politics, such as minority reigns and changes in regents. That the decade between
1553 and 1562 produced fewer entries related to lethal and near-lethal violence (94 entries) than the
period for 1503 to 1512 (122 entries) is not a reliable measure of the overall business of the justiciary
court and ayres in this study, because it concerns only particular types of cases and only two years per
decade. For this reason, secondary studies have been relied upon in the above discussions to provide a
more accurate context. As Blakeway, Dawson, Emond, Hannay and others have observed, the justiciary
court and ayres were only ever briefly affected negatively by political events, and although a multijurisdictional study that compares the share of court business across the sheriff, regality and justiciary
courts is needed to confirm this trend, business directed towards this central criminal court seems to have
increased steadily, if gradually, throughout the sixteenth century.182
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3.3

Conclusions

The observations made in this chapter reveal a court at once invested in intervening directly into local
conflicts while remaining comfortable with its position as one of several jurisdictions in a complicated
and decentralised justice system. While both the ayres and the practice of replegiation became rare in the
seventeenth century, in the middle of the sixteenth century, ayres were common enough, and replegiation
was still practiced confidently and regularly by those who held the privilege. However, social control was
as much about appearances as anything else: whether static or peripatetic, courts and ayres positioned
rulers as active and visible sources of justice, and summoning pannels and pursuers to local ayres
overseen by the justiciar and to the kingdom’s capital drew regular people and their communities into the
broader governance of the realm and into contact with agents of the crown and even the monarch
himself.183 As Mason has pointed out, James V, like many of the Stewarts, was ‘touchy of his rights—
territorial, financial and jurisdictional—and determined to assert and extend them wherever and whenever
possible’.184 This chapter has demonstrated the effects of this perspective on the growth and development
of judicial bureaucracy under the supervision of the Stewarts and their regents as they sought to extend
their authority beyond the immediate reach of the royal court.185 Rather than openly challenging or
abolishing local jurisdictions in a tyrannical manner, the crown expanded the authority of the justiciary
court and ayres along the same trajectory as the Court of Session, slowly expanding the exercise of its
power ‘alongside established law courts, necessitating jurisdictional and procedural development so as to
maintain the integrity of legal order’.186 The result was that pursuers and local officials were more and
more likely to bring conflicts to the king and his officers for resolution, or at least to take advantage of
central, professional expedience to expedite private negotiations.187 It is no accident that the shift towards
the centre occurred as the practice of law became increasingly regulated, bureaucratic and professional.
As the Session and the ambitious legal professionals associated with it took up residence in
Edinburgh, it became practical for the court to stay put. Findings related to the justice ayres and court
suggest that the same influence was having an impact on criminal jurisdictions as well. As the ayres
retreated from the localities, this might well have reduced the number of cases heard by the justiciar, but
trials were meant to satisfy and eliminate ‘the desire for vengeance’ that so often arose from unlawful
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killing to avoid further violence wrought in retribution.188 However, there were some limitations to its
efficacy in terms of satisfying the needs of pursuers. Access to the central courts, preferences for lenient
or severe outcomes and the ability to drop a case all affected the frequency with which violent offenders
were managed by the central court, a local alternative or extra-curial means. Martin Dinges has found
that, in Europe more broadly, people knew how to exploit overlapping jurisdictions to achieve their goals:
pursuers might choose the court in which to pursue their cause based on travelling distance, the legal
expertise (or lack thereof) among the court’s officers, the judge’s reputation for lenient or harsh
sentencing, as well as whether they tended to move matters along speedily or not, thereby influencing
how much time the pursuer might have to pressure the defendant into a satisfactory resolution.189 Formal
prosecution had the potential to start the reconciliation process, but never fully complete it; in some cases,
it could make matters worse.190 Certainly, the establishment of new relationships of love and friendship
were not possible through an adversarial legal system based on judgement and punishment compared to
what might be achieved by private settlements that forged new bonds.191
Godfrey, writing about the Session and the College of Justice, considered the civil court a ‘case
study’ that revealed ‘common forms of challenges to the legal order’ and the resolution of these
challenges by Renaissance states. In Scotland, this solution involved satisfying litigants and delivering
effective results as opposed to tearing down and rebuilding the existing system.192 This chapter has
examined cases of lethal and near-lethal violence in the justiciary court records and come to similar
conclusions, albeit with some exceptions. The minutia of the court records and the court’s geographical
movements decade-by-decade do not demonstrate the establishment of a ‘new embodiment of existing
source of central authority’ in action.193 Nevertheless, these same aspects of court practice do reveal
important changes. The composition of the books demonstrates some shifts in Scottish legal culture,
including vernacularisation and the preservation of details pertaining to largely private conflicts in
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streamlined, consistent, formal public records. Likewise, the locations of the court and ayres demonstrate
the extent to which the crown’s authority extended into the localities, regardless of whether the justiciar
was operating out of Edinburgh or proceeding on ayre. In both this and the previous chapter, we have also
seen the central courts taking an interest in cases that might otherwise be dealt with by lower local courts,
such as serious assaults. This chapter has hinted at the mandate or focus of the court and its officers, but
the purpose of the court and its role as a force for conflict resolution and social control has been taken for
granted to some degree. The following chapter considers the offences and offenders recorded in these
documents to assess more precisely the goals and purpose of the justiciary court and ayres during the first
half of the sixteenth century.
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4

The Role of Curial Justice in a Feuding Society

From its inception, the office of the justiciar dealt directly with the pleas of the crown—murder, arson,
robbery and rape. Murder ought, therefore, to be well represented in the records, although it sometimes
fell to other officials to seek justice for this offence.1 The evidence of prescriptive statutes and treatises
suggests that homicides that left witnesses were dealt with in sheriff courts. This was clearly not the case
since, as discussed below, a significant number of the cases related to unlawful killing heard by the
justiciar likely had multiple witnesses and seem to have occurred in the quite visible contexts of cattle
raiding and regional wars between nobles.2 Finally, the justiciar, when proceeding on ayre, took up the
business of all lower criminal courts in the areas surrounding the ayre location; thus, pannels accused of
murder red-hand might find themselves facing the justiciar before the sheriff was able to hold a trial. For
this reason, as well as the flexible definitions and classifications of homicide discussed in chapter 2, both
homicides and assaults, committed in a range of contexts, are preserved in the records of the justiciary
court and ayres.
The focus of this study precludes any concrete claims about the frequency with which the court
heard cases of arson, robbery and rape compared to those of homicide and assault. For the seventeenth
century, Wasser indicated a bias in reporting: his sample found that homicide appeared to be
overrepresented compared to robbery, which led him to suggest that the justiciary court was mainly
concerned with interpersonal violence rather than violence against property.3 General observations during
the sampling process suggest that the court was serving its function by hearing cases that were within its
remit (and others) at the rates we might expect, albeit perhaps not as aggressively as it ought to have been.
The court was not officially set up as a means of controlling feuding, nor was it charged by statute with
managing specific regions or people. Ostensibly, it ought not to have been dealing with cases of assault
either. Yet, the trends observed in the cases sampled for this study prompt some interesting questions.
What was the court’s role in dispensing justice and maintaining order? What factors influenced which
cases were presented to this court? What variables influenced the outcomes of these cases?
This chapter approaches these questions, keeping in mind previous scholarly claims about the
purpose and role of the justiciary court and ayres, as well as statutes that set out the justiciar’s remit at the
end of the fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth. The first key contribution of this
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discussion to the overall historiography is the situation of feud-like behaviour within the broader context
of the warlike offences handled by the court, which was increasingly drawn into conflict management as
one of several tools available to disputing parties. The second is the attention given to sixteenth-century
sources. Scottish criminal legal history tends to be divided into pre- and post-sixteenth century.4 This is
understandable from a practical standpoint given the complex political and administrative events of this
period and the condition of surviving court documents; however, as this chapter demonstrates, the
sixteenth-century sources—to 1560—contain evidence of significant shifts in the conceptualisation of
royal justice as a tool for managing interpersonal conflicts that had turned violent. These records are,
therefore, highly deserving of our attention despite the difficulty of working with them.5
In terms of the records of the justiciary court, there are several such that ought to be addressed
before proceeding. First, without following every case through replegiations and continued court dates, it
is difficult to trace the outcomes of all pannels.6 Second, the sampling method, although there is precedent
for it,7 only captures a fifth of the entries recorded during this period, which means that the claims are not
entirely comprehensive and are open to qualification in future studies. Third, the decision to focus solely
on homicide at the outset of the sampling process means that this chapter can speak only to the court’s
intentions insofar as they are indicated by how it approached cases involving homicide and assaults
committed with homicidal intent. As a result, this chapter presents conclusions relevant to every homicide
captured in the sample, but not necessarily every instance of feuding or raiding that occurred during the
same period.
Nevertheless, the findings indicate that the justiciary court and ayres functioned as tools for social
and political control. Moreover, the observations made in this chapter suggest that, towards the middle of
the sixteenth century, the crown, its agents and its subjects were increasingly comfortable employing
royal justice in peace-making efforts. The growing prominence of central courts in Scotland and
throughout Europe symbolises the expanding supremacy of law and public order over feud and local

Carey Miller, ‘Scottish Celebration’.
Numerous late-fifteenth- and sixteenth-century statutes reveal parliamentary concerns about lawlessness and issue
directions about the roles of magnates and government institutions in preserving the peace of the realm: RPS
1488/10/44–45, 1490/2/7–8, 1490/2/16, 1491/4/12–14, A1504/3/103–107, 1524/11/13–15, 1524/11/19, 1525/2/13,
1535/37, 1535/53, 1540/12/68, 1540/12/93, A1555/6/5, A1555/6/14.
6
Blakeway, Regency, 186. The entries in these records are typically of two kinds: non-compearances where the
pannel did not show and the surety was either fined or the case continued, and trials that ended in either acquittal,
conviction (and punishment) or assythment in exchange for a remission. Many cases disappear from the records and
were presumably settled out of court.
7
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warfare as well as the transition of medieval and Renaissance kingdoms to early modern statehood.8 As an
arm of the late medieval Scottish crown, the justiciary court mediated conflict when localised warfare
between members of the nobility got out of hand, and it served as a means to punish or put pressure on
the crown’s opponents. The local officials and jurors who mediated pursuers’ complaints likely knew this
and were well positioned to tailor dittays, criminal letters and trial notes in a way that influenced a case’s
course through the judicial system. Nevertheless, the justiciars did not pursue every case within their
remit with the same level of commitment. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, despite expanding its
geographical jurisdiction in practice, the court appears to have remained focused primarily on events
taking place in the Borders and Lowlands—granted, this is largely the result of patchy record survival,
which obscures contemporary concerns about disorder in the Highlands.9 The cases taken up by the court
and the decisions made by its justices reveal an institution invested in punishing criminals whose offences
threatened the crown’s authority and the public perception of its ability to maintain peace and order in the
kingdom. Finally, in addition to being a force for social control, the court was also a crucial source of
crown revenue: this fact likely influenced its approach to certain offences, and the justices offered many
violent offenders, particularly members of the nobility, leniency and numerous chances to throw
themselves on the crown’s mercy in exchange for lucrative fees and fines, although other factors also
came into play.
This chapter continues the discussion of the relationship between the crown and its subjects in the
context of social order and conflict resolution. Although the records indicate that the central institution of
the justiciar, his court and ayres was prepared to exercise its broad jurisdiction over homicide and nearlethal assaults, many victims in Scotland had not yet bought into the notion that the court was the best
avenue for conflict resolution. Private arbitration and out-of-court settlements remained effective and
served the purpose of sixteenth-century justice: the righting of wrongs through assythment, reconciliation
and renewed relationships.10 Local franchise courts—less expensive and staffed by individuals with
knowledge of local conflicts and relationships—also provided an alternative to central courts. Meanwhile,
justice offered by the judges, clerks and lawyers through the central courts was distant and more
expensive the further one was from Edinburgh.11 The patterns observed in the records reveal fraught
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efforts to balance ‘the potentially conflicting aims surrounding early modern judicial administration’: the
choice between punishment and assythment; the difficulty of providing solutions that both parties
considered fair and did not further upset the delicate balance of local and national politics; and, finally,
the desire to promote a sense of fair and just royal discipline against the court’s role in raising significant
crown revenues through the granting of remissions and other fines.12 Despite these growing pains, the
court’s business increased as the century wore on, eventually becoming overwhelmed by cases of violent
assaults to the point that the privy council stepped in to manage these by the seventeenth century.13
In terms of violence as a matter for private or public resolution, interpersonal disputes that had
turned lethal or caused excessive social disruption were increasingly brought to the attention of the court
for formal, public intervention. Although, based on the outcomes and number of non-compearances in the
justiciary court records,14 the court appears to have been more interested in pursuing notorious cases that
challenged the crown’s image of authority or those that might increase its cash flow, there is no shortage
of surviving entries that describe less spectacular one-on-one assaults and homicides. This suggests that
pursuers were more likely to consent to formal legal solutions or, at least, to use the courts as a means of
speeding along a private settlement. In terms of the more visible and disruptive offences associated with
feuding, the court records demonstrate an increase both in the use of terms that indicate vengeance as a
motive and in the offences described as having been committed in a warlike manner. In an effort to follow
this trend more closely, this chapter compares court business related to warlike offences with entries that
describe smaller-scale lethal and near-lethal violence. To determine which entries were related to feuding,
raiding and other acts of violence committed in a warlike manner, it considers the numbers of named
pannels and victims, other listed offences and the language used by the clerks in order to categorise the
recorded entries as ‘slauchter’,15 ‘forethocht felony and oppression’ and ‘warlike’. What follows is an
analysis of the outcomes of offences categorised as ‘warlike’ compared with less complex and smallerscale incidents. This comparison offers valuable insights into which offences the court perceived as
particularly offensive to social order, as well as the sense of urgency with which the court prosecuted
some perpetrators compared to others accused of the same offences.
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4.1

‘Warlike’ Offences and Discovering Feud

Among the entries included in the database are homicides and assaults that may be construed as occurring
in ‘feudlike’ or ‘warlike’ circumstances. Homicide features prominently in such narratives as an act of
either instigation or retribution. The practices of feuding and raiding were intertwined with each other
under a wider umbrella of ‘warlike’ activity. Both might be motivated by retaliation or as a show of
authority and dominance. While intentional in many cases, homicide was also sometimes the unfortunate
and unintended outcome of violent escalations directed against property. In either context, homicide ‘was
popularly regarded not so much as a crime but rather as the legal justification for starting a blood-feud
which could only be prevented by the payment of the slain man's worth’.16 Maintaining overall peace was
more important than following the letter of the law, and feud, despite the potential for violent escalation,
also had the potential to result in peaceful friendship. It has been well established by scholars such as
Wormald, Brown and Armstrong that conflict management was typically achieved by combining
customary and personal techniques with appeals to formal, legal, and royal institutions.17 This study’s
specific focus on homicide is an opportunity to examine the role this court played in managing feud and
how the crown’s agents and subjects used the court as a tool that complimented more direct and violent
means of seeking justice. That is, if we can identify feuding in this set of records without the aid of
supplementary documents such as process notes, dittays and other kinds of records. Feuds are often
difficult to trace through the central court records because the entries typically lack the circumstantial
details required to place these discrete events within the broader context of long-term conflicts, which
might have been inherited from the previous generation, although comparing the names of pannels and
victims with sources such as bonds of manrent may provide the information needed to infer a feuding
context.18 However, the contextual clues, such as the presence of arson, robbery and other offences in an
entry related to homicide or near-lethal assault, especially where the pannel is accused of committing the
offence ‘in warlike manner’ or ‘out of old enmity’, might suggest political or vengeful motives.

Lenman and Parker, ‘Crime and Control in Scotland, 1500–1800’, 15.
See Wormald, ‘Bloodfeud, Kindred and Government’; Wormald, Lords and Men, especially chapter 7, ‘The
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1800, New Approaches to European History 22 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 73–
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4.1.1 Identifying Warlike Cases
The clerks do not describe offences in terms of ‘feud’ in the sampled entries; however, they write about
violent events in such a way that we can recognise feuding behaviour. Phrases like ‘out of old enmity’
and ‘in warlike manner’, combinations of specific behaviours and numbers of aggressors indicate ‘feudlike’ offences, but I propose that we ought to be cautious about overusing feud as a category of analysis.
Bloodfeuds were complex affairs that might involve multiple generations and branches of a kin group;
they might also be ‘put on pause’ and be taken up again years or decades later. Other offences, such as the
convocation of lieges, could occur in politically sanctioned circumstances, with the monarch or magnates
mobilising large groups of armed men to ride out to war or to enforce justice against notorious reivers
within their lands.19 When such convocations were turned to illicit ends, the organisers and participants
found themselves facing the justiciar. Instances of cattle raiding are somewhat easier to locate within the
records given the clerks’ tendency towards the detailed accounting of stolen, maimed and slaughtered
livestock, but even then, these entries might equally belong to the category of feud. Armstrong considers
‘feudlike’ offences to be those that began as individual conflicts and became group conflicts, calling feud
‘a relationship of hostility between two groups, stemming from a desire to seek redress by vengeance for
some perceived wrong and involving (at least) the threat of reciprocal violence’.20 Without detailed
documentation of motives or other notes on context, feuding and raiding are difficult to trace using the
justiciary court records alone, and it would be unwise to assume that every incident involving multiple
aggressors, property damage and theft constituted feuding or raiding. This study therefore prefers the term
‘warlike’, which may include instances of feuding, raiding or political conflicts, as an identifier to aid
quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Evidence from the entries in this sample suggests that those responsible for reporting and
documenting offences—pursuers, sheriffs, bailies, crowners and clerks—began including key terms
designed to present cases in terms the court could not ignore. This phenomenon has previously been
observed in England, in the case of vi et armis, a phrase used in non-criminal litigation to describe actions
for trespass.21 The two previous chapters have discussed how the use of prepositional phrases increased as
the period went on, and that these demonstrated a growth in attention to precision and detail, influenced
by education and professionalism, as well as increased interest on the part of the clerks, and whoever
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might review their court minutes, in the context of the offences committed. The current chapter turns now
to how these prepositional phrases might help us to understand the court’s position in a feuding society.
Table 8 Offences committed ‘in murderous manner’, ‘in warlike manner’ and ‘out of old enmity’
Decade
1493–1502
1503–1512
1513–1522
1523–1532
1533–1542
1543–1552
1553–1562

In murderous
manner
1
—
—
—
1
—
—

% of all
modifiers
16.7%
—
—
—
1.8%
—
—

In warlike
manner
—
1
—
—
5
32
24

% of all
modifiers
—
2.2%
—
—
8.9%
11.8%
9.6%

Out of old
enmity
—
3
—
—
—
28
38

% of all
modifiers
—
6.7%
—
—
—
10.3%
15.3%

Note: Due to the interruption in court business and problems of record survival, only five entries were recorded for
the 1513–1522 decade, and deviations in this decade should not be interpreted as meaningful.

Regarding The current chapter turns now to how these prepositional phrases might help us to
understand the court’s position in a feuding society.
Table 8, although ‘in murderous manner’ is not well represented, ‘in warlike manner’ and ‘out of
old enmity’ each account for an increasing proportion of the prepositional phrases used in the midsixteenth century. Feuding, raiding and other warlike behaviours are decidedly not secret, which may
explain why there are so few murder investigations represented in the sample. Only two case entries
describe an incident as occurring ‘in murderous manner’. In the first entry, from 1493, William Tait in
Cessford Mains and his cousin Robert Burne came in the king’s will for art and part of the forethocht
felony done to Thomas Young, in murderous manner, as well as the stouthreif of riding gear, a bow, a
purse containing £20 and a satchel, the contents of which were not listed.22 Both William and Robert were
fined £40 with Sir Robert Ker, knight, pledging to ensure that each man paid his due. In the second entry,
from 1538, William Seyton in Kilblene was pledged to a future court to stand trial for art and part of the
mutilation of James Leith out of forethocht felony, under silence of night and in murderous manner.23
Given chapter 2’s discussion of the uses of forethocht felony, it seems that both Thomas Young and
James Leith survived the assaults, which explains why the former’s assailants were fined and why the
pannel in the second case was pledged to a future court rather than put to the horn.
It should be noted that ‘in warlike manner’ appears most often in entries in which the pannels
were accused of ‘convocation of the lieges’ and may be another case of prepositional embellishment used
to imply great violence. The phrase is typically located closest to and therefore describes this offence
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rather than the offence of unlawful killing itself. This study includes convocation of the lieges in the
warlike category due to the number of armed men convened together with the intent to do harm or cause
disruption. As was the case with accomplices referred to as ‘frends’ ‘repayr[s]’, ‘familiars’ or ‘refars
[reivers]’, the specific relationships between the lieges and the pannels accused of convening them are
often unclear.24 Aside from convocation of the lieges, there are some entries related to assault or homicide
in which the phrase describes the manner in which the assailant(s) invaded or came upon the victim, but
these are not in the majority.25 It is more common to see accusations of slauchter, wounding or mutilation
associated with ‘in murderous manner’ and ‘out of old enmity’. Each of these three phrases is selfexplanatory: in murderous manner indicates secrecy; in warlike manner indicates a large group of armed
individuals or convocation of the lieges; and out of old enmity refers clearly to a pre-existing animosity
that goes beyond forethocht felony or premeditation.
These were not the only signals inserted by clerks and other legal officials, based on the
testimony of pursuers or their own interpretations of the facts, to obtain specific outcomes. If Armstrong
is correct in suggesting that appending ‘cruel’ to an offence is a nod to pre-existing enmity, then this
provides one more example of an increasing tendency to influence the jury or the justiciar by implying a
homicide’s connection to feud. Based on Barbour’s use of ‘cruel’ to indicate an act committed during
feud, Armstrong has suggested that this term, when it appears in the justiciary court and ayre records, may
point to an offence committed in the context of a known feud.26 The limits of the database constructed for
this study prohibit the direct comparison of the frequency with which the term ‘cruel’ appears in entries
that recorded warlike offences as opposed to smaller-scale homicides and assaults. That said, the term
‘cruel slauchter’, never mind cruel wounding and mutilation, appears with regularity throughout the
sampled entries, including those that lacked a warlike character. It might be possible that ‘cruel’ was also
or alternately an indication of the severity of the inflicted wounds rather than of the motive for the assault.
Whether the term was a hint to the court that the victim and the accused were embroiled in a feud or
simply an indication of the brutality involved (perhaps both) requires a closer examination than is
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possible within the scope of this study. The relationship between the use of certain descriptive terms and
the broader context in which the offence occurred ought to be considered in future studies, but the fact
that some offences were described as cruel, while others were not, is at least suggestive of the role
language played in influencing trial outcomes. Violent assaults and homicides framed as unsanctioned
martial action and disruptive feuding appear to have vexed the crown increasingly towards the midsixteenth century.27 Depending on when during the criminal process this language entered the record, it
might also suggest that the writers of indictments and trial jurors were employing loaded language to
describe offences they perceived as particularly heinous.28
Another way to get at the warlike nature of an offence is through the number of aggressors
involved. Most entries throughout the period pertain to one-on-one incidents or small groups ambushing
one or several victims, but the sample also includes larger-scale assaults that we might consider warlike,
and many magnates could call on 200 or more of their household, family, friends and followers.29 Even
entries that named a single or few pannels may have had more because usually only the principal
offenders were indicted and, in some cases, additional accomplices were referred to as ‘and others’ or left
out entirely.30 One such entry was recorded in 1538: Alexander MacCulloch of Cardoness and four others
were warded for convocating the lieges to attack and rob several victims over the course of three years.31
Although only five men were named in this entry, the convocation of the lieges suggests the involvement
of far more assailants. Even small groups could be disruptive, though: in 1528, Thomas Bell and four
others were pledged to a future court to underly the law for cruel slauchter, mutilation and the theft of
sixteen horses ‘over the past three years’.32 In another entry, Malcolm MacQuhey and two others were
hanged for arson and cruel slauchter.33 One might expect the scope of violence and destruction to escalate
along with the number of named pannels, but this was not always the case. In 1493, the court permitted
William Cockburn, the son and heir of the laird of Langton, with nine others, to compone for their attack
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on Robert Sleich and his family, which included forethocht felony, hamesucken, and the robbery
(stouthreif) of a bonnet and a dagger from their victims.34Yet, some of the entries that name the most
pannels record targeted killings and assaults. This is true of the 1533 entry that recorded thirty-one parties
who found sureties to guarantee that they would underly the law for the cruel slaughter of the
aforementioned William Cunningham of Craigans and his servant, Robert Alanson,35 as well as the sixtythree men accused of killing Robert Campbell in Lochfergus, Alexander Kirkwood and Patrick Wilson.36
Cases like these appear as a larger percentage of the court’s business towards the middle of the century,
and especially in the 1530s (Figure 11).
Indeed, the ratio of entries that named a single aggressor to those that named multiple aggressors
narrowed considerably in the mid-sixteenth century. Most of the entries from earlier in the sample named
individual pannels or small groups of two or three. This remains true of the latter half of the sample, but
after Flodden, entries that name more than a handful of aggressors increase. On the one hand, the change
suggests that the crown and court were paying more attention to ‘an armed and violent nobility’ engaged
either in noble feuding or the less savoury business of mobilising men to commit raids, blackmail and
assassinations. On the other hand, the growing practice of naming each and every pannel, rather than
identifying accomplices as ‘others’, ‘rebels’, ‘the English’ or ‘traitors’, may simply be a product of
increased attention to detail and the recordkeeping developments designed to produce a central body of
criminal records discussed in chapter 3. The specific circumstances that brought these men to the attention
of the court are nearly impossible to discern from this set of records alone, but it is clear that disciplining
larger groups who disturbed the peace regularly or spectacularly was fast becoming the court’s focus by
the 1530s, if it had not been already.
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PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ENTRIES IN THIS DECADE

NUMBER OF NAMED PANNELS IN EACH ENTRY BY DECADE
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Figure 10 Number of named pannels in each entry by decade
Note: Due to the interruption in court business and problems of record survival, only five entries were recorded for
the 1513–1522 decade, and deviations in this decade should not be interpreted as meaningful.

It is harder to assess the warlike nature of offences based on the number of victims involved, for
two main reasons. First, while it could be argued that some victims chose to participate in violence, most
did not always decide the context in which they were assaulted. Indeed, the records contain several
examples of dozens of men organising to ambush one person and their attendants ‘in warlike manner’.
Second, clerks who recorded offences against large groups of victims followed the same practice as they
did with many pannels by recording only the principal victims, although there is at least one entry in
which no victims are named. In 1524, John Steele, alias Kempy (Champion) Steele, Adam Bell and his
brother Richard Bell were all hanged for common theft and reset of theft, as well as common murther.37
That the victims were not named and the offences were described as ‘common’ suggests either that the
damage was so widespread and affected so many people that it was not possible or necessary to specify a
victim or that the person was of such low status that they were not worth mentioning.38 Another way to
indicate the scale of violence without listing individuals was to refer to the victims as ‘the tenants of X
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estate’ or ‘the servants/followers of X’, naming only a few specific individuals who were killed or
mutilated. As an example, an entry from 1508 names seven people as the victims of forethocht felony,
oppression and robbery committed by Nevin Agnew, but also notes the accused’s common oppression of
the lieges, especially the ‘tenants of Lewalt’.39
There are other issues with attempting to use victim count to define whether an offence was
warlike. Figure 11 and Table 9 suggest that the justice ayres and court heard more cases with single
victims than they did cases in which multiple victims were affected, but this is not necessarily so. At
several points in the sample, especially in times of instability, particularly in the decades during and after
the Rough Wooings, the court seems to have dealt with more cases involving larger groups of
perpetrators.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ENTRIES PER DECADE
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Figure 11 Number of named victims in each entry by decade
Note: Due to the interruption in court business and problems of record survival, only five entries were recorded for
the 1513–1522 decade, and deviations in this decade should not be interpreted as meaningful.
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Table 9 Frequency of single- and multi-victim entries by decade
Decade
1493–1502
1503–1512
1513–1522
1523–1532
1533–1542
1543–1552
1553–1562

Single-victim entries
38
72
5
76
45
27
70

% of total
68%
60%
100%
75%
65%
68%
74%

Multiple-victim entries
18
49
—
25
24
13
24

% of total
32%
40%
—
25%
35%
33%
26%

Note: Due to the interruption in court business and problems of record survival, only five entries were recorded for
the 1513–1522 decade, and the breakdown of single- and multiple-victim entries in this case should not be
interpreted as a meaningful deviation.

The nature of the records poses several problems in terms of accurately quantifying every
variable. In many situations, this is not an issue, since the problematic relationships are not ones with
which this current study is concerned; however, the figures above require some qualification and
explanation. First, as observed in chapter 2, not all recorded court business, in fact most court business,
was not resolved the first time the accused came to court. Due to non-compearances, continuances and the
possibility that a victim’s assailants were tried separately and at different times, there are several instances
of one homicide or assault resulting in several distinct entries. For example, the database cannot discern
how many of the 38 single-victim entries recorded between 1493 and 1502 record deaths and serious
assaults against the same victim; however, a manual review shows that these 38 entries record offences
committed against 33 victims.
As an example, from several decades later, take the slauchter of Alexander Kirkcaldy, which
turns up in entries adjacent to or which also name Robert Campbell in Lochfergus, Alexander Kirkwood
and Patrick Wilson as victims. The latter was a particularly drawn-out case that involved numerous
pannels and generated several entries. Kirkcaldy was recorded as a named victim in three entries, while
Robert and Patrick were both named in twelve.40 On 21 August 1528, Robert Arnott in Wodmylne
appeared to answer for Kirkcaldy’s death, and his remission passed ad preceptum. On the same day, but
in a separate entry, the chaplain Lord Andrew Arnott was repledged to answer for the same offence in an
ecclesiastical court.41 A third entry on the same day recorded that Thomas Kennedy of Knockreach and
Thomas Davidson were convicted of cruelly slaying Campbell, Kirkwood and Wilson, but one Walter
Bryson was convicted of cruelly slaying Kirkcaldy only.42 The entry that records the assize’s decision to
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convict contains information pertaining to all four victims; however, the organisation of the preceding
entries, mostly non-compearances, makes it difficult to tell whether all four men were killed during the
same assault or if Kirkcaldy’s death was even related to the other three.43 The ambush in which the three
victims were slaughtered generated a total of 15 entries, some of which were only concerned with
Kirkcaldy and one which named all four victims. The result is a mess of overlapping entries that
sometimes span decades and are, therefore, not well suited to the type of direct comparison between
single-victim and multi-victim cases that the above table attempts. Problems like this are why multi-court
studies are necessary. That said, if we accept that, at the present, this type of analysis is outwith the scope
of the dissertation, there are still some valuable observations to be made.44
Indeed, investigating the origins of the problem yields some insight into the purpose of the
records. First, the clerks were bound by a limited number of conventions for recording information.
Replegiations were recorded separately, rarely named more than one pannel and followed a different
formula than the styles discussed in chapter 3. Given that replegiation entailed the transfer of one pannel
out of the justiciar’s jurisdiction, it makes sense for these entries to stand out in form and style, and to
pertain only to the individual being removed to another court for trial. Second, the records were
increasingly focusing on pannels while continuing to function as a record of the revenues generated by
remissions and amercements. This indicates that the court books were not meant to make sense of the
offence or to preserve the details and context in a way that prioritised the experiences of the deceased:
they were meant to track sentences carried out, money owed and transfers of jurisdictional
responsibility—business that affected the living, but not the dead. Finally, the amount of court business
generated by single-victim cases suggests that violence perpetrated against individuals was prosecuted
less swiftly than exceptionally violent, warlike assaults and that they were therefore not the highest
priority for the court.
Throughout the sample, it is possible to follow the steps of a dance between the court and accused
killers wherein the pannel failed to compear, the court collected lucrative fines from the pannel’s surety,
and the dance began anew. This process could generate multiple entries related to a single case depending
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on how frequently and for how long the court cared to call up the pannel until the case was either
dismissed or concluded (potentially in another court). The back-and-forth allowed the crown to increase
the amount of revenue generated by a single offence, and court officials probably lost less sleep than if a
notorious border reiver was wreaking havoc up and down the countryside. It may also suggest that the
crown was confident in the ability of the local laird to handle the matter. Because the database was
designed to mimic the form and structure of the old court books, it reproduces this one particularly
frustrating feature of the manuscripts. Fortunately, though, the methodological choice of a relational
database has yielded far more insights than challenges, especially concerning what types of offences the
court was interested in prosecuting broadly.

4.2

The Categories of Court Business

The cases of homicide and near-lethal assault sampled in this period fall into three categories: apparently
straightforward instances of homicide and assault; forethocht felony and oppression; and more complex,
warlike offences, committed by multiple aggressors, which might include extensive property damage,
robbery or theft of livestock in addition to homicide or an assault committed with the intent to kill. Within
the category of homicide is the sub-category of offences indicated by the presence of a double charge
(slauchter and murther), and both cases of homicide and attempted homicide were described on occasion
as having been committed out of forethocht felony.
Table 10 Warlike entries as a percentage of total entries by decade
Decade
Number of ‘warlike’ entries % of all entries in this decade
1493–1502
2
3.5%
1503–1512
6
5.0%
1513–1522
1
20.0%
1523–1532
7
6.7%
1533–1542
9
13.0%
1543–1552
9
22.5%
1553-1562
14
14.9%
Total
48
9.8%
Note: Due to the interruption in court business and problems of record survival, only five entries were recorded for
the 1513–1522 decade; therefore, the apparent sudden jump in the percentage compared to the previous and
following decades ought to be read as an anomaly rather than a meaningful deviation.

Warlike offences increased as part of the justiciary court’s business in the sixteenth century, and
it would be prudent for future studies to consider whether similar patterns appear in local and franchise
courts. Over the whole period, entries pertaining to warlike violence account for a small percentage of the
court’s business (9.8 per cent); however, decade by decade, the percentages increased markedly. Warlike
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incidents that involved multiple pannels and property damage or theft, in addition to physical assaults and
homicides, account for just under a tenth of all the entries sampled between 1493 and 1562. However,
there were periods, such as 1543–1552, during which the court saw a higher number of warlike cases than
others. It should be noted that the percentage of entries related to warlike offences between 1513 and
1522 is potentially misleading: only five entries were sampled during this period due to the interruption in
record survival that followed Flodden. Leaving this decade aside, it is evident that more and more of the
court’s business pertained to warlike offences over time. This category also created a significant and
disproportionate number of victims throughout the period.
The above categories overlap depending on the complexity of the entry in question and, to further
confuse matters, may include sub-categories. The database was set up to permit the assignment of
multiple categories to a single case entry, as necessary. Most entries belong to multiple categories, and
some of the homicide entries and some cases of attempted homicide (e.g., mutilation, striking and
invasion ‘for their slauchter’) also contain accusations of forethocht felony.
Table 11 Distribution of victims throughout different categories of violent events
Categories of violence
Homicide
double charge
Attempted homicide
Homicide and attempted homicide
out of forethocht felony
Forethocht felony and oppression
Warlike

Victims
(no.)
510
28
104

% of all entries

75
255
132

83.1%
4.6%
16.9%
12.2%
41.5%
21.5%

As mentioned above, the number of warlike entries accounts for less than 10 per cent of all the entries
sampled between 1493 and 1558, which means that less than a tenth of the offences committed in this
period produced just over a fifth of the victims. Only 12.2 per cent of victims were named in entries that
specifically describe an assault or homicide as being committed ‘out of forethocht felony’. This makes
sense considering that prepositional phrases as indicators of motive appeared regularly only in the last
two or three decades of the sample. Unsurprisingly, given the focus on entries that contain keywords and
phrases related to killing, the vast majority of victims were killed or seriously wounded. Only a miniscule
number of victims were caught up in cases in which the clerks recorded double charges, but again, this is
not surprising given that the practice of double charging only emerged towards the end of the sample
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period.45 Ultimately, the court continued to hear a variety of cases related to unlawful killing and nearlethal assaults, regardless of the circumstances, but did appear to take a heightened interest in offenders
who clearly and repeatedly disturbed the king’s peace.
Of course, whether the clerks or local officials who wrote up indictments interpreted an offence
as sufficiently disruptive to warrant the ‘warlike’ description hinged on several factors. The court was
dealing primarily with violence perpetrated by men of middling and high social rank, as well as those of
lower status who assisted them. In this way, it functioned as one of many sticks with which the crown
might deter unruliness or disobedience among the nobility, but also as a tool for the very same nobles to
manage each other. When this approach failed, direct interventions, such as the judicial raids led by James
IV and V or by the wardens, became a real possibility.46 Notably, many of the names that recur
throughout the sampled entries are those of Border lords and magnates with ties to the region. The amount
of Border business that appears in the records is not the result of unfettered lawlessness perpetrated by
inherently wicked and barbarous borderers, nor is it entirely the result of the loss of the court records
pertaining to the Highlands, which was also an area of concern.47 The following section discusses the
complex social and political factors that might have contributed to social and political anxieties about
excessive and illegitimate uses of violence throughout the realm, which ultimately shaped the focus and
purpose of the justiciar’s disciplinary efforts.
Table 12 Social status of named individuals in the sampled entries
Social status
Nobility
Landed elite, knights
Masters, clergy
Burgesses, known occupation
Status/occupation unknown
Total

Pannels
No.
%
79
6.2%
125
9.8%
31
2.4%
27
2.1%
1009
79.4%
1271 100.0%

Victims
No.
%
28
4.6%
54
8.8%
12
2.0%
17
2.8%
503
81.9%
614
100.0%

Sureties
No.
38
230
21
38
125
452

%
8.4%
50.9%
4.6%
8.4%
27.7%
100.0%

The breakdown provided in Table 12 is a rough estimate, arrived at solely by categorising
victims, pannels and sureties according to the information provided by the clerks, which was not always

Dropuljic, ‘Food “Forethought”?’ Dropuljic, ‘Food “Forethought”?’
Armstrong, ‘The Justice Ayre’, 37; Dawson, Scotland Re-Formed, 52; Cameron, James V, 73–83; Macdougall,
James IV, 287; W.C. Dickinson, Scotland from the Earliest Times to 1603, ed. A.A.M. Duncan, 3rd ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1977), 252.
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complete. The category of titled nobility includes men whose names included an honorific such as ‘lord’
or ‘earl’, as well as individuals identified as close family of those men, such as brothers and sons. The
clerks frequently indicated the clerical status of an individual by providing their rank or office within the
church, and, in rare cases, they provided some occupational information (e.g., miller). In the absence of
honorifics, prepositions related to dwelling places were used, with de (of) taken as an indication that the
man was a lesser laird or hereditary holder of some substantial lands and in (in or at) as an indication that
the individual was an ‘unlanded gentleman, a large or small scale tenant, a cottar (a subtenant), a
craftsman, or a miller’ (i.e., not marginal or destitute).48 People with no clear ties to land or titles make up
the majority of those accused and harmed in the sample, which is at first glance surprising given that
previous studies of these records always include a caveat that these records focus on nobles and their
offences rather than representing the average person. As Wasser observed for the seventeenth century,
higher ranking members of society were more often pannels than they were victims.49 However, members
of the nobility, greater or lesser, almost never appear as pannels by themselves and are often the first or
second named in a much longer list of untitled, unlanded accomplices: thus, it appears that many of the
untitled, unlanded crofters, tradespeople and marginal folks were drawn into violent disagreements
between greater and lesser nobles. This ratio may be related to the rise of warlike offences heard in the
last few decades of the sample. In the cases where untitled, unlanded men act on their own or solely with
others of a similar status, the outcomes suggest that these men had either stepped outside the bounds of
acceptable behaviour or that no laird was coming to their rescue.50 While nobles were largely permitted to
handle their conflicts through interpersonal violence, regular folk were likelier to receive harsh financial
and corporal punishments, especially if their violence was aimed at higher ranking victims.
It is also probable that status played a role in who wound up before the court in the first place.
Scholarship on the relationship between sex and violence has demonstrated that men far outnumbered
women as perpetrators of violent offences, for a variety of reasons.51 The fact that men are
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overrepresented in the court records is less the result of the court’s prosecutorial mandate and more to do
with demographics, socialisation and the economic and cultural dimensions of life in sixteenth-century
Scotland: this argument is discussed in further detail in chapter 5. The analysis that follows pays special
attention to status as a factor in both the perpetration and prosecution of homicide and near-lethal assault
in the justiciary court records. In the first place, the sorts of offences that tended to result in violence, such
as feuding and cattle raiding, were accessible primarily to those who had the means (horses and weapons),
motive (political and economic disagreements) and opportunity (free time) to pursue them–members of
the nobility and landed elite.52 That said, in his study of similar matters in Northern England, Armstrong
found that ‘common borderers were more likely than their social superiors to establish and maintain direct
personal cross-border connections necessary’ for smuggling, cattle-stealing and other aspects of illicit
border trade.53 In the Borders and elsewhere, these connections were useful to the nobles who needed to
muster large groups of men to perform the retaliatory raids or ambushes involved in feuds between
individuals who possessed comparable status and power.54 By the numbers alone, it seems that the court
dealt with a great deal of noble violence (named in 36.1 per cent of the sampled entries), but that they
were not, after all named in the majority of cases. This suggests that the primary focus of the court was
not yet, as it would become in the seventeenth century,55 on managing noble violence itself, and that
criminal prosecutions of noble pannels continued to take place in parliament.56 Investigating the results of
the court’s prosecution of nobles and landed elites may yield more insights into how the court viewed its
role as a force for social control.
Local and national politics had a way of entering the court records, whether the proceedings were
initiated by the crown or by a disgruntled magnate. Indeed, whether as pannels, victims or guarantors,
there are some familiar names throughout the records, including the laird of Buccleuch, Robert Barton of
Overbarnton, Adam Otterburn of Redhall, Hugh Campbell of Loudon, and many Douglases, Hamiltons,
Cunninghams, Montgomeries, Semples, Kers, Scotts and Humes. This is unsurprising given James V’s
preference for what Dawson calls ‘negative patronage’, in which he allowed factions and individuals to
push dubious accusations of treason through the court to rid themselves of political rivals, with the crown
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reaping the benefits of the resultant forfeitures. James V was also prone to redistributing these forfeitures,
such as the lands adjacent to Angus’ holdings, to make room to install loyal nobles in these areas. The
records are littered with evidence of conflicts between men with the abovementioned surnames and lesser
families such as the Woods of Bonnyton, Crawfords, Ogilvies and Erskines, which likely erupted as the
result of ‘predatory courtiers undermining weak peers’ after local magnates were killed or removed from
power following major military losses (Sauchieburn and Flodden) or shifts between regents and
monarchs.57 James V’s indirect use of the court was accompanied by his more overt mobilisation of its
judicial powers against those who he felt had abandoned or betrayed him as he attempted to assert his
authority towards the end of his minority.58 Nowhere is this more apparent than in the years following the
start of James V’s personal rule. Previous monarchs had tended to use the court as a means of tough love,
forfeiting, imprisoning, or exiling disobedient nobles but permitting them to keep their lives.59 James V
took a harder stance, to the point that the inclusion of the prepositional phrases ‘with Angus’ or ‘aiding
the Douglases’ became shorthand for ‘execution permissable’.60 In this capacity, the justiciary court and
ayres functioned as one of several tools the crown might use to support or condemn members of the
nobility.
Previous studies have stressed the crown’s apparently disproportionate interventions in the
Borders as an area in need of extra oversight.61 Whether this is a consequence of record survival, bias
against the region or the litigiousness of its inhabitants is unclear, although certainly the absence of
justiciary court records for the Highlands obscures interest in this equally notorious region.62 It has been
suggested that the border was a disproportionately militarised area of the kingdom: the men there were
armed and ready to defend against invasions and raids.63 Due to the nature of the records, it is not easy to
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distinguish whether the pannels and victims are Scottish or English, although one would expect English
offenders to be dealt with by the English warden and vice versa.64 Nevertheless, Scottish and English
neighbours lived amongst each other in a region where raids occurred not only between Scots and
English, but also saw Scots raiding Scots and English raiding English. In terms of war between the
nations, borderers were the first to feel the impact of warfare from either side, and both might see their
cattle and land raided and ravaged as royal armies worked out disagreements between monarchs. This
dynamic was likely in force during the Rough Wooings of the early 1540s, and, in response to such
situations, Goodare writes, borderers ‘were armed, not just for protection from the raids of the other side,
but to go and raid them … when the opportunity offered or when prompted to do so by the government’.65
During the first half of the sixteenth century, there were numerous such opportunities provided by wars
between Scotland and England, as well as the vicious factionalism of James V’s minority and adult
accession.66 This region may well have been a problem area for many rulers, but the unknowns raised by
the variables of reporting, record survival and jurisdictional overlap have perhaps exacerbated modern
perceptions of the Borders as an excessively violent region.
That said, the mere presence of arms and threats of invasion was not the only factor that may
have led to increased levels of violence in this area. Many of the homicides in the Borders occurred in the
course of ‘deeply cultural’ and economic activities.67 As Brown notes, ‘cattle raiding was integrated into
the local economy’, and the borderers involved in raiding maintained an equilibrium of a kind as they
gained, lost, and gained again.68 In most cases, the men who carried out these raids probably intended to
limit their activities to theft and property damage; however, if faced with resistance, it was possible that
these escapades might escalate to lethal violence.69 In his most recent study of the English side of the
border, Armstrong notes that most offences committed in this region were ‘one-off opportunistic acts’,
but that they occurred in the context of a complex and sophisticated economy in which we can detect ‘a
nuanced routine of raiding’ that involved borderers—English and Scottish—collaborating and trading
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with each other.70 This context may go some way towards explaining the many small-scale entries that
record offences involving few or single pannels and victims. During periods of war, the communication
necessary to facilitate the trade discussed by Armstrong was itself criminalised, and the justiciary court
accused and convicted numerous individuals of intercommuning with rebels or the English.71 Finally, the
borderers were not exempt from the self-help attitude towards conflict resolution that persisted well into
the early modern period throughout Scotland.72 Yet, the previous insistence on the crown’s preoccupation
with border crime may be somewhat overstated. If the traditional hypothesis about the crown’s
heightened interest in managing the Borders (and Highlands)—a region it perceived as prone to feuding
and raiding—are true, we ought to see a greater proportion of warlike cases originating from these regions
compared to others, especially in the case of the warlike offences that were so inextricably bound up in
the culture and economy of English and Scottish borderers.73 However, the distribution of the sampled
entries suggests that, rather than focusing on the Borders, Highlands or any specific region, as a matter of
principle, the court intervened, in some decades, in areas that served as the loci of some major feuds:
Perth, Renfrew and Kirkcudbright.
It is true that, in the pre-Flodden decades, perhaps due in part to record survival, most of the
cases, warlike or otherwise, did originate in or have ties to the border region. Between 1493 and 1502, all
the warlike entries (18.8 per cent of the total for this decade) were dealt with during the ayre at Lauder.
Between 1503 and 1512, the few warlike entries recorded (9.4 per cent of the total entries for this decade)
pertained to events in Dumfriesshire, Ayrshire, Wigtownshire and Kirkcudbright. That said, despite the
lack of description for warlike or vengeful offences, the bulk of the entries (68.6 per cent) for the same
period, which do not contain warlike language, were recorded in the same regions. These areas continued
to dominate court business even once the justiciar began to sit more permanently in Edinburgh. Between
1523 and 1532, Kirkcudbright seems to have remained a hotbed of warlike activity that accounted for
23.1 per cent of the court’s business in this period.74 Events in and around Renfrewshire then drew the
justiciar’s attention to this region between 1533 and 1542, with 44.8 per cent of the court’s business
arising from warlike violence committed in this area. To this point, the court seems to have been less
interested in warlike offences and the Borders, irrespective of social and political contexts, and more
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interested in violent warfare escalating between specific members of the nobility. Perhaps, then, the
court’s role was not to manage real or perceived disorder in any one region, but to delineate and maintain
the boundary between acceptable and unacceptable uses of force by members of the nobility. At the same
time, nobles and other subjects sometimes invited the court in to mediate these conflicts by using it as a
tool to exert pressure on opponents and bring undesirable or dishonourable behaviour to the attention of
the crown and its agents.
This may have remained the case during the last two decades of the study period, but due to the
changing legal practices noted in chapter 3, interpreting the figures calculated using entries sampled from
between 1543 and 1558 requires some caution. Between 1543 and 1552, warlike violence in Perthshire
and Renfrewshire accounted for 18.1 per cent and 16.6 per cent of the court’s business, respectively.
Other notable regions in the same period included Ayrshire, Forfar and Berwickshire, in which warlike
entries accounted for 8.3 per cent, 6.2 per cent and 3.1 per cent of the court’s business, respectively. In the
final decade of the sample, between 1553 and 1562, warlike entries continued to contribute significant
amounts of business to the court: 12.7 per cent from Forfar, 7.3 per cent from Roxburghshire, 6.5 per cent
from Aberdeenshire, 6.2 per cent from Perthshire, 5.7 per cent from Ayrshire, 5.2 per cent from Elgin, 4.4
per cent from Lanarkshire, 3.1 per cent from East Lothian and 2.1 per cent from Renfrewshire. A
comparison of the periods 1493–1542 and 1543–1558, without the context of the previous chapter,
suggests that several things were happening: first, that the number of warlike entries was increasing
throughout the kingdom and, second, that the court was becoming less preoccupied with specific regions
and political personalities. The crown probably did become more interested in hearing cases described as
being warlike or motivated by revenge and old enmity. However, as discussed in chapter 3, whether the
cases coming across the justiciar’s desk were truly warlike in nature or simply described as such by
pursuers, local officials, clerks and jurors remains to be seen.
Subtle differences in the outcomes of entries with multiple pannels and victims compared to those
with single pannels and victims hint at the court’s response to certain types of offence. Again, it must be
noted that the apparently overwhelming desire of the court to squeeze fines from those accused of violent
offences resulted in very few acquittals and many continuances. For this reason, it is perhaps more fruitful
to focus on the discrepancies between the sentences imposed upon convicted pannels and the
opportunities for guilty parties to choose compensation rather than face execution or banishment.
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Table 13 Outcomes of single-victim and single-pannel entries compared with multi-victim and multipannel entries
Outcome
Acquittal
Come in will
Conviction
banishment
beheading
banged
not specified
unlaw (amercement)
Assythment/composition
remission
respite
permitted to compone
at the king’s will/sign
Non-compearance
surety amerced
pledged to future court
put to the horn
Replegiation

Victims
%
Multi
1.4%
1
3.3%
9

%
.6%
5.6%

Single
1
19

3
15
5
46
15

.3%
1.7%
.6%
5.3%
1.7%

1
4
5
5
6

.6%
2.5%
3.1%
3.1%
3.7%

55
12
26
5

6.3%
1.4%
3.0%
.5%

18
1
29
1

132
368
49
92

15.2%
42.4%
5.7%
10.6%

21
39
7
11

Single
12
29

Pannels
%
Multi
.4%
5
6.7%
13

%
2.3%
5.9%

2
15
4
1
12

.7%
5.3%
1.4%
.4%
4.2%

1
4
4
9
5

.5%
1.8%
1.8%
4.1%
2.3%

11.2%
.6%
18.0%
.6%

41
4
37
6

14.4%
1.4%
13.0%
2.1%

16
3
14
—

7.3%
1.4%
6.4%
—

13%
24.2%
4.3%
6.8%

42
50
21
26

14.8%
17.6%
7.4%
9.2%

36
78
10
18

16.4%
35.6%
4.6%
8.2%

Note: Some results have been excluded for readability (only 1 of each)—corporal punishment (Thomas Gothrason, a
child), drawn and hanged, warded, lawburrows, assize absent and failed to produce letters (amerced); only one of
each.

Incidents that involved multiple victims were less likely to result in hornings, banishments,
repledges and continuances to future date than those that involved single victims; however, it was more
likely for these cases to result in the pannels coming in will, promising composition or securing
remissions. This suggests two things: first, entries that named multiple victims typically describe warlike
property offences for which it was easier to tabulate damages and resolve the conflict with compensation;
second, when a large number of people were harmed or inconvenienced, the failure to punish larger-scale
disorder appropriately had the potential to undermine the court and, by extension, the crown as a source
of authority and justice. In terms of pannels, the incidents in which multiple pannels were accused were
less likely to result in hornings, coming in will, composition (marginally), beheadings, replegiation, and
remissions, but more likely to result in continuances to future court dates. The discrepancies in these
outcomes may offer different insights into patterns of prosecution than those for victims. In terms of noncompearances and continuances, more pannels would have been harder for guarantors to corral and
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produce for the court, but these cases also had the potential to generate lucrative fines for each pannel
who failed to compear—it is quite possible that the court was less invested in prosecuting these groups,
depending on the offence and attendant circumstance, than it was in milking their guarantors for cash
fines. It is odd, though, that these entries resulted in fewer compensatory outcomes, because multiple
pannels tend to be associated with entries that record property damage and theft of livestock, which were
often resolved through compensation. This simple comparison may not adequately address the complex
variables that influenced the perpetration and prosecution of the pannels that came before the justiciary
court in this period. After all, there are potentially significant differences between the offences committed
by two to five pannels compared to those committed by ten or more. Furthermore, many pannels
assaulting many victims may have been viewed quite differently than one pannel harassing multiple
victims and vice versa.
As the comparison of outcomes for entries that named single and multiple pannels and victims
suggests, context may provide more insight into the court’s goals as a judicial institution. Of the three
phrases that imply circumstance—in murderous manner, out of old enmity and in a warlike manner—the
latter two appear the most frequently. It should be noted that each of these prepositional phrases is tied to
only one specific offence per pannel.75 In many cases, pulling up entries based on these phrases alone
gives only a partial account of the criminal activity that landed a pannel in front of the court. The
relationships between prepositional phrases and outcomes are hard to visualise given all the factors:
although many entries have only one outcome for all the pannels (there are exceptions), there are often
numerous other offences and prepositional phrases listed in the entry, which must be assessed
anecdotally.
Despite the sample containing 48 (9.8 per cent) entries categorised as ‘warlike’ according to the
criteria set out above, only a few specifically describe the pannels as acting ‘in warlike manner’. The sole
entry from the early decades of the sample is from 1508: Nevin Agnew, mentioned briefly earlier, was
permitted to compound for several offences against multiple victims, including forethocht felony and
oppression committed against Archibald MacCulluch and William Adair in a warlike manner, coming
upon their dwellings in Ardwell and Kingate, respectively, wishing to slay them. The sheriff, Patrick
Agnew (Nevin’s guarantor and likely a relation), probably had a hand in convincing the justiciar to permit

The phrase ‘in warlike manner’ tends to appear early in the entry and often describes the first offence, whether
that is invading or coming upon the victim, or convocating the lieges. The phrase ‘out of old enmity’ tends to
describe slauchter, striking, mutilation and forethocht felony. The phrase ‘in murderous manner’ tends to describe
forethocht felony.
75
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this resolution.76 Nevin Agnew’s case is the only entry that recorded numerous victims and a general
sense of disorder instigated by the pannel. After this entry, the phrase does not appear in the sample again
until 1538, when Alexander MacCulloch of Cardoness and four others came in will and were convicted
(warded in Edinburgh castle) for the forethocht felony and oppression done to Archibald Cairns and his
son by coming upon them in the parish church of Anveth with a convocation of the lieges, armed in
warlike manner.77 Any violence perpetrated in a place of worship might very well have been considered
warlike based on that fact alone.
The phrase then appears in four other entries, two of which record the same trial, held in 1549,
when John Muir of Caldwell and ten others were convicted (sentence not specified) for invading Robert,
master of Semple, in warlike manner and putting him to flight, wishing to slay him out of forethocht
felony. In the subsequent entry, 21 others were convicted (sentence not specified) for the same offence,
although, while these pannels were accused of the warlike invasion and putting the victim to flight
wishing to kill him, they were not alleged to have acted out of forethocht felony.78 Five years later, Walter
and Adam Scott, brothers, were repledged by the archbishop of St Andrews to answer for convocating
their lieges to the number of 80 people armed ‘in a warlike manner’, coming upon the dwelling place of
Thom Middlemast and committing hamesucken against him.79 Finally, in 1558, Thomas Kennedy of
Bargany and twenty-one others were pledged to a future court for convocating lieges in warlike manner
and then mobilising the small army to commit hamesucken and wounding against Adam Boyd of Penkill
and his wife, unnamed aside from her surname—Kennedy.80 Overall, the use of ‘warlike’ to describe
attacks committed by one or two individuals was rare, and the clerks tended to use it more commonly to
describe a large group of men mobilised to attack far fewer victims. In all cases except the attempted
slaying of Robert, master of Semple, the pannels were either convicted or permitted to compone after
submitting themselves to the king’s mercy. This suggests that the court was invested in discouraging the
nobility and landed elite from abusing their ability to mobilise small personal armies, especially towards
the middle of the century.
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in Scotland, 1.1:90.
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The phrase ‘out of old enmity’ was used twice as much as ‘in warlike manner’, although it was
still rare, appearing in fifteen entries overall. Much like the other prepositional phrases discussed in this
chapter, ‘out of old enmity’ appears most frequently in the latter years of the sample. In the earliest years,
it only appears in entries that record wounding or other non-lethal assaults, but, in the last two decades of
the sample, it is used to describe both homicides and assaults. The phrase appears in two entries from
1508: in the first entry, John MacInblair was convicted and fined for the forethocht felony done to
Cuthbert Gordon and his son by wounding them out of old enmity;81 in the second, William MacLellan of
Bombie was indicted for several counts of theft against three different victims and the forethocht felony
and oppression committed against Patrick MacLellan of Middlethride out of old enmity when William
came upon him in the road wishing to slay him. It is unclear from the latter what exactly happened, but
there is no mention of slauchter, so this was probably a case of wounding or chasing, at the very least.82
This phrase is the most regular hint towards motive that the records afford modern readers, and it suggests
that the assault, lethal or otherwise, was inspired in part by old animosities and was, perhaps, connected to
ongoing interpersonal feuds. Again, its use fades from the records after 1508, but reappears in the 1540s,
during a period of instability caused by war with England and yet another minority.
The outcomes and sentences for pannels accused of violence committed out of old enmity varied
considerably. Of three entries from 1549, each had different results: one group of pannels produced proof
of a respite obtained in relation to the cruel mutilation and wounding committed against Alan Dunlop out
of old enmity and forethocht felony;83 Hugh Montgomery, laird of Hessilhead, and thirteen others were
pledged to a future court for coming upon and cruelly invading William Hamilton, tutor, wishing to slay
him out of old enmity and forethocht felony;84 and a third case saw the nine absent pannels put to the
horn.85 Of the two entries from 1554, one group of pannels presented remissions for slauchter and another
group was convicted for wounding, although the sentence was left unspecified.86 Notably, in the former
entry, only one of the pannels was described as having killed out of old enmity; the other two were
described only as acting out of forethocht felony.87 This distinction lends more support to the use of this
phrase as an indicator of motive. The last year of the sample, 1558, saw the most frequent use of this
descriptive phrase. Two cases, one of slauchter and one of hamesucken, mutilation and wounding,
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resulted in hornings.88 In the latter, the victim, Matthew Oliver, was presumably related to his assailant,
William Oliver, although the relationship was not spelled out in the record.89 Two entries in which the
relatives of influential families were the pannels resulted in apparently lenient outcomes. In the first case,
Thomas Inglis, the son and heir of a landed gentleman, presented a remission for the cruel slauchter of
John Watson in Yardhouse;90 in the second, John Scrimgeour, brother of the constable of Dundee, and
eleven others were pledged to a future court for the cruel slauchter and mutilation committed against
William Curror and his son out of old enmity and forethocht felony. In this case, the prepositional phrases
were placed directly after ‘mutilation’, but might well describe both offences.91 The only conviction for
which a capital punishment was recorded was that of John Garden, who was beheaded for the cruel
slauchter of James Reid out of old enmity and forethocht felony.92 While the small number of entries and
variety of outcomes and sentences precludes any sweeping claims about the impact of these prepositional
phrases on prosecution, it does seem that the court was harsher on unlanded, untitled individuals who
committed violence out of old enmity. This practice may suggest that the court viewed violent conflict
resolution as more acceptable for higher ranking members of society than for others.
As discussed in chapter 3, the changing frequency in the use of qualitative prepositional phrases
may reveal more about clerical practice than the court’s approach to prosecuting the offences they
described. In Table 14 and Table 15 below, the most common outcomes—non-compearances, remissions,
respites, composition, replegiation and pledging pannels to a future court—are all well represented. For
some offences and outcomes, a direct comparison has the potential to offer insight into the influence of
prepositional phrases (included or excluded) on prosecution. Broadly speaking, for both the slauchter and
assault indictments, those that describe forethocht intent, old enmity, warlike conduct and other details
resulted in a smaller range of outcomes; however, due to the late adoption of these phrases as a regular
component of the justiciary court records, the trends observed may be related to clerical practice as much
or more as to the information contained in the phrases themselves.
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Table 14 Qualitative prepositional phrases and outcomes for slauchter indictments
Entries containing
prepositional phrases
Cruel slauchter Slauchter Cruel slauchter Slauchter
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
2
.9% 4
2.9%
—
— 2 18.2%
All entries

Outcomes

Acquit (assoilzie)
Failure to produce letters
(amerced)
Assize absent
Conviction
banishment
beheading
corporal punishment
drawn and hanged
hanged
not specified
warded
Lawburrows
Assythment/compensation
remission
respite
permitted to compone
at the king’s sign/will
Non-compearance
Pledged to future court
Put to the horn
Replegiation
Total indictments in each category

—

—

1

.7%

—

—

—

—

1

.5%

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
11
—
—
4
4
1
—

—
5.2%
—
—
1.9%
1.9%
.5%
—

1
7
1
1
1
1
—
1

.7%
5.1%
.7%
.7%
.7%
.7%
—
.7%

—
3
—
—
—
1
—
—

—
8.3%
—
—
—
2.8%
—
—

1
1
—
—
—
—
—
—

9.1%
9.1%
—
—
—
—
—
—

14
2
2
4
43
83
18
23
212

6.6%
.9%
.9%
1.8%
20.3%
39.2%
8.5%
10.8%

26
2
7
2
34
22
10
15
136

19.1%
1.5%
5.1%
1.5%
25.0%
16.2%
7.4%
11.0%

1
—
—
—
6
10
—
15
36

2.8%
—
—
—
16.7%
27.8%
—
41.7%

1
1
2
—
2
—
1
—
11

9.1%
9.1%
18.2%
—
18.2%
—
9.1%
—

In most cases, the likelihood of a case being concluded with an execution, corporal punishment or
compensation to the victim increased when the offence was paired with a descriptive prepositional
phrases. Few slauchter and cruel slauchter had composition as an outcome, compared to those described
using a prepositional phrase. Beheadings for the same offences differed depending on the inclusion of a
prepositional phrase as well, which suggests that the provision of motive and context influenced the trial
outcome to some degree. Conversely, when cruel slauchter was qualified in some way, the chances of the
case being continued or the pannel securing a remission decreased. Unfortunately, there are simply too
few corresponding entries in which the clerks used prepositional phrases to describe assaults to draw
meaningful conclusions about the influence of these phrases on the outcome of assault cases (Table 15).
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Table 15 Qualitative prepositional phrases and outcomes for assault indictments
Entries containing
prepositional phrases
Mutilation
Wounding
Mutilation
Wounding
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
—
— 8
10.7% —
— 1
10.0%
All entries

Outcomes
Come in will
Conviction
banishment
hanged
not specified
unlaw (amercement)
Assythment/composition
permitted to compone
remission
respite
at the king’s will/sign
Non-compearance
Pledged to future court
Put to the horn
Replegiation
Total indictments in each category

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

2
1
4
5

2.7%
1.3%
5.3%
6.7%

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
2
1

—
—
20.0%
10.0%

5
3
2
—
3
11
1
2
27

18.5%
11.1%
7.4%
—
11.1%
40.7%
3.7%
7.4%

17
11
5
1
4
16
1
—
75

22.7%
14.7%
6.7%
1.3%
5.3%
21.3%
1.3%
—

2
—
—
—
—
2
—
—
4

50.0%
—
—
—
—
50.0%
—
—

1
1
1
—
—
1
—
1
10

10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
—
10.0%
10.0%
—
10.0%

Ultimately, there are simply too many variables and too few entries, limited to the latter two
decades of the sample, to derive conclusions about the court’s perception of warlike and feud-related
offences based on the inclusion or exclusion of prepositional phrases alone. Certainly, Armstrong’s claim
that ‘no offence was irremissable’ holds true, even in the case of warlike offences and those whose
perpetrators were acting out of old enmity. In both cases, acquittals were rare, but again, this may have
more to do with Scotland’s preference for pardons, compared to the English preference for acquittals.93
The overwhelming number of outcomes that resulted in fines, pledges and non-compearances suggests
that, even though the court did appear to take an interest in hearing and concluding warlike cases towards
the middle of the century, unless the perpetrators were incorrigible recidivists, men of low status acting
above their station or causing widespread, expensive damages over the course of several years, the court
was more likely to continue the case and line the crown’s pockets than to convict.
During the sixteenth century, the role that the justiciary court and ayres played in conflict
resolution and the relationship between crown and society expanded. For the crown, the institution served
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numerous functions: first, it was a forum in which to shame and punish disobedient magnates, a stick
ready to reinforce the line between acceptable levels of violence and excessive violations of the king’s
peace; second, it was a stage upon which to promote the image of a strong crown through performative
justice; finally, it provided a reliable source of crown revenue. For landed magnates, the rise of
professional legal experts and the institutionalisation of conflict resolution both threatened noble authority
and independence and added to one of the many options available for shaping or accelerating private
settlements. For subjects of lower social rank, it appears that many were content or had no choice but to
let their complaints, submitted to the justiciar by local officials with whom they likely had a somewhat
familiar relationship, continue in the central, public and professional forum of the central criminal court.
In this way, forces from above encouraged the use of the justiciary court and ayres as a tool for social and
political control and received some buy-in, or at least resignation, from subjects of lower status who had
absorbed messages about royal authority through elements of popular culture.94
Although recourse to the court was among several options for resolving conflict in the context of
feud, the trends observed in this chapter suggest that the justiciar was starting to take an interest in
warlike and other unruly behaviours, especially where members of the nobility were concerned. The
turbulence of the sixteenth century prolonged the crown’s reliance on local magnates who consented to
maintain peace in the regions under their control. During this period, significant landholders used their
‘legitimate right to employ violence’, both personally and in their professional capacities as holders of
certain curial privileges, in the role of proxies through which the crown exerted its reach into the
localities.95 The largest groups of offenders included members of the nobility and the landed elite, because
these men could call upon more accomplices to cause more serious damage. As Wasser so astutely
observed for the seventeenth century, the ‘greater power which they exercised through the control of large
numbers of men was being brought to bear through acts of violence’.96 In the late fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, the justiciary court appears to have served as a means of mitigating these violent expressions of
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power when noble relationships broke down and negatively impacted the rest of society. Prior to and
throughout the sixteenth century, controlling violence was, as Wormald observes, ‘a strong and repeated
theme of aristocratic agreements’.97 Yet, the bonds of manrent through which many such agreements were
made did not eradicate violence altogether.98 Whether the court responded purely to complaints from
pursuers or took a more active role in reminding magnates of the limits of their power remains unclear;
nevertheless, as one of several options available to hold these men accountable, the court was one way to
address problems caused by nobles who had employed excessive violence or failed to maintain order in
the localities. In his discussion of cultural concepts of violence, John Carter Wood repeats the familiar
fact that ‘out-of-control feuds or vendettas’ threaten social order.99 The key phrase here is ‘out-ofcontrol’, which implies that feud was, in fact, a form of order. Thus, the increasing prevalence of warlike
or feudlike characteristics among cases heard by the justiciar may indicate that the crown was losing
confidence in the magnates or, at the very least, that it was beginning to weary of the whole notion of the
peace in the feud as a reliable method for the preservation of order.
Even if the crown did see the justiciary court and ayres as an option for punishing disobedient or
unruly lords, what is clear from the court records is that the punishments were rarely direct. In addition to
the numerous cases that disappeared from the records, dozens of pannels ignored the court’s summons
and left their pledges on the hook for fines and reprimands. When this happened, the court served as a
forum in which the crown publicly shamed magnates and held them accountable for mismanaging local
affairs. As Armstrong so astutely observes, it was not really ‘the particular offender who was on trial, for
he could seek a pardon readily enough; but the offender's laird faced the glare of royal justice and was
made financially liable for the cost of pardons and unlaws’.100 Financial penalties and the threats of more
serious punishments were one way of ensuring that magnates knew where they stood with the crown and
continued to exercise justice effectively. However, there are also examples of nobles who tested the
crown’s patience and received the harshest penalty: death. As an example, the execution of Archibald,
third Lord Hume, and his brother, in October 1516, came about only after the former had been pardoned
for previous offences and ‘proved himself irreconcilable’.101 The crown might choose leniency the first
few times, but neither its patience nor its mercy was boundless.
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The role the court played in passing judgment on the great magnates of the realm was an
extension of its function as a stage upon which to deliver performative justice and, thus, present the image
of a strong, authoritative, and accessible crown. Cultivating such an image was a preoccupation of the
Stewart monarchs and regents who sought to exemplify Renaissance kingship, characterised by Mason as
medieval kingship, based in virtue, honour and reputation, made and expressed in a ‘public projection of
political power and prestige’.102 James IV was on ayre for nearly a tenth of his reign, while James V
graced the ayres for only 2.5 per cent of his adult reign (although he ensured that the ayres were in session
17 per cent of the time and took the direct approach of leading judicial raids into the Borders).103 Their
involvement with the provision of justice were just one of many displays of power, including the
renovation and decoration of royal residences, hosting tournaments and other efforts to present the image
of a crown and court steeped in ‘chivalric and Renaissance culture’.104 Evidence from the Treasurer’s
Accounts certainly suggest that court officials on ayre found themselves enjoying a great deal of
socialising in a festive atmosphere, when not dealing with the patently non-festive business of fining,
admonishing and executing criminals. Because the ayres took place in burghs at the hub of local
sheriffdoms, they were important opportunities to socialise and mingle with important local officials and
members of the nobility, providing visibility as well as ‘opportunities to impress—or even intimidate—
provincial populations’.105 Regents also acknowledged the value of the court as an expression of power
and legitimacy, perhaps to a greater extent even than adult monarchs. Indeed, after Angus’ 1524 coup, he
spent about 8 per cent of his regency attending ayres, which were in session for 12.5 per cent of his time
as regent. Blakeway suggests that he did so at least in part to try to cultivate a sense of legitimacy, which
was the same reason that Mary of Guise made excursions into the Borders in 1554 and 1555—to assert
her authority by emulating the visible, accessible, personal justice of the Stewart dynasty.106 These uses of
the court reinforced its role as an institution through which rulers exercised central power in the localities
and reinforced their legitimacy by fulfilling the obligation to maintain peace in the realm.
Conversely, a ruler’s absence from a sitting of the court or ayre might also be read as a
performative statement, and rulers with a history of active participation in the dispensation of justice, like
James V, could say a lot with their silence. On the one hand, the delegation of authority to members of his
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council was a way of publicly portraying James V’s ‘superior status to those officials and the trust and
unity which existed between monarch and council’.107 On the other hand, when James V made himself
scarce during the trial of Hamilton of Finnart, he extinguished all hope of a last-minute pardon: a clear
message of condemnation. Using the court like this, as a means of expressing trust and approval, or their
opposites, was a complicated endeavour. Emond suggests that the community equated good governance
with impartial justice and ‘the ability of all claimants to have their cases heard’.108 It is clear from the
number of cases that entered the court and subsequently disappeared that there was a ‘distinction between
judicial activity and perceived judicial efficacy’.109 The need to promote the image of fairness was
essential: balanced outcomes were necessary to avoid the perception that the crown favoured a particular
faction, and this meant that following the letter of the law was not always the best route to peace and
order.
As much as the ayres and courts were concerned with keeping warlike violence to a minimum
and the nobility in their places, one of the justiciar’s primary functions was, as others have argued, a
means of lining the crown’s pockets, and the Stewart monarchs relied heavily on the fees related to noncompearances and remissions.110 Fines for non-compearances came about when pannels failed to answer a
summons to attend court. Accused pannels were not typically imprisoned before their trial, so through the
pledge system, pannels found upstanding members of society to become guarantors (or sureties) for their
future compearance (attendance); the court fined guarantors who failed to fulfil their obligation to present
their charge.111 Theoretically this should have been effective because the guarantors had good financial
incentive to get the accused in front of the justiciar, and the accused risked jeopardising their guarantor’s
honourable reputation and aggravating them by costing them money.112 However, as has been
demonstrated above and in chapter 2, non-compearances were common enough that the system was less
effective than intended, which worked out extremely well for the royal coffers.
Even when the accused presented themselves to the court, the crown had ways of making money.
Whether private or public, making amends to the victim and their kin involved a payment called
assythment. It was possible for private assythment, proven by the presentation of a letter of slains, to take
place independently of the justiciary court; however, there were two routes to forgiveness that required
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the pannels to submit themselves to the crown’s mercy in the presence of the justiciar, and these involved
some hefty fees. The first option was to compound, which occurred with some regularity from 1493 to
1508.113 When the accused wished to admit their guilt and compound, they had the opportunity to make
their intention known and purchase a ‘componitour for remission’, the fee for which was recorded by the
treasurers. Legal proceedings against the accused would then be halted, providing they could produce a
guarantor to hold them to their promise, and compensation would then be settled with the injured party
out of court. The second option was to ‘come in will’. In this case, the accused simply offered themselves
up to the king’s mercy and, if said mercy was awarded, paid a fine that was registered by the justice
clerks. Again, it was necessary that the party who had come in will was able to give the name of a
guarantor to ensure that appropriate compensation would be made to the injured party. If the accused was
not successful and their request was challenged, they would need to pay for the privilege of a grace
period—typically forty days—during which they would enter private arbitration with the injured party
and come to some mutually beneficial arrangement. Both of these courses of action had as their goals a
pardon, the issuance of which came under fire numerous times before and during the study period.
Ideally, issuing pardons, by means of remissions, struck a balance between the private compensation of
the victim or their kin and the public, formal acknowledgement that the matter was settled: a ‘pardon
remitted the threat of official execution; the letter of slains remitted the threat of personal revenge’.114
Regardless of the chosen path to pardon, pannels were often required to compear at multiple ayres and
expend a large amount of cash to satisfy the injured parties and acquire the documents and receipts (e.g.,
letters of respite and remission) that would help them put the matter to rest, legally and otherwise.115
The cash-for-mercy system was so attractive that the parliaments of James III, IV and V accused
the monarchs of choosing income over justice throughout the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries:
all came under fire for the ‘liberal distribution’ of remissions during their reigns.116 Several statutes called
for the limitation of remissions granted in the case of certain offences, such as homicide, on the basis that
the ease with which men could obtain pardons was undermining the efficacy of the judicial system.117
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From a practical standpoint, it was also difficult to ensure that all the appropriate steps had been taken to
compensate the affected parties adequately, and sometimes pardons were issued without the crown
receiving the requisite letter of slains. Despite these critiques, remissions persevered for several reasons.
First, they lent additional authority to the private, customary practice of assythment through the public,
formal acknowledgement that the matter was settled. Second, they provided the court, parties and
community with a reconciliatory option as an alternative to capital or other punitive measures. Third, as
an extension of performative justice or mercy, pardons were a means of recognising past loyalties to the
crown or as a show of mercy designed to indebt the recipient to the crown.118 As the fora in which much
of this business took place, the justiciary court and ayres played a significant role in conflict resolution
and performative displays of power.
For landed magnates, the justiciary court and ayres occupied a controversial position in their
lives. On the one hand, the rise of a professional corps of legal experts and practitioners threatened the
autonomy of the great lords, who were used to managing their own affairs, legal or otherwise. As
Wormald explains, ‘the contradiction inherent in putting men into high places and underwriting their
power with spiritual and secular approval of the principle of hierarchical order, and then telling them to
submit to the discipline of lesser men’, such as the lawyers and judges being increasingly drawn up from
the middling ranks of society, ‘was almost impossible to resolve. They were the men who disciplined. For
their own quarrels, using their kin to counsel them, as they in similar circumstances would counsel others,
was both right and acceptable, whether the quarrel was with one of their own rank or an inferior, where
the acceptability of the method used to resolve the dispute was even more critical’.119 Pursuing the case in
the justiciary court was only one of several available options.
If a defendant were convicted in the courts, the victim or their family typically had the option of
receiving compensation or the satisfaction of seeing the murderer executed, but not both.120 In this
situation, the victim or their kin received some satisfaction, while the family of the guilty party faced
financial hardship and grief, which might well fester and engender further conflict. Indeed, Mary of Guise
grew concerned about the problem of the parties in court cases meeting suspicious ends before the matter
could be formally concluded. In response, the regent demanded more specific legislation to directly
address homicides committed in this context.121 In addition to her efforts to dissolve the practice of
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manrent and maintenance, Guise’s actions have been read as ‘an attempt to strengthen royal authority and
‘to promote the “public” justice of royal courts’.122 Thus, even a good result might leave one or more
parties feeling unfulfilled, but feuding and the negotiations that came about in the course of concluding
the conflict tended to satisfy both parties by permitting the catharsis of physical retribution, insisting on
fair compensation and creating new bonds of friendship, such as marriage alliances, that brought the
parties back into harmony with each other and the community.123 Conversely, the justice provided through
a distant, formal, professional court was potentially more expensive and, with the possibility of capital
punishment, more deadly.124 Blakeway is, therefore, quite right to point out the visibility of a ‘distinction
between holding the realm in “quietness” and receiving obedience, versus delivering just verdicts in
individual cases’.125
Revenge, private arbitration and formal recourse to a criminal court—not mutually exclusive—
were all potential paths to conflict resolution, although the options that led to compensation and
reparation remained preferential to vengeance through punishment well into the seventeenth century.126
Even in cases of homicide, an ostensibly public offence that broke the king’s peace, pursuers—typically
the most respectable or ‘prominent’ kin—were able to pursue, privately or in the civil courts, a
compensatory process in which the guilty party paid assythment to the victim or their kin, received a letter
of slains as proof of payment and presented that letter of slains to purchase a remission, or pardon, from
the crown.127 In Scotland as in other regions with a history of using private settlements, this sort of
arbitration was, according to Crooks, ‘swifter, less expensive, and usually more likely to provide a
satisfactory outcome than adversarial litigation’.128 It also helped to remove issues that might prolong or
reignite harsh feelings by replacing some of the income lost as the result of a deceased’s passing or going
towards replacing property damage and stolen goods or livestock. Wasser posits that the preference for
private negotiations pertaining to compensation means that many cases only made it to the justiciary court
‘when some serious problem occurred, and assythment usually took place by the mediation of a lord or
mutual friends’.129 In other words, letting a case continue through the justiciary court to the last possible
moment may have been a way for the pursuer to convince their opponent that they were serious about
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coming to a resolution and putting on the pressure to get it done.130 Given the intersection of numerous
external factors including honour, the amount of violence involved and the ability of the injured party to
respond personally or afford court fees, it was possible for two identical offences to occur with the result
that one was reported, criminal letters purchased and a formal conviction obtained, while the other was
dealt with through informal channels.131 Regardless of how grave the legal sources considered an offence,
social acceptance of certain behaviours that might be considered criminal by some and legitimate uses of
force by others, waxed and waned according to broader social and political circumstances, and tolerance
for the potentially destabilising fallout of feuding and raiding may have decreased during times of
hardship.132 This may explain why years sometimes go by between offences and trials.
In this way, the evidence of the justiciary court reveals that some pursuers in Scotland, as
elsewhere in Europe, were using the courts as a way to rush or encourage private settlements.133 The role
of the court in this context fits with a broader pattern of what Dinges calls the ‘uses of justice’, which
refers to the relationship between courts and individuals and encompasses both the availability of justice
and the different forms justice might take at any given time. While the courts were imbued with the
authority of the crown and their roles were therefore directed by royal courts and nobles, the intent of a
central judicial institution was not the only factor that decided what role the court played in society:
pursuers had some degree of control in terms of allowing the case to continue in the central criminal
court. The relationship between pursuers and the central court was also mediated by procedure, which
involved cooperation and communication between the justiciary court and the numerous other local and
franchise courts, and their agents, which overlapped both regionally and jurisdictionally.134 That said,
recourse to formal justice was expensive and justice was not guaranteed, in part due to the court’s
financial incentives for delaying, fining and pardoning rather than convicting.135 Additionally, as previous
chapters have demonstrated, it was difficult for the justiciar, his deputes, their messengers and local
judicial officials to compel pannels to attend court. While wealthier members of society risked less on this
uncertain process, for everyone else, seeing a case through to trial and incurring the associated costs was
often a last resort.136 However, as victims and their kin became familiar with the increasingly professional
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and technical legal system that emerged in the sixteenth century, they were better able to tailor their
engagement with and use of local and central courts to direct their own conflict resolution towards a
suitable end.137

4.3

Conclusions

The findings in this chapter may tell us as much or more about the role the justiciary court and ayres
played in the resolution of conflict for pursuers as they do about the court’s purpose within the crown’s
attempts at social control more broadly. Restricting our view of the court as a mechanism through which
the crown issued fines, sanctions and punishments—as a way to discourage unwanted behaviour—omits
crucial influences, such as the role that honour played in a pursuer’s choice of remedies and how
communities viewed the efficacy of the court versus more traditional and informal settlements.138 Still, the
records from the period are a valuable window into institutional developments from the fifteenth to the
sixteenth century. The focus of this study was to trace these changes through cases of homicide alone;
however, based on the presence of prepositional phrases that included terms related to murderous
motivations, the sample contains numerous serious assaults, including mutilations and demembrations
committed by assailants who pursued their victims ‘for their slauchter’ or ‘out of forethought felony’.
According to Wasser, there was meant to be a line between the justiciary court and the privy council, but
the justiciary court was clearly seeing cases that involved offences of a lesser degree than the pleas of the
crown. In some cases, these appear to have been resolved in the justiciary court; in others, they appear to
have been abandoned, possibly finding their way to the privy council after the facts were laid out and
jurisdictions claimed. In addition to the entries of grievous assault and what we might now call attempted
homicide that wound up in the database, even more are present throughout the records, though they have
not been counted due to the lack of vocabulary related to murder or slaughter. Although their existence
has been noted in passing, it is apparent from the general volume of entries that recorded trial outcomes
and non-compearances that the court was certainly seeing less serious offences at a reasonable rate. This
supports earlier claims that the justiciary court took up whatever open cases were sitting on the sheriff’s
docket, but also indicates that the jurisdictional boundary between the justiciary court and the privy
council was not as clear cut in the sixteenth century as it became in the seventeenth.
The justiciary court and ayre’s approach to managing cases of homicide and assaults committed
with homicidal intent suggests that the court held wide jurisdiction over such offences in the first half of
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the sixteenth century and that, by the 1540s and 1550s, the Scottish crown and its subjects were
increasingly anxious about interpersonal violence, from small disputes to warlike feuding and raiding,
especially during decades already plagued by war. The ayres and court took up more small cases of oneon-one violence than one might expect, which suggests that feuding and raiding were not a huge concern;
however, although entries from the first half of the sample contain little to no language that explicitly
describes feuds or raids, in the latter half of the sample, the clerks increasingly insert key words and
phrases that highlight the ‘warlike’ nature of some offences. The amount of small-scale interpersonal
violence coming before the court suggests that the crown was increasingly invested in extending its
authority through the tendrils of the judicial system to manage conflict resolution more directly than it had
in previous centuries. In terms of feuding, the court saw an increase in the use of terms that indicate
motives related to feud and a broader category of offences committed in a warlike manner. Interpersonal
disputes that had turned lethal or caused excessive social disruption, including mutilations committed
‘wishing to slay’ the victim, were increasingly coming to the attention of the court as a matter of public
interest and formal resolution. Any substantial changes to jurisdictional boundaries during the transition
from late medieval to early modern suggests institutional shifts initiated from above, but also signals a
degree of consent or cooperation from below.139
The presence of offences related to nonlethal assaults suggests that the court was not yet
overwhelmed with the number of cases that would see these offences taken over by the privy council later
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The sampling method focused on keywords and terms related
to killing inadvertently captured assaults committed with the intent to kill; it may thus be a fruitful
endeavour for future research to examine all cases of nonlethal assaults in the justiciary records to see
whether the court’s jurisdiction over assaults was limited to those defined by homicidal intent or whether
the justiciar heard more routine assaults as well. Certainly, the retention of jurisdiction over serious
assaults presented an opportunity for the crown to extract fines from accused parties through their sureties
as a means of increasing crown revenues. Indeed, the records indicate that, as much as the ayres and
courts were concerned with maintaining social order by keeping certain kinds of offenders in their place,
one of the justiciar’s primary functions was, as others have argued, to line the crown’s pockets.
Jurisdictional shifts may reflect the crown’s desire to lay claim to ‘the exclusive use of legitimate
violence’, but such a monopoly was by no means achieved in this period: the central criminal court
remained one of several options among and intersecting with customary dispute resolution methods like
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retributive justice, which remained well-used into the sixteenth century despite some small signs of
change.140 The role the justiciary court played as a tool for conflict resolution suggests that people in
sixteenth-century Scotland were becoming more comfortable with choosing litigation in place of or in
addition to violence as a form of self-help.141
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5

Gender, Honour and the Prosecution of Homicide

A clearer picture of the role of the justiciary court as a tool for social control has emerged from the
previous chapters: the court came into play primarily when assaults and slayings exceeded the boundaries
of acceptable violence and strayed into violations of social and political norms. We have already seen
how status figured into the perception and prosecution of lethal and near-lethal violence in this period;
however, it is also crucial to consider how gender and reputation influenced the perpetration and
prosecution of violence. Homicides and assaults frequently occurred due to interpersonal quarrelling or
warlike conflicts that erupted either during feud or the exercise of noble power and authority. Due in part
to the gendered constraints placed upon the legitimate uses of violence in Scotland, as elsewhere in
Europe during this period, women committed homicide and serious assaults less often than did men and,
when they did, the offences listed by the clerks imply that their violence was limited to small-scale
personal assaults without the property damage, theft and other mayhem associated with feuding and
raiding. Although statutes spelled out or implied the sentence that should accompany a conviction for
certain offences, in practice, punishments were often made to fit the criminal and the circumstance in
addition to the offence: the status, gender and reputation of the accused offender were all among the facts
the court considered.
The men and women named in the records were acting within and interacting with a developing
state that was increasingly punishing lethal violence through judicial institutions. That said, late fifteenthand early sixteenth-century monarchs continued to depend on local magnates to enforce order: violence
was sometimes a means of imposing this order as much as it was a sign that social contracts between
individuals or groups had broken down. Homicide and near-lethal assaults figured into acts of productive
and destructive violence—arson, livestock theft and damage to property and crops. As in England,
offences that exceeded the limits of ‘just violence’ had consequences, while just violence had the ‘tacit
consent of the law’.1 Chapters 2 through 4 have demonstrated that there were differences in the law as
written and applied; complex jurisdictional overlaps influenced the reporting and prosecution of
homicide; and the justiciary court itself prioritised some cases over others. It stands to reason that the men
and women formally accused of homicide and near-lethal violence had transgressed social norms and
legal boundaries in some way, whether by committing the offence in the first place or by failing to
respond to extra-curial forms of conflict resolution to the pursuer’s satisfaction. The purpose of this
chapter is to expand on chapter 4’s claims about status by adding a gendered layer of analysis to better
understand how identity informed institutional and community responses to acts of violence.2
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The intersection of gender and status influenced why, when and how men and women committed
lethal and near-lethal assaults in this period. It also played a role in whether their actions were perceived
as a violation of nature and social norms, which, in turn, affected the court’s response to their
transgressions.3 While few women accused and convicted in the court engaged in warlike and hugely
disruptive offences, some noblewomen and many men did commit homicide and serious assaults
alongside a range of other criminal and treasonous offences. It is in these cases with women as pannels
that the intersection of gender and status and its influence on the participation in and prosecution of
violence is most apparent. Those individuals who committed lethal or near-lethal violence outside the
context of acceptable assertions of noble dominance and authority or who perverted the natural order of
social hierarchies, family relationships and conflict resolution were the most likely to suffer the full force
of formal, public and institutional justice; however, the justiciary court’s preference for continuing cases
and raising cash through fees and fines often overrode this pattern.4
This chapter continues to investigate the justice system’s role in maintaining social control and
order in late medieval Scottish society, but with a focus on how the intersecting identities of accused and
would-be killers factored into acts and prosecution of homicide and near-lethal violence. It thus expands
on the findings of earlier chapters by adding a layer of gendered analysis for additional insight into how
justice in this period was more concerned with maintaining social order and the status quo than
impartially punishing bad behaviour.5 In the interest of exploring the diversity of gendered experiences
represented in the records, this chapter adds a second dataset to enhance its analysis. The new dataset,
referred to here as the ‘Women-focused’ sample, is similar to the original dataset used in the preceding
chapters (the ‘Five-year’ sample) in that it selected for inclusion entries that contained offences and
prepositional phrases that explicitly or implicitly suggest homicide (e.g., slauchter or forethocht felony) or
the intent to kill (e.g., out of forethocht felony or wishing to slay). Although chapter 2 argues that
forethocht felony, as an offence, is not synonymous with homicide, the Five-year sample used forethocht
felony as a criterion for inclusion in the original database, and so the same practice was applied to the
Women-focused sample. However, rather than sampling all entries in a year, once every fifth year, the
Women-focused sample contains every entry of this type recorded in any year between and including
1493 and 1558, but only if that entry named a woman as a pannel or victim. In addition to statistical
comparisons between the two samples and between the figures related to the men and women named in
these entries, this chapter continues the study’s overall efforts to balance quantitative and qualitative
analysis. This relational approach facilitates a tighter focus on the role of gender by combining
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‘contextual and discursive evidence’ to counterbalance the numerical and anecdotal gaps in the records as
much as possible.6 As a result, this chapter is better able to address the violence of women on its own
terms,7 as well as how relationships between gender, kin and status influenced how men and women
committed violence and were, in turn, prosecuted for it.
Any discussion of violent offences in the premodern period, especially killing, must pay due
attention to the thin line between violence and violation: not all committed killings were in direct
violation of the law. Moreover, many of those deaths that fell outwith the scope of corporal punishment or
warfare, although they contravened the law, did not violate social norms. It has been established that
violence had both legitimate and illegitimate uses in Scotland and elsewhere in late medieval and early
modern Europe.8 From relatively minor punishments meant to shame community members into good
behaviour to more permanent brandings and executions, the crown exercised violence in response to
social and legal transgressions. However, violence as a form of correction was not limited to agents of the
crown: members of the nobility, heads of household, masters of domestic staff and parents were all
permitted the use of legitimate violence in order to discipline and enforce morality among their
subordinates. In their hands, objectively violent acts were not perceived as violence.9 Much like violence
might be turned towards productive or disruptive ends, in Scotland, bonds of manrent, fictive kinship and
friendship had the capacity to strengthen local lordship, thereby contributing to peace and order; however,
the same relationships also facilitated raiding, thieving, raising armies and protecting criminals from the
law.10 When violence was directed towards more nefarious purposes or when it was used in a way that
threatened order, upset hierarchies and challenged authority, it crossed the line from violence to
violation.11 Thereafter, the chances increased that formal institutions of law and justice would need to step
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in and restore the relationships that had been broken. However, the punishments mandated by legislation
were not always enforced, and not all convicted killers and assailants received the same punishment, even
when their transgressions were comparable.
Among the intersecting factors that decided just where the line between violence and violation
was located were intent, circumstance and severity. However, whether an offence was considered a
violation and, thus, worthy of being brought to the court’s attention, depended on more than the nature of
the offence: the intersection of status, gender and reputation influenced whether victims, kin, communities
and the courts perceived an act of violence as acceptable, justifiable or abhorrent.12 One of the more
complex examples of criminal activity that might be interpreted as legitimate or illegitimate according to
the context was feud. It has been established that many homicides were a known by-product of
interpersonal conflict that manifested in feud, which regularly went unpunished and were, therefore, to
some extent, ‘decriminalised’.13 Aside from being one of several extra-curial means of exerting authority
and dominance and maintaining a degree of social control in the localities, the feud was an expression of
early modern masculinity, honour and vengeance.
In addition to playing an important role in conflict resolution mediated through feud, violence had
political and economic uses as well. At certain times and in certain places, such as the Anglo-Scottish
border region during periods of war with England, men were prepared and encouraged to defend
themselves, their lands and the kingdom’s borders.14 But raiding was not always opportunistic or political,
and, even in times of relative peace, raiding livestock was an integral part of the border economy, in
which a tenuous equilibrium was achieved: wealth vanished when property and crops were burned and
was replaced by stolen cattle, profits of war, ransom or spending by the temporary inhabitants of
garrisons.15 Economic exchanges like these might escalate quickly and violently.16 Due to the nature of the
justiciary court records, it is not easy to distinguish whether the pannels and victims were Scots or
English. This distinction is not terribly important, at least for the purposes of the analysis being
undertaken here, since Scots and English lived alongside each other, and raids occurred not only between
Scots and English, but also between Scots raiding Scots and English raiding English. In many instances,
Scots and English offended together and sheltered each other from the law.17 In terms of war between the
nations, borderers were the first to feel the impact of warfare from either side, and both might see their
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cattle and land raided and ravaged as royal armies worked out disagreements between monarchs.18 Given
that women were typically, but not always, excluded from feuding and raiding as a means of conflict
resolution or defence of honour, this chapter draws some attention to the few women who did engage in
such practices and what the court’s responses can tell us about the intersection of gender and status in
these contexts.19
Both within and outwith the fields of social and gender history, the literature has posited several
explanations for the differences in violent offences committed by men and women in the premodern
period. Indeed, the stark differences between male-perpetrated and female-perpetrated homicide have
been explained variously in terms of biological sex, gendered social roles and the pervasiveness of
patriarchal attitudes internalised by offenders.20 Regardless of approach, the tendency of scholars has been
to treat male violence, including homicide, as a given consequence of life in premodern Europe and an
extension of masculine behaviour.21 From the earliest days of gendered crime studies, it has been apparent
that male killers predominated over female, and the first line of inquiry for historians was to understand
the reasons for this discrepancy. In terms of gender and crime, the growth of women’s history initiated a
turn away from relational studies in attempts to focus squarely on the social and cultural factors behind
women’s criminality, which had the perhaps unintended effect of focusing attention on the stereotypically
‘female’ offences of infanticide and witchcraft. This line of scholarship diverted attention away from
other female killers because they were considered, by contemporaries and by modern scholars, to be
abnormal, marginal figures who were not sufficiently representative of social norms. These older works
have made problematic assumptions about female criminals: they were not particularly brave or
autonomous, they offended in groups under the supervision of or according to the coercion of men and
they received ostensibly lenient outcomes and sentences because they were considered less dangerous.22
More recent studies have begun to question the view of women as peripheral figures in the history of
serious violence and nascent collaborations between historians, criminologists and evolutionary
psychologists encourage relational studies rather than studies designed to investigate men and women in
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separate contexts.23 Nevertheless, the fact remains that accused killers were more likely to be men than
women. The evidence of the justiciary court records bears this out and shows that the demographics of the
pannels who stood accused of homicide and serious assaults fell at the higher end of the typical range of
male offenders.24 By comparing the statistical and anecdotal data pertaining to men and women accused
of homicide and near-lethal violence, the chapter sheds some light on how status, gender and reputation
shaped the perpetration and prosecution of violent offences in the central criminal court.

5.1

Men and Women as Perpetrators and Victims

Homicide and near-lethal violence were overwhelmingly masculine offences, both in terms of the
perpetrators and victims involved and the circumstances in which they were committed. This is in part
because late medieval and early modern European social norms affected an individual’s access to
violence. Men and women committed grave acts of violence in different contexts and with different
results, due to socially prescribed expectations of and limits on violent behaviour and the role that
violence played in conflict resolution and social control.
Table 16 Gender composition of pannels in the Five-year and Women-focused samples, including entries
with forethocht felony as the sole offence
Pannel gender
Five-year
Women-focused
Total recorded entries =
489 100.0% 73
100.0%
Men
466 95.3% 38
52.1%
Women
11
2.2% 10
13.7%
Men & Women (mixed group) 12
2.5% 25
34.2%
The sampling method itself reveals an immediate example of how gender influenced violence in this
period. In the Five-year sample, which did not designate gender as a criterion for inclusion, entries that
name single and multiple men as pannels far outstrip those that name single and multiple women and
mixed groups of men and women. As expected when focusing on entries with women as victims and
perpetrators, the ratios change significantly: entries that name single and multiple men decrease to just
over half, while the proportion of those that name single and multiple women increases by a little more
than six times, and the entries that name mixed groups of men and women account for a little over one
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third. Globally, exact numbers fluctuate according to the region, period and jurisdiction under
investigation, but the overall picture suggests that, for the past seven centuries, men have constituted
somewhere between 85 and 95 per cent of killers.25 The Five-year sample places the men accused before
the justiciary court and ayres at the higher end of this sample, but the difference between the Five-year
and Women-focused samples suggests that other factors intersected with gender to influence how and
why men and women committed violence. The following discussions contextualise the statistical
disparities in the gendered perpetration and reporting of violence, as well as trends in the conviction and
prosecution of men and women accused of homicide and near-lethal assault, within broader social
frameworks including gender, honour, emotions and the uses of violence—legitimate and illegitimate.
It is hard to find clear evidence of the connections between emotion and violence in the brief
justiciary court entries, but there is a great deal of scholarship on violence and emotion that can help us to
read between the lines and infer, if not confirm, what may have been driving the people in these records
to act in the ways they did.26 As Robert Bartlett has shown, hatred was a well-known secular concept that
referred to long-held animosity between enemies.27 According to Daniel Lord Smail, by contrast,
medieval law understood anger as separate from hatred in that the former was less deeply-ingrained and
long-lasting than hatred; it was therefore possible to repair relationships temporarily sundered by anger
but far more difficult to patch social wounds that festered with hatred. Anger and hatred might express
themselves in any number of ways: slander, physical assaults, property damage and even homicide. Such
overt and externalised displays of hatred demonstrated one’s ability to defend their person and their
property but were also a means of assessing the strength of loyalties owed by kinsmen, friends and
dependents, which might then be displayed to observers as a measure of honour. In this way, hatred
constituted an organisational force: although it was the opposite of kinship and friendship, it was capable
of forming similar networks of bonds based on the shared hatred of another person or group.28
Preceding the anger and hatred were likely feelings of shame caused by a real or perceived attack
on one’s honour. For both men and women, verbal assaults had the potential to escalate into physical
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assaults, which might become lethal and, in turn, cause yet more violence in retaliation as animosity grew
on both sides. The Norse, Gaelic, Germanic and late medieval chivalric roots of honour left a legacy in
Scotland in which the relationships between violence, honour and power remained close, especially in the
Anglo-Scottish border region, where these dynamics suffused the culture.29 Violence was not always
honourable, but the understanding that honour was something to be defended and that violence was a
reasonable means of coming to one’s own defence in response to a perceived slight or overt attack leant
some violent acts an air of necessity, validity and respectability.30 Contrary to older views that male and
female honour were mutually exclusive, numerous studies have shown that both men and women derived
honour and based their reputations on a wide variety of intersecting factors: piety, sexual reputation, the
negotiation of advantageous marriages, maintaining an ordered household, mentoring apprentices and
domestic servants and, increasingly, economic credit.31 The key difference is that, for women, shame
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resulted less from an affront to one’s ability to exert physical power or authority than accusations of
sexual impropriety and the failure to meet the social and economic responsibilities outlined above. Men,
like women, might achieve and maintain honourable reputations by comporting themselves in ways that
demonstrated sexual self-control and self-regulation, as well as through ‘bloodless battles of land
transactions, county rumour-mongering and client maintenance’.32 For many men, however, honour was
also bound up in the ability to physically defend one’s family, household and, in the case of substantial
landowners especially, ones’ estates and lands. A man who failed to respond to assaults on his reputation
and honour or who failed to avenge the wrongful death of a family member, familiar or dependent, risked
the shame of his masculinity falling into question, whereas women were largely exempt from being
judged on this point.33 The exception, as discussed below, may have been noblewomen left in charge of
estates and, thus, wholly or partially responsible for protecting the family’s honour. Regardless of the
gender of the person who experienced them, the shame and anger brought about by dishonour needed an
outlet: vengeance in the form of verbal and physical assaults, theft, arson or other offences had the
potential to ease anger or hatred, while choosing to make peace might restore reputations and create new
bonds of friendship and love—the opposite of anger and hatred.34
The ways in which society regulated expressions of anger and hatred may be one reason why men
in Scotland committed homicide and near-lethal violence more frequently and in a wider variety of
circumstances than did women. Honour was a form of capital as real as money or land: at times, it needed
to be proven and defended in the public eye,35 and one’s honour might come under attack in many ways,
including through verbal and physical assaults.36 For men, in other medieval contexts, outward
expressions of anger about a perceived or real assault on one’s honour or reputation have been
acknowledged as a key stage in framing the incident ‘as a wrongful act causing harm, damage or loss’,
which afforded the victim the moral high ground and justified a response—physical, legal or otherwise—
so long at the crown, court or his peers deemed it appropriate.37 Conversely, women tended to be
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excluded from pursuing honour through martial prowess and violent expressions of authority. The key
differences lay not so much in the sources of shame, but in the responses available to the injured party: for
men, violence was an expected, even necessary, manifestation of the shame and anger that resulted from
an attack on one’s honour, and failure to meet one’s enemy head on might be perceived as weak,
cowardly or impotent.38 To further illustrate the connection between masculine honour and the violence
with which the court was so concerned in the first half of the sixteenth century, we might also consider
the demographics of the men in charge of running the kingdom during this time.
The power vacuum left after Flodden, and the resulting minority of James V, placed many young
noblemen in positions of political and administrative authority that they were perhaps not yet mature or
experienced enough to handle: many young heirs were only in their twenties in the decade after
Flodden.39 The combination of youth, emotion and masculinity was a recipe for deadly consequences.40
As Shepard notes for England, when honour was injured, whether by violent or verbal affronts, or by
‘broken promises of reconciliation’, men had two options: violence or legal action, not that the two were
mutually exclusive.41 In Scotland as well, the urge for revenge might be satisfied through litigation or by
violent retaliation.42 Either way, according to Carter Wood, such injustices created ‘a moral debt which
need[ed] to be paid as a result of a wrong’.43 The choice to respond with violence did not occur in a
vacuum, and contemporary perceptions of youthful men as impulsive, out of control and quick to lash out
may reflect a lack of conscious awareness of the social structures and relational mechanisms that
informed ostensibly reckless and violent behaviour.44 Although, as several scholars have argued, male
violence in premodern Europe tended to follow a gradual progression from insult to assault,45 younger
men had a tendency to skip these gradual steps and head straight for the jugular, predisposed as they were,
according to contemporary views, towards ‘spirited and courageous action’.46 The young lords who found
themselves in charge of running the kingdom were responsible for a great deal of violence, and many of
the names in the records, which were kept with renewed regularity from the 1520s, suggest that this
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period of instability had ripple effects that carried on for years, especially among the Glencairns,
Crawfords, Semples, Cunninghams and Montgomeries and the ‘new generation of magnates’ who had
come up with James V: Arran, Atholl, Erroll, Huntly, Cassillis and Marischal.47 Their appearance in the
records suggests that, while these men may have considered their violence just, their victims, other
members of the nobility and the court viewed their actions as misguided ambition or inexperienced
recklessness.48
These men were quite unexpectedly placed into positions of power as councillors, landholders
and keepers of the peace without the benefit of the experience required to manage their own emotional
impulses. Yet, expressions of anger were not always uncontrolled or impulsive: violence was ultimately a
socially and culturally acceptable outlet for strong feelings within certain limits. Indeed, many of the
offences recorded by the justice clerks, whether the result of a single eruption of anger or a longsimmering feud, were perpetrated within a society where violence was just one of many means of
quelling rage, re-establishing the status quo and, thus, maintaining order and shutting down further violent
escalations. Armed youths brimming with power, authority, aggression and pride no doubt contributed to
eruptions of violence based in political and legal tensions and questions of honour, but the frequency and
severity might have been greater had men not organised themselves by forging bonds to contain and limit
the cycle of violence.49 Contrary to Norbert Elias’ theory of the civilising process, which casts premodern
men as insecure and impulsive and ascribes their violence to an inability to control themselves,50
violence—directed appropriately and conducted according to unwritten codes of conduct—was often an
important and necessary part of mediating social relationships as well as performing the disciplinary and
administrative duties with which these young nobles were charged in the wake of Flodden.
Although local magnates often cooperated with and supported the crown’s efforts to maintain a
sense of peace and order throughout the realm, individual personalities, interests and methods sometimes
challenged the effective and efficient exercise of central judicial oversight. Some of the warlike offences
look chaotic and unruly, but the perpetration of arson and robbery alongside homicide and physical
assaults was simply part of the genre of violence that included feud and exerting pressure upon
disobedient or uncooperative landholders with the ultimate goal of resolving conflicts and preventing
further escalations: what Wormald termed ‘the peace in the feud’.51 In addition to showing up in Scotland
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during minority periods, this function of violence has been observed elsewhere, in other periods and other
regions: according to Daly and Martin, one of the objectives of vengeance was ‘to reckon justice and
administer punishment by a calculus which ensures that violators reap no advantage from their
misdeeds’.52 In many cases, the direct route proved more efficient and satisfactory than formal litigation
conducted in the central courts, which had the potential to cause even more problems, exacerbating land
and contractual disputes to the point that some began to see a forceful resolution as the only reasonable
option.53
As was the case elsewhere in Europe, sixteenth-century Scotland saw conflict resolution, as well
as the proving and defending of honour, trending away from vindictive violence towards legal solutions
made increasingly accessible through the growth of bureaucratic judicial institutions;54 however, this shift
was slow, and an ideology that considered violence an effective, compulsory and legitimate form of male
conflict resolution, and which centred honour, personal initiative and self-help, prevailed into the
seventeenth century. Moreover, the transition was neither linear nor smooth, and ideas about status,
gender and honour intersected in different ways to produce multiple kinds of manhood that blended
medieval, early modern, Catholic, Protestant, violent and pacifist interpretations (and expressions) of
honour.55 Writing specifically about Scotland, Wormald has argued that ‘in a society so wholly imbued
with the ethos of personal lordship and service, personal and private justice touched chords which no
lawyer could yet do’.56 As discussed in chapters 3 and 4, the decision to defend one’s honour with
violence or litigation depended largely on the availability and efficacy of alternatives offered by emerging
bureaucracies.57 Several features of sixteenth-century Scottish society served as checks on violence and
encouraged peace: crown justice, divine justice, bloodfeud, contractual peace agreements and simple
common sense; however, not everyone found the less violent options as accessible or appealing as direct,
physical confrontation.58 Although non-violent options to respond to challenges and enforce social control
were increasingly available, the relationship between masculinity and honour was complex, and it was
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difficult for the men who ruled the kingdom and its various parts to disentangle themselves from the
social and intellectual imperatives that urged them towards direct, physical action.59
To this point, women have been as conspicuously absent from the discussion of gendered uses of
violence as they are from the justiciary court records. The relative absence of women in the records is due
in part to the fact that, as discussed above, late medieval and early modern societies, in Scotland and
elsewhere in Europe, limited the contexts in which women could engage in legitimate violence, such as
the aggravated assaults, bloodfeud and border raids that landed many men in front of the justiciar.
Although not entirely excluded from the culture of honour and shame that fed the anger and violence in
which men took part, women were more limited in their ability to express the resulting anger and hatred
physically due to the additional constraints placed on their behaviour by local institutions of social
control: the church, the nuclear family, extended families and the neighbourhood.60 With the exception of
the reasonable discipline of children and servants,61 most violence committed by women was considered
disorderly.62 Furthermore, it has been suggested that these systems, particularly family, were capable of
punishing women more effectively (or conveniently) than the justice system. In the rare instances that
women did commit violence against their social betters, they tended to face the full force of the court’s
authority; however, matters were less clear cut when women committed violence against their social
inferiors or as part of mixed-gender groups.63
In many cases of homicide and near-lethal assault, assailants had some help from the people
entered into the record alongside them as co-pannels. Not surprisingly, men appear more frequently and
in a wider array of configurations, as sole offenders, in small groups or as members of groups numbering
sixty or more men. When acting without the assistance of men, women engaged in violence on their own
or in pairs, while those acting in mixed company tended to do so in small groups that paled in comparison
to the masses of men that in some cases resembled small armies. The women who committed homicide
and near-lethal assault on their own, or to whom the court attributed full culpability as assailant or
instigator does, to some extent, undermine long-held assumptions that women were dependent on men to
direct their criminal activity.64 Overall, while women committed homicide and serious assaults during
small-scale, local interpersonal or interfamilial disputes, men committed violence at every scale, from
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small interpersonal scuffles that turned deadly to calculated revenge plots involving dozens of assailants.
This is consistent with the findings of similar studies on late medieval Europe, which have demonstrated
that women tended not to be involved in robbery or raiding—offences that were inherently direct and
violent and were therefore more likely to escalate to killing; rather, women were more likely to abuse
trusting relationships in the case of property offences, such as theft and reset of theft (receiving and
holding stolen goods from men), and were less frequently the principal offenders in violent cases, where
they show up most often as accomplices or perhaps instigators working through proxies.65
Table 17 Gender of accomplices in the Five-year and Women-focused samples, excluding entries with
forethocht felony as the sole offence
Accomplices

No.

%

M

W M+W

cruel slauchter (245 entries)
140 57.1% 129 11
One pannel (sole offender)
Multiple pannels (with accomplices) 105 42.9% 86 2
slauchter (148 entries)
88 59.5% 84 4
One pannel (sole offender)
Multiple pannels (with accomplices) 60 40.5% 55 —
murther (23 entries)
11 47.8% 11 —
One pannel (sole offender)
Multiple pannels (with accomplices) 12 52.2% 12 —

—
17
—
5
—
—

Note: M = men, W = women, M+W = mixed-gender group

When the women in these samples committed homicide, they tended to be either the sole offender
or part of a mixed-gender group, as in 1530 when Elizabeth Haliburton, her husband John Haliburton and
Richard Haliburton, presumably a relation, were pledged to appear at Stirling for the cruel slauchter and
mutilation of George Gill.66 Small groups of women acting together were exceedingly rare; in fact, there
is no entry in either the Women-focused or the Five-year sample in which more than two women acted
without the assistance of a man.67 This pattern is consistent with Ewan’s observations on women as
assailants in burgh court records: Scottish women were unusual among pre-modern women for assaulting
alone, like men; when they did act with others, their accomplices were typically family members such as
husbands, brothers, children and in-laws.68 Men committed homicide and near-lethal violence in a far
wider range of circumstances: as sole offenders, in small groups and in warlike bands of ten or more
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assailants. Men like Alexander Lockhart of Wicketshaw, put to the horn in 1533 for the cruel slauchter of
James Hamilton, who acted alone, or who were at least named as sole pannels,69 were common enough,
but larger groups like the ten men accused of the cruel slauchter and murther of John Lyle in the same
year, were by no means rare.70 Men committed homicide with a wide range of family, criminal and
political associates, while women overwhelmingly committed homicide with close family members. Kin
relationships are discussed in more detail below.
The overwhelming involvement of men extends to the gender of the victims as well. It comes as
no surprise that incidents in which men killed or tried to kill other men account for most of the entries
recorded by the court in this period; however, in line with a broader European trend, men were also
among the most frequent victims of female pannels and mixed groups of assailants.71 This is where the
entries sampled in this study reveal something unexpected. In burgh court records, which include
primarily verbal assaults and relatively minor instances of violence, Ewan found that women were most
likely to attack other women.72 In the records of the justiciary court, however, the gender of women’s
victims was spread nearly evenly across categories.
Table 18 Gender composition of victims in the Five-year and Women-focused samples, including entries
with forethocht felony as the sole offence
Victim gender
Total recorded entries =
Men
Women
Men & Women (mixed group)

Five-year
489
100.0%
453
92.6%
8
1.6%
28
5.7%

Women-focused
73
100.0%
26
35.6%
24
32.9%
23
31.5%

Table 19 Gender composition of pannels and of victims in the Five-year and Women-focused samples
Pannel gender
Men
Women
Mixed

Victim gender
Men Women Mixed
432
27
45
19
1
1
28
4
5

The differences in the ratios of each sample are consistent with what Anne-Marie Kilday’s
findings on female violence in Enlightenment Scotland;73 however, it is important to remember that the
justiciary court dealt with the most egregious violations executed through illegitimate uses of violence,
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not every instance of assault or homicide. These numbers may reflect a real tendency of women to kill or
attempt to kill men more often than they did other women; however, it may equally indicate that these
women and their offences were considered so abhorrent and unnatural that it was necessary for the crown
to make examples of these cases while leaving less notorious women to their families and communities.
For example, had the accused women been part of a mixed-gender group of assailants, witnesses and the
court may have downplayed their involvement or culpability. It might also have been judged that the time
and expense involved in bringing pannels and witnesses to the central court was not worth it in the case of
women who might be better managed by local courts and their families through extra-curial bonds and
agreements.74 Syntheses of primary scholarship on crime in the medieval and early modern periods have
demonstrated that, throughout premodern Europe, women most frequently attacked other women.75 The
departure observed in this study is likely the result of its focus on lethal and near-lethal assaults serious
enough to warrant the attention of the justiciary court rather than the less serious brawls and tussles dealt
with in local courts. For this reason, the trends discussed in this chapter should not be taken as
representative of all female violence in Scotland during this period. They do, however, offer some insight
into how the identities of pannels and victims influenced the designation of violence as sufficiently
transgressive to warrant the attention of and prosecution by the justiciary court.
The relationships between men, women and their victims may also have played a role in the
resolution of violent assaults and homicides. The relationships between women and their victims are
difficult to tease out of the records, but the women in the sampled entries seemed not to commit violence
against close family members. However, it is difficult to parse relationships between women in some
entries due to the practice of women retaining their family names upon marriage.76 In one of the sampled
entries, Mariota Logat was put to the horn for the cruel slauchter of Edward Logat and his daughter
Jonet.77 Unfortunately, Mariota’s relationship to Edward and his daughter is not clearly recorded. She
might have been a new wife and stepmother, Edward’s sister, mother or daughter—there are no other
details to help narrow the relationship down. The only other case where a family relationship is implied is
that of Jonet Logan, relict of the late John Watt, who was acquitted, along with Andrew and Robert Steill,
of the slauchter of James Watt. The victim was likely a relative of Jonet’s by marriage.
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The relationships between men and their victims were far more varied. The sampled entries
turned up at least two instances of men who had killed their wives. In 1493, Thomas Trench in Ormiston
presented a remission for the slauchter of his unnamed wife.78 In 1529, John Lyne of Lyne was pledged to
a future court for the cruel slauchter of his wife, Margaret Crawford.79 The entries are characteristically
bare of any details that offer insight into the motives of these men, but escalations of domestic violence
are as likely an answer as any. In the case of Thomas Trench, there are some missing words in the record
that may refer to an infant in utero, which suggests ‘abortion by assault’.80 Familial relations between men
and their victims also include noblemen who killed their mothers. In 1525, William Anderson was
pledged to a future court for the cruel slauchter of his own mother (Jonet Wilson),81 as was Lord John
Wardlaw, who was pledged to a future court in 1527 for the cruel slauchter of his mother, Margaret
Lindsay, lady of Torrie.82 Neither of these cases contain much information to infer a motive, but a
particularly gruesome entry from 1549, touched on in chapter 3’s discussion of clerks including
pregnancy in the entries, suggests that material gain and discontent with his mother’s remarriage was the
incentive of one homicidal son.83 In that year, John Leighton of Ullishaven was put to the horn for the
murder of his pregnant mother, Helen Stirling, and her pregnant maid, Jonet Sawlie.84 The preceding
entry accused three others of the murders and of looting jewels and other goods belonging to John’s
stepfather.85 According to Clarence Leighton, Helen Stirling ‘had evidently lost little time in marrying’
her new husband and ‘it is quite likely that the son, rightly or wrongly, conceived that she and her second
husband had possessed themselves of more than they were entitled to’.86 In other cases, when not stated
explicitly, family relationships are sometimes implied by shared surnames, as with John Clerk in Leith,
who was pledged to a future court to answer for the double charge of cruel slauchter and murther of
Margaret Mechan, Agnes Clerk and Jonet Clerk.87 Shared surnames did not always indicate close
relationships. Brown found that 14 per cent of the feuds in his period took place between members of the
same surname or clan, but not often between immediate family, and that close family feud was more
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common in the Highlands than elsewhere in the kingdom. Patricide was more serious than fratricide:
when immediate family members did kill each other, lateral violence (i.e., brother versus brother) was
more common than vertical violence (i.e., father versus son).88
Who was allowed to commit violence, who experienced threats of violence and to what extent or
how frequently a person could expect to be threatened were deeply entrenched in contemporary ideas
about status, prestige and wealth, which were in turn mediated by the law, church and notions of
chivalry.89 As discussed in chapter 4, although pannels and victims with no clear ties to land or titles make
up the majority of the people named in the Five-year sample, it appears that many of them were acting
with or at the behest of nobles and landed elite. Wasser observed that, for the seventeenth century, ‘the
landed elite were more likely to appear as offenders than as pursuers, so far as violent crimes are
concerned’.90 This was not quite the case in the sixteenth century, but trends suggest that the crown and,
thus, the justiciary court were increasingly taking an interest in higher ranking members of society who
abused their ability to muster large groups of men and cause damage throughout the realm. Additionally,
where male pannels of all social ranks are concerned, the court seems to have been interested in
reinforcing the social boundaries that delineated the bounds of acceptable behaviour, including common
subjects holding their social betters to account for their actions. As demonstrated in chapter 4, noble men
and women, along with male and female members of the landed elite, accounted for 16 per cent of the
pannels, 13.4 per cent of the victims and 59.3 per cent of the sureties named in the Five-year sample.91 In
the Women-focused sample, these percentages come out to 8.8 per cent, 8.1 per cent and 100 per cent,
respectively.92 The presence of women accused in these records of warlike or feudlike activity contradicts
Armstrong’s recent argument that women were largely excluded from border violence, both as
perpetrators and victims. While it seems true that many cross-border ‘entrepreneurs’ appear to have held
themselves to a code of conduct that included leaving women and children unmolested during raids and
acts of feud,93 women, especially members of landed border families, were no strangers to deliberate or
incidental involvement in complex social, economic and cultural practices of violence.
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Table 20 Social status of women, girls and children (unspecified gender) in the Five-year and Womenfocused samples
Status
Nobility
Landed elite
Religious
Wives of burgesses
Unlanded, untitled, servants
Total

No.
5
2
1
—
72
80

Pannels
%
6.3%
2.5%
1.3%
—
90.0%
100.0%

No.
5
2
1
—
78
87

Victims1
Sureties
%
No.
%
5.8% 1
100%
2.3% —
—
1.2% —
—
— —
—
90.7% —
—
100.0% 1
100%

In seven entries, the victims were described as the ‘servants’ or ‘tenants’ of a particular individual or estate. It has
been assumed that these offences impacted at least one woman, and so seven of the victims in this table represent
these otherwise ‘genderless’ groups. The category of victims also includes one ‘infant of two years old’, one ‘girl in
utero’ and two groups of ‘genderless’ children (the ‘children of the wife of Duncan Dickson’ and ‘children of
Robert Sleigh’).
1

The status of women was difficult to assess unless they held a religious position or had a noble
title, as indicated by the clerks. As in England, for example, Scottish women were defined in relation to
men socially and legally: given that they tended not to be engaged in what contemporaries considered
skilled work, most women in the records were listed as the spouse, daughter or mother of a man.
However, where the central Scottish records differ from the English ones is that most of the women in the
justiciary court records are represented by both their surnames and given names rather than being
described only as the ‘wife of X’.94 Because the clerks tended to describe women in relation to their male
relatives, it is sometimes possible to use the same criteria as in chapter 4 to estimate the social standing of
the women in the Scottish records, but only when the clerks declared the husband’s occupation or his
being ‘of’ or ‘in’ a dwelling place.95 In the sampled entries, women were never themselves described as
being in or of a particular place unless titled, such as Jonet Cairns, lady of Corsock, Margaret Lindsay,
lady of Torrie, and Lady Mariota Montgomery, lady of Semple.96
The relationship between the gender of pannels and prosecution is explored in more detail below,
but it is worth pausing here for a moment to consider whether the status of women and their victims
influenced the court’s approach to these cases. At least in the first half of the sixteenth century, most of
the named victims and pannels who appeared in the justiciary court were in fact untitled and nonlandholding individuals. While sureties overwhelmingly came from the ranks of titled nobility, lesser
lairds and burgesses, the court was involved in managing common men and women. This finding should
not undermine Armstrong’s observations about the mirroring of status and power relationships between
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pannels and their victims.97 Where women are concerned: most women pannels committed violence
against men and women in their own social cohorts. In some cases, such as when Margaret Hume, the
prioress of North Berwick, invaded and oppressed Alexander Oliphant of Kelly in 1549 with the intent to
kill him, the conflicts suggest disputes over land.98 In others, the origins of the conflict and the status of
the individuals are somewhat obscured, but other parties, such as sureties, hint at prominent social
connections.99 For example, in July 1558, Barbara Hume, wife of Alexander Lauder of ‘Unnaquhye’, with
twenty-one other pannels, all men, none of whom were titled nobles or landed elite, was pledged to a
future ayre in Forfar for art and part of the cruel slauchter of William Guthrie, son of Ninian Guthrie of
Kingany. Here, Barbara’s status is tied to her husband’s, and the other pannels appear to have been under
the protection of the Semples: Robert Semple, son of Lord John Semple, pledged to arrange the
compearance of all pannels.100
There were at least three exceptions to the pattern of women assaulting or killing victims of
similar status. In 1526, Margaret Auchinleck, lady of Myrtoun, was pledged to a future hearing for the
cruel slauchter of the untitled and unlanded John Ahearn.101 Ten years later, in 1536, Elizabeth Martin,
Lady Fast Castle was also pledged to a future hearing for the hamesucken, slauchter and arson committed
against the ostensibly untitled and unlanded James, Peter and William Bisset.102 Finally, Dame Mariota
Montgomery, lady Semple, came in will for sanctioning the slauchter, wounding, mutilation and
imprisoning of several men, none of whom appeared to have been titled or landed individuals, committed
by her servants (no numbers, names or genders given).103 It appears that the servants came to a future
court and presented respites, which afforded them (or lady Semple) some time to arrange appropriate
compensation for the victims and their kin.104 Without more contextual information, it is not clear whether
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this attack on the servants was related to a conflict between other titled nobles, and this is a common
problem with the sources. That said, it is likely that the exceptions noted here were, in fact, related to
disputes between individuals of the same social status, and that the victims of lower status were
unfortunately drawn into noble conflict by association.
While the evidence above suggests that noblewomen sometimes instigated or participated in
violence that affected those of lower status (intentionally or otherwise), the reverse was rare. When
women were victims, their assailants were more consistently of the same or similar status, although those
accused in 1549 of killing Margaret Douglas, lady of Balliny, were landed men: Thomas Chartris of
Kinfauns (pledged twice to a future court hearing),105 Lord David Wemys (repledged to St Andrews)106
and David Chartris of Kinfauns, along with several others (pledged to a future court hearing).107 In this
case, the victim’s status was mirrored by at least one pannel in all the related entries, with untitled and
unlanded accomplices named as co-pannels. In several other entries, the status of the assailants and
female victims appears to have been similar.108 There was one exception to this trend in the sampled
entries: in 1554, Peter Dun was sentenced to death for a slew of offences committed against individuals of
varying status. The slauchters that qualified the entry for inclusion in the sample were committed against
two male victims of a status similar to that the pannel’s, but Dun was also convicted of numerous
property offences, including robbery and arson, committed primarily against men of similar status but
also against several elite landholders, including Dame Janet Beaton, widow of Sir Walter Scott of
Branxholm, knight.109 This case is a prime example of the outcome that awaited pannels whose offences
created disorder by transgressing social ranks and exceeding acceptable levels of damage and violence.
The extent to which these men and women acted on their own initiative or had been drawn into
the intrigues of higher-ranking landholders and members of the nobility remains to be seen in some
instances, but it has been proven elsewhere and argued above that, when members of the nobility fought,
their individual conflicts could draw in larger groups of participants.110 Nevertheless, the entries discussed
above suggest that, where titled and landed individuals were involved as perpetrators or instigators, there
was a great deal of cash to be made by continuing cases to collect the relevant fines or in the hopes of
achieving a conviction and forfeiture; financial gain was likely the rationale behind the overwhelming
number of high-ranking pannels and their accomplices discussed above escaping capital punishment.
While violence could ‘descend’ patriarchal hierarchies, it was rarely able to ‘ascend’ them, and women
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were less likely to find themselves in positions of authority over others.111 Patriarchal violence was used
to discipline and punish deviations from desired social behaviour, and the extent to which a man was
considered to have the capacity and prerogative to use violence in the pursuit of justice, order and
discipline was further regulated by assumptions about status.112 The extent of one’s autonomy, reliant in
part on one’s wealth and social status, informed the leeway afforded men in the uses of violence because,
as Philippa Maddern asserts, ‘the use of allowable violence, and the punishment of reprehensible
violence, were both vital in the demonstration of status and authority’.113 For example, most quarrels
between tenants and landlords were unable to escalate to feud due to the power imbalance in the
relationship.114
In addition to the power dynamics among pannels and victims dictated by status, the kin group
relationships that constituted a powerful organising force in this period are also evident or implied
throughout the records.115 The clerks were typically quite clear about spelling out these relationships when
women are named; however, the clerks who recorded solely male pannels varied in their attention to
specific family relationships, and these have to be assumed (to a point) based on surnames and context.
Although shared surnames are common among pannels, the lack of description in so many entries does
make it hard to confirm non-familial and quasi-familial relationships: ‘friend’ might mean kin or armed
follower, and ‘familiar’ or ‘follower’ is a vague term that might mean a blood relation, a bond of
friendship or some form of servile obligation.116 Nevertheless, it is likelier than not that the men and
women who committed such heated acts of violence were doing so with kin, given that such relationships
were crucial in the context of bloodfeud and vengeance.117 Kinship was tied to the lands over which
people fought and obligated family to support each other when seeking justice by way of revenge. As
Brown writes, ‘competition and conflict flowed naturally from the structure and mentality of the
kindreds’.118 Kin structures also allowed feud to persist, especially because the agnatic form of kinship
kept families separate after marriage, and in-laws were thus under no obligation to become involved in
these revenge plots.119 For these reasons, many of the pannels in this sample who appeared to be acting
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with friends or followers may, in fact, have been acting with real or fictive kin and vice versa. This is
especially true for women, who kept their surnames upon marriage, thus obscuring marital kinship
between accomplices.
In cases where it is possible to define kin relationships concretely, men were frequently related to
their accomplices. In 1533, a group of men numbering thirty-five were pledged to a future court for
supplying and resetting fugitives, consorting with the same and the cruel slauchter of William
Cunningham of Strathbrock, William Cunningham of Craigans and Robert Alanson. Among the accused
Semples and Craigs, several were named alongside fathers, sons and brothers.120 A later entry from 1533
names forty-three men, mostly of the name Cunningham, pledged to a future court for the revenge
enacted with the murder of William, Lord Semple. Among the Cunninghams were fathers, sons, brothers
and uncles.121 Even when the relationships are not spelled out clearly, clusters of men with the same
surname imply familial relationships between pannels. One such example, from 1493, named Simon,
Eumond and George Furd in Tostis alongside Thomas Furd of Little Harlaw and Patrick Furd, brother of
Hector. Hector was not named as a pannel, but the names and dwelling-places of these men suggest
family ties. Relationships between pannels are not always indicated as clearly as in the 1533 examples,
and it is more common that surnames and dwelling places provide hints about degrees of kinship.
When women stood accused of homicide, familial relationships between pannels tended to be
more clearly defined, with spouses frequently involved. In 1504, Matthew Wilson, his wife, brother,
servant and others were allowed to compone for the forethocht felony, oppression, wounding and theft
committed against John MacInblair, his unnamed wife and Robert Maitland.122 An entry from 1526
records that Mariota Bruce and her daughter, Cristina Malis, were pledged to a future court for the cruel
slauchter of Thom Crawford.123 In 1530, several men and women were convicted of the attempted
slauchter of Alexander Lockhart: John Wilson, his brother Andrew Wilson, Agnes Wilson, John’s sister
Mariota Wilson, John Anderson in Priestland Milne, his wife Jonet Parker and John Wilson’s wife,
Elizabeth Sawyer.124 Again in 1530, Alan Jameson, burgess of Coupar, and his wife, Margaret Coupar,
were pledged to a future court together with four others for art and part of the forethocht felony and
oppression done to Master John Spence of Maristoun.125 As in many Scottish court records from the same
period, women are almost always identified in relation to their husbands—sometimes only in relation to
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their husbands, as in the case of the anonymous ‘wife of John MacInblair’—or other relatives, including
their parents and siblings.126
Sometimes kin relationships are less apparent either because the pannels do not share obvious
surname relationships or because the clerks omitted specific names and instead referred to effectively
anonymous groups of traitors, rebels or lieges. A group identified only as the traitors of Leven appears in
a couple of entries from the first two decades of the study. In 1493, Hector Lauder in Clerkland componed
for multiple counts of theft, forethocht felony, inbringing and outputting in their company.127 The traitors
of Leven appear again in an entry from 1508 in which William Carruthers in Clonheid was drawn and
hanged for arson, treason and several counts of slauchter, theft, outputting and resetting people and
property.128 Pitcairn’s edition of the records contains other references to the ‘Traitors of Levyn’ and the
‘Thieves of Levyn’ committing offences such as hereschip and stouthreif.129 The individual names of
these thieves and traitors are never given, even in a Treasury Account note that records a payment to the
‘Hangmane of Edinburghe, to cum to Luthgow to hang a Theif of Levin’.130 Other less infamous groups
of ne’er-do-wells are mentioned in passing. In 1528, Jonet Tullo, lady of Leys, was put to the horn for
resetting, supplying and intercommuning with ‘James Garden, Henry Fechy and others, rebels’ who were
wanted for killing David Garden of Braktillo.131 For some reason, the other rebels did not warrant being
mentioned by name. Nor did those with whom John Crawford of Drongan allegedly committed the cruel
slauchter of John Grierson and Andrew Grierson.132 In other entries, pannels were accused of convocation
of the lieges during noble conflicts, but precise relationships to the unnamed lieges are left unclear, and
these entries are not followed up with subsequent entries that name these men.133 These lieges appear to
be groups of men composed of lesser lairds, followers and tenants rallied during armed, but legitimate,
conflicts between members of the nobility; conversely, the entries that name reivers imply violence
exercised towards less reputable or noble ends, although the instigators were likely still noble.134
Sorting out who was related to who is the first of many challenges associated with the form and
structure of the records. First, the long lists of pannels and sureties jumbled all together are not always
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conducive to reconstructing the power dynamics between those involved, although Armstrong has
demonstrated that ‘batches of offenders tended to be groups so that local lairds and their male relations
could be called to account for the actions of their kinsmen, tenants and other associates’.135 Second, the
terms used in the records raise questions about culpability and how the courts assessed responsibility,
especially where large numbers of pannels were concerned. Aside from the inclusion of ‘art and part’, the
clerks did not clearly specify degrees of assumed guilt or responsibility in these entries. Rather, at first
glance, they seem to be large lists of names recorded in no particular order. Although the brief records
offer little to help modern readers sort the ringleaders from those caught up in the moment, there are some
features we can look to for insight: the placement of ‘art and part’, the order of the names presented, and
the amount of the fines collected in cases of non-compearance or noted as an incentive to compear in the
future. Throughout the sample period, the term ‘art and part’ is used fairly consistently to denote
responsibility for and participating in criminal acts.136 There are rare entries in the early years of the
sample where none of the pannels were described as being ‘art and part’, which may suggest the
absentmindedness of a clerk, but more interesting are the instances where some pannels are described as
being ‘art and part’ while others are not, within the same entry. This happened infrequently, but when it
did, the entry was usually one that named a large group of men. In one example from 1554, the court
accused Patrick Dunbar, young lord of Cumnock, of being art and part of the cruel slauchter of James
Cumming in Dolacebrachty. Eighteen other men were accused of the slauchter as well, but none were
described as being art and part. It may be that status played a role here, with the court attributing more
criminal responsibility and agency to Patrick Dunbar than to his untitled and unlanded accomplices, who
may well have been acting on his orders.137 In this example, Patrick Dunbar was also the first pannel
named, which seems to have been a way of indicating culpability or the role of instigator.
Combined with the collected or anticipated non-compearance penalties, the order in which
pannels appeared may assist with the identification of principal pannels and accomplices who may have
played a lesser role.138 For example, in 1527, Mariota Bruce and her daughter, Christina Mallis, were
pledged to a future court for the cruel slauchter of Thom Crawford. In addition to naming Mariota before
Christina, presumably to distinguish Mariota as the principal pannel, the clerks noted that, if their surety
failed to bring them to court, he would face fines of £66 for Mariota and £40 for Christina.139 Likewise, in
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1536, Katherine Grier, her husband, John Grier, and their daughter, Elizabeth, were pledged to a future
court for the cruel slauchter of Fergus Barbour. The entry records the potential penalties should their
guarantors fail to bring them to court at the appointed time: £66 for Katherine, £40, for her husband, but
nothing for their daughter Elizabeth.140 The implication in both cases is that the children were perceived
as less culpable than the parents. Moreover, where Katherine and her family are concerned, one might
expect the fine for John to be higher due to his presumed authority within the household, but legal
culpability, at least for pleas of the crown, did not work in Scotland as it did in England.141 Here, it seems
that both the higher fine for Katherine, in addition to her position as the first of her household to be
named among the pannels, suggests that she was somehow more responsible, or perhaps acted more
aggressively, than her husband or her child.142 That said, status appears to have influenced the amounts set
for amercement as well: the 62 pannels accused of the slauchter of Robert Campbell in Lochfergus,
Alexander Kirkwood and Patrick Wilson came from different social ranks, and the court collected
different fines for each when those who were not replegiated failed to compear. The fines ranged from
£10 to £100 with, generally, smaller fines noted for untitled, unlanded men and higher fines noted for the
titled and landed elite.143 On the whole, the fines threatened or levied against the sureties of women were
lower than those set for men, and those for untitled and unlanded men tended to be lower than those for
titled or landed men.144 It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to delve further into the complex
relationship between ‘art and part’, name order, fines, status and gender, but the exceptions to the overall
pattern are intriguing and future studies may yield important revelations about how these practices
intersect and what light may yet be shed on their significance.

5.2

Gender and the Circumstances of Homicide and Near-Lethal Violence

Although plenty of the homicides and attempted homicides committed in this period were sole offences,
the majority occurred in more complicated circumstances. That said, there are clear and observable
differences between the offences captured in the Women-focused sample and those in the more general
Five-year sample. Women, whether as victims or perpetrators, tended to be involved far less in homicides
and assaults that occurred alongside theft, cattle-stealing and arson—feuding and raiding activities.
Conversely, in the larger sample, in which men are the most frequent victims and offenders, the variety of
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associated offences expands to include those offences most associated with feuding and raiding. This is
where we tend to see more untitled men as participants. While it has been posited that cattle raiding was
only accessible to people who owned and maintained horses suited to the task,145 Armstrong has recently
argued that ‘common borderers were more likely than their social superiors to establish and maintain
direct personal cross-border connections necessary for these activities’.146 Whether they supplied
themselves or benefitted from the patronage of men able to provide them with arms and horses, these
male raiding groups were capable of causing significant damage and disorder, which is perhaps why we
see them so well represented in a sample focused on homicides and near-lethal assaults.
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Table 21 Offences for which actions were brought against accused killers named in both samples, in
addition to and including slauchter, murther and variant terms
Offence

No.
Total recorded offences (by pannel) = 3829
art and part
947
forethocht felony
265
homicide
cruel slauchter
643
slauchter
388
murther
105
assault (on the person)
cruel mutilation
4
mutilation and demembration
136
ravishing
9
abduction without ravishing
—
stouthreif
7
serving and drugging
—
striking/beating
3
wounding
192
cruel wounding
16
offences against property
arson
9
hamesucken
91
hereschip
3
outputting/inbringing (property)
7
oppression
232
theft
137
resetting (property)
8
political/rebellion
consorting with fugitives/rebels
119
convocation of the lieges
21
imprisoning
6
inbringing/outputting (people)
21
usurping authority
113
resetting (people)
51
breaking the peace
3
coming upon/invading/chasing
293

Five-year sample
%
M
W
100.0% 3757 72
24.7% 920 27
6.9% 261 4

Women-focused sample
No.
%
M
W
1157 100.0% 1001 156
338
29.2% 290 48
146
12.6% 138
8

16.8%
10.1%
2.7%

628
381
105

15
7
—

143
17
2

12.4%
1.5%
.2%

119
13
2

24
4
—

.1%
3.6%
.2%
—
.2%
—
.1%
5.0%
.4%

4
136
9
—
7
—
3
185
16

—
—
—
—
—
—
7
—

—
41
—
18
—
4
17
63
33

—
3.5%
—
1.6%
—
.3%
1.5%
6.9%
2.9%

—
30
—
18
—
4
15
50
21

—
11
—
—
—
—
2
13
12

.2%
2.4%
.1%
.2%
6.1%
3.6%
.2%

9
91
3
7
228
137
8

—
—
—
—
4
—
—

32
109
—
—
128
2
—

2.8%
9.4%
—
—
11.1%
.2%
—

30
102
—
—
116
2
—

2
7
—
—
12

3.1%
.5%
.2%
.5%
3.0%
1.3%
.1%
7.7%

119
21
6
21
109
49
3
291

—
—
—
—
4
2
—
2

23
1
—
1
—
1
—
22

2.0%
.1%
—
.1%
—
.1%
—
1.9%

15
—
—
—
—
—
—
36

8
1
—
1
—
1
—
2

—

Note: M = men, W = women. Offences with fewer than two results were omitted from the table: fish-killing, treason,
leaving Scotland and remaining in England. Consorting with fugitives/rebels includes intercommuning with and
supplying of the same.

Due to the lack of detail regarding the motives and events that led men and women to kill and
assault their victims, it is difficult to discern with any great certainty the exact circumstances in which the
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offences were committed. Whether the men and women in these records were motivated by money,
politics, legal matters or interpersonal grudges remains uncertain, and cases that seem straightforward
may well be far more complex than they appear. Although feuds were not often long, memories were, and
historical incidents might kick off new conflicts years later or infuse new disagreements with a sense of
history, throwing additional fuel on the fire and making it difficult to trace the history of the conflict
through documentary evidence.147 In these situations, contemporary understandings of ‘honour and
vengeance’ gave life to and prolonged ‘a conflict which was simply about feuding itself’.148 Some parties
might be pacified with appropriate compensation, but others refused to back down unless satisfied with
blood.149 For these reasons, our understanding of the degree to which gender influenced the discrepancies
in the offences calculated in Table 21 above remains limited. Even in those entries that seem obviously
related to feuding and raiding due to the combination of offences and number of pannels, none of the
entries in the sample actually use these words. Even if these terms did appear, one of the difficulties in
locating feud in court records is that there was no standard playbook or ‘rules of conduct’ to which we
might compare the details we do have.150 Some entries appear simple and lack detail, like the one that
records the beheading of Thomas Brown for the slauchter of Thomas Acheson;151 others provide some
implicit or explicit hints that suggest the origins of the conflict, such as the reciprocal assaults, mentioned
above, between Margaret Hume, prioress of North Berwick, and Alexander Oliphant of Kelly.152 Even
when an ostensibly simple entry seems straightforward, we must keep in mind that it likely records the
final stage in a long series of verbal and physical assaults documented elsewhere in lower courts, not
reported at all or simply not discussed in detail within the justiciary court records themselves.
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Table 22 Descriptive prepositional phrases and gender of pannels in the Five-year and Women-focused
samples
Offence
Total entries recorded =
common
cruelly/cruel
with the English or rebels
in mortal danger
in murderous manner
in warlike manner
out of forethought felony
out of old enmity
with poison
wishing to slay X
to effusion of blood
on suddantie
treasonably
under silence of night

No.
189
3
19
5
2
2
7
45
18
1
51
10
1
7
18

Pannel gender
%
M
W
100.0% 168
3
1.6% 3
—
10.1% 16
1
2.6% 5
—
1.1% 1
—
1.1% 2
—
3.7% 6
—
23.8% 40
—
9.5% 15
—
.5% 1
—
27.0% 48
—
5.3% 8
1
.5% 1
—
3.7% 7
—
9.5% 15
1

M+W
18
—
2
—
1
—
1
5
3
—
3
1
—
—
2

No.
189
3
19
5
2
2
7
45
18
1
51
10
1
7
18

Victim gender
%
M W
100.0% 147 7
1.6%
3
—
10.1% 13
1
2.6%
5
—
1.1%
1
1
1.1%
2
—
3.7%
5
—
23.8% 35
2
9.5% 15 —
.5%
1
—
27.0% 41
1
5.3%
9
1
.5%
1
—
3.7%
5
—
9.5% 11
1

M+W
35
—
5
—
—
—
2
8
3
—
9
—
—
2
6

Note: M = men, W = women, M+W = mixed-gender group

Where the offences themselves are only moderately useful at implying circumstances and motive,
the prepositional phrases used to describe intent, circumstance and severity may provide some insight into
the influence of gender on the perpetration of homicide and near-lethal violence in this period. Women’s
offences, conspicuously, tended not to be described in warlike terms. The Five-year sample found that the
clerks described none of the offences in actions levied against women, while the Women-focused sample
found only three instances of women accused of committing violence cruelly, to the effusion of blood or
under silence of night. Across both samples, only twelve women in total were accused of ‘cruel
wounding’ (Table 21).153 Aside from cruel wounding, the offences of women are rarely described. When
men entered the mix, this changed, and women were described as being ‘art and part’ with violence
committed ‘cruelly’, ‘out of forethocht felony’, ‘out of old enmity’, by poison (‘serving and drugging’),
‘to the effusion of blood’, on a ‘suddantie’ and ‘under silence of night’. The amount of description in
these cases is approximately doubled, with some terms tripling in frequency. One reason for this may be
that, on the whole, the pattern of female violence across Europe tended towards less overtly brutal
confrontations. This is not to say that women were less violent than men when they did resort to physical

‘Cruel wounding’ and ‘cruel slauchter’ were included in the database as unique offences before the use of
prepositional descriptive phrases, such as ‘cruel’, became a frequent occurrence in the records.
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confrontation, but that women tended to offend in situations less prone to violent escalation.154 This may
suggest that the clerks interpreted female offenders as having simpler motives or that they were perhaps
reluctant to ascribe too much violence and agency to the women that appeared before the court. It is also
likely that the male victims of these assaults (or their families) chose to downplay the amount of violence
involved to save face.155 However, that the most frequent description of female violence is of its ‘cruelty’
may indicate the intent, on the part of those reporting and recording the offences, to characterise the
violence as abnormal and excessive or, per Armstrong and Dropuljic’s interpretations, as being conducted
out of malice and enmity.156
Violence and cruelty are both cultural constructs, with cruelty the more subjective of the two,
defined according to social and cultural norms.157 While, in many premodern societies, violence was
interpreted as legitimate or illegitimate—good or bad—depending on how it was used and by whom,
‘cruel’ was a linguistic signal employed to delegitimise the violence it described.158 It has been suggested
that, at least in England, the laws pertaining to violence created an inherent bias that coloured perceptions
of violent women. This phenomenon is described in more detail below, but, essentially, scholars like
Kesselring have argued that the English laws of homicide and serious assaults were infused with
‘gendered assumptions about human nature’, ‘notions of legitimate force’ and ‘biblical injunctions to
vengeance’.159 These laws were written with male conflict resolution in mind, not the violence of women.
According to Brown, in Scotland, the actions of men who killed might be excused due to the influence of
‘hot blood’ in the heat of the moment or in the context of feud.160 Indeed, martial prowess and the ability
to exert authority by means of fire and sword were crucial aspects of late medieval noble masculine
leadership, and the Scottish nobility had as examples warrior leaders like James IV and James V, who
exemplified martial kingship, never shying away from battle.161 What made a good monarch also made a
good lord or laird: the only difference was that local magnates exerted their authority over a smaller
sphere of influence than the monarch.162 Thus, during disputes among themselves, titled nobles and other
landed elites often resolved conflict by means of the bloodfeud which was, at this time, an effective and
tolerable, if not perfectly legal, method of peacekeeping. Often, what instigated, intensified and prolonged
these feuds was a desire to defend the honour from which these men drew their power and authority, and
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which obligated them to protect their dependents and their territories.163 These obligations, and the laws
that bound one’s efforts to meet them, sometimes led men to act in ways that may seem unethical or
irrational to modern observers.
Even in the early sixteenth century, the crown was trying to rein in those nobles who took
advantage of their permission to rule through autonomous uses of force,164 and Scottish nobles were
increasingly encouraged to comport themselves in a way that aligned more with classical forms of
citizenship than with medieval forms of chivalric masculinity. Yet, even as these men took ideas about
citizenship and service to the commonweal on board, they did not abandon all the tenets of medieval
chivalry. Thus, assaults, slayings and property damage, directed towards what were perceived as
righteous ends, persevered as valid displays of this chivalric citizenship. Because the crown still relied on
these chivalric citizens to serve the commonweal by managing regional affairs, demonstrations of
territorial authority and domination remained crucial aspects of noble male honour, and the exercise of
male violence maintained its usefulness as a means of keeping the peace and safeguarding social and
political hierarchies.165 Writing about England, Walker argues that killings perpetrated by women ‘nearly
always looked like wilful murders’, because contemporaries could not conceive of a context in which
women might exercise legitimate brute force.166 If the same concepts were at play in sixteenth-century
Scotland—and they likely were—it explains the tendency for women to be accused of ‘cruel wounding’
and ‘cruel slauchter’ or described as committing their offences ‘cruelly’ far more often than with offences
and terms that suggest legitimate uses of or motives for violence, even when the prosecution does not
always seem to reflect this view.167 However, considering that ‘cruel’ might equally refer to the presence
of malice or enmity as a motive, the term might have signalled that these women were engaging in the
contemporary feuding culture. Ascertaining whether this was considered acceptable or not is beyond the
scope of the current study, but further investigation is certainly warranted.

5.3

Gender and the Prosecution of Homicide and Near-Lethal Violence

The men and women who came to court for offences related to homicide faced several possible outcomes,
and as argued in previous chapters, numerous intersecting factors influenced one’s ability to elude justice
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and one’s chance of facing capital punishment. Pannels with the status and social clout to delay
proceedings might choose not to compear, and, in such cases, their surety was fined, chastised and
ordered to compel them to appear at a future date. Likewise, many men and women were able to convince
pursuers to settle out of court through private arbitration. Sorting out precisely what happened is not
always easy, as Blakeway points out: when a case disappears from the record, it ‘raises the possibility that
an informal solution was eventually reached’.168 These disappearances make tracking cases through to
their conclusion difficult, but even the silences in the records speak volumes about how gender and status
intersected to influence the outcomes of individual interactions with the court. Before proceeding, it is
important to acknowledge that the number of men accused of homicide and near-lethal violence far
outweighs that of women and mixed-gender groups. Accordingly, the value of a purely numerical
comparison of the outcomes and sentences for men, women and mixed-gender groups of pannels is
limited in terms of what it can tell us about the reasons for these results.169 For this reason, the quantitative
results of each category of outcome are discussed and then followed by as much qualitative
contextualisation as is possible given the absence of rationales for the decisions handed down by the
justiciar, his deputes or the assizes.
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Table 23 Outcomes by pannel gender in the Five-year and Women-focused samples
Outcome
Total recorded entries =
Acquittal
Amerced (failure to produce letters)
Assize absent
Come in will
Conviction
banishment
beheading
corporal punishment
drawn and hanged
hanged
not specified
unlaw - amercement
warded
Lawburrows
Non-compearance
put to the horn
absent from indictment
default of presence
infirm
summoned to enter
surety amerced
pledged to future court
Replegiation
Assythment/compensation
remission
respite
permitted to compone
at the king’s will/sign

Entries
No.
%
572
100.0%
8
1.4%
1
.2%
1
.2%
32
5.6%

Pannel gender
W
M+W
22
38
—
1
—
—
—
—
1
—

M
512
7
1
1
31

3
19
1
1
9
12
17
1
1

.5%
3.3%
.2%
.2%
1.6%
2.1%
3.0%
.2%
.2%

2
19
1
1
9
9
15
—
1

—
—
—
—
—
1
2
—
—

1
—
—
—
—
2
—
—
—

35
2
1
7
2
77
172
50

6.1%
.3%
.2%
1.2%
.3%
13.5%
30.1%
8.7%

30
2
1
5
1
72
140
46

2
—
—
1
1
1
11
1

3
—
—
1
—
4
21
3

57
7
50
6

10.0%
1.2%
8.7%
1.0%

55
7
49
6

1
—
—
—

1
—
1
—

Note: M = men, W = women, M+W = mixed-gender group

Acquittals were rare, regardless of a pannel’s gender. Of all the entries sampled in this study,
hardly any resulted in an acquittal.170 These cases involved twenty pannels, only one of whom was a
woman: in 1555, Jonet Logan, relict of the late John Watt, was acquitted of the slauchter of James Watt,
and Robert and Andrew Steill were also acquitted of his slauchter.171 Even when tried together, pannels
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sometimes received separate outcomes, and the sample contains several examples in which some of the
accused were acquitted while the others were not. For example, in 1554, Andrew MacMath received a
remission, while his co-accused, John Brunlie and John Trent, were acquitted of the cruel slauchter of B.
Gilchrist in Lehaine.172 Whether a pannel was deemed as having been art and part of the offence may have
influenced the outcome, but in this case, all three pannels were described as being art and part in the
slauchter. As argued in chapter 4, it was far more common for the courts to let cases go on for years while
it collected fines related to non-compearances: acquittals were not so lucrative. However, the opportunity
to admit guilt and compensate the victims to avoid capital punishment was also available to many
pannels—for a price.
Those who wished to come clean and pay up had two options: first, the pannel might settle
through composition;173 second, the pannel might purchase a remission or assert their intent to purchase a
remission and be given forty days (a respite) to satisfy the injured parties and the crown.174 In terms of
remissions, 10.7 per cent of the male-pannel entries, 4.5 per cent of the female-pannel entries, and 2.7 per
cent of the mixed-pannel entries received this outcome. The one woman who received a remission in this
sample was Alison Gordon, who was pardoned for the slauchter of Thom Agaran. The entry provides no
details about her relationship to her victim, nor does it offer any insight into the rationale behind the
granting of a remission.175 In many cases, pannels had already completed the process and arrived at court
with a remission in hand and ready for presentation to the justice clerks. None of the female-pannel or
mixed-pannel entries received respites, although a tiny percentage of male-pannel entries were awarded
this grace period to pursue a remission. Likewise, no women were given permission to compone, but 9.6
per cent of male-pannel and 2.7 per cent of mixed-pannel entries resulted in composition. These financial
arrangements benefitted everyone: the guilty party escaped the axe (or gallows); the victim or their kin
received much-needed financial support to offset the loss incurred by death or serious injury; and the
crown collected administrative fees. Depending on the arrangement, however, monetary fines might well
achieve another goal, by reducing the convicts to relative poverty or at least ostracising them from society
somewhat by removing the social standing that wealth had previously afforded them.176
The gendered discrepancies in these outcomes were less likely the result of discrimination or
preferential treatment than the appropriateness of the resolution for the offence and related damages, as
well as social and legal structures that afforded women only moderate control of family finances and
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lowered their chance of finding a surety to vouch for them.177 Remissions, respites and composition
accounted for a good portion of the outcomes for convicted men, especially when the offences included
property damage and theft—items that, unlike human life, could be replaced or repurchased.178 Roughly
half of all pannels who were sentenced to compone were involved in the theft of cattle or goods or
damage to property or crops, in addition to assaults allegedly committed with intent to slay.179
Composition was not often a sentence for homicide, but was applied often in property offences committed
out of forethocht felony such as raiding, arson and robbery. Ultimately, that women were less likely to
participate in warlike, feuding and raiding activities—the most easily quantified and remedied with
compensation—is the likeliest influence on the discrepancies in the compensatory outcomes among men,
women and mixed groups, especially given that many women would not have had the means to pay the
damages. In cases where someone else—a landlord or relative—might have footed the bill, perhaps the
absence of such arrangements in the records is itself a comment on the degree to which the women in
question had transgressed legal and social boundaries.
Convictions in the justiciary court were rare overall,180 but there is no stark difference between the
frequency of convictions for men and women in this sample. Across all the sampled entries, 11 per cent
resulted in convictions followed by sentences of one kind or another. The same percentage holds for
male-pannel entries: 11 per cent were convicted and received a variety of sentences, including
banishment, imprisonment, corporal punishment and execution. Women were only slightly more likely to
be sentenced in this way: 13.6 per cent of female-pannel entries resulted in a guilty verdict. In 1508, three
women in two cases were convicted and fined for forethocht felony and wounding committed against
male victims.181 The only woman convicted of slauchter in this sample was Mariota Young, for the cruel
slauchter of James Lockhart. Her punishment is not specified in the records, although it is possible that
she was burned, drowned or received some alternative punishment.182 Mixed-pannel entries had the
lowest frequency of convictions and resulted in one banishment and two unspecified sentences.183
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While the frequency of the convictions between male-, female- and mixed-pannel entries is
comparable, the variety of sentences issued for men is by far the greatest. This seems a reasonable result
given that men committed a wider variety of offences in a wider variety of situations; thus, the court had
more opportunities to mitigate punishments based on the people involved, the circumstances surrounding
the offence and the severity of wounds or other damages involved (Table 21). Additionally, class, gender
and status intersected to affect the levels of severity and humiliation that warranted public executions and
corporal punishment.184 One unique case, discussed earlier and worth mentioning here, is that of a man,
more properly a boy, who was sentenced to corporal punishment. In 1493, as discussed in chapter 3,
eight-year-old Thomas Gothrason received this sentence for the slauchter of John Smith; the record notes
that he was too young to be executed, and it appears that the court took mercy on him due to his age.185
That the sentences of women were not recorded in some cases might suggest that the court was guided by
a similar attitude of diminished culpability when sentencing women convicted of homicide or serious
assault; however, the omission of a sentencing note in the records is not proof that no sentence was passed
or carried out. As suggested above, it is possible that these women were burned or drowned, although if
that is the case, it is odd that the sentence is not indicated in the margin. Given the tendency of the court
to allow cases to drop from the record throughout the trial process, as well as its reliance on the income
from pardons, it may well be that the sentences handed down by the Scottish justiciar say little about
contemporary responses to violent women.186
Whether man or woman, most accused killers and assailants were able to avoid or put off serious
consequences by failing to show up on their day in court. In just over half of the sampled entries, some or
all of the accused pannels failed to compear and were, in most instances, pledged to appear at a future
court or put to the horn. Non-compearances, hornings and deferrals account for about half of all malepannel entries and roughly three quarters of female-pannel and mixed-pannel entries. In five of these
entries, some of the men who failed to appear were proven too sick (infirmus) to present themselves; the
numbers are lower for women and mixed groups, with only one entry in each category noting infirmity. In
one, the court noted that Jonet Muir was too sick to attend court to stand trial for the cruel slauchter of
John Cairns.187 In the other, Beatrice Gordon’s curate pleaded her infirmity as the reason she failed to
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appear to stand trial for the slauchter of Herbert Maxwell, young lord of Conheath.188 When a satisfactory
reason for one’s failure to appear was not forthcoming, the court was most likely to fine the absentee’s
guarantor and insist upon their attendance at a future court date.189 This might occur repeatedly, with the
crown adding to its coffers each time. It should be noted that the reason for some of these deferrals is not
always clear. While non-compearances and fines are clearly indicated in some entries, others state only
the date of the next court and, sometimes, advise the surety of the fine they will owe if they fail in their
duty.
Despite the financial advantages of a lax attitude towards non-compearances, the court’s patience
did eventually wear thin. Many absentee pannels found themselves put to the horn and declared fugitives
from the law. In 6.1 per cent of the sampled entries, one or more of the pannels were put to the horn in
their absence, with 5.9 per cent of all male-pannel, 9 per cent of all female-pannel and 8.1 per cent of all
mixed-pannel entries resulting in this outcome. The higher rates at which women were put to the horn
may indicate that it was harder for them to find men of good reputation willing to swear to their good
behaviour or to act as guarantors to bring them to the hearing. The women put to the horn include: Isobel
Mitchell, for the mutilation of Alexander and James Flescheor;190 Jonet Pyott, for the cruel slauchter of
Master George Lindsay and the mutilation of Patrick Lindsay;191 Mariota Logat, for the forethocht felony,
oppression and hamesucken committed against Edward Logat, his wife and their servants, followed later
by another horning for the cruel slauchter of Jonet Logat and the mutilation of the same Edward Logat;192
Helen Campbell, for the same offences, but against John Hamilton of Colmskeith and his servants;193 and,
finally, Alison Matheson, also for forethocht felony, oppression and hamesucken, but against Thom
Lauder and his wife, Jonet.194 In other cases, the matter was taken out of the justiciar’s hands entirely,
when a local lord or cleric who oversaw a franchise court exercised their privilege to remove a pannel to
their jurisdiction. Replegiations account for 8.8 per cent of the sampled entries. Of the male-pannel
entries, 9 per cent were removed to an ecclesiastical court, a regality or a burgh court invested with the
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appropriate privileges.195 The same happened in 4.5 per cent of the female-pannel entries and 8.1 per cent
of the mixed-pannel entries.196 That men were twice as likely to be repledged is unsurprising given that so
many of the jurisdictions were ecclesiastical and were thus repledging male clergy in addition to other
tenants residing on church lands. Representatives of the archbishop of St Andrews were particularly well
represented among those who trekked to Edinburgh and other locales to insist upon their right to try
accused men in various local courts within the church’s authority.
The differences in the outcomes discussed above can be explained in part by the fact that violence
was coded into early modern masculinity in a way that it was not for women: violence was one way of
demonstrating manliness as embodied in physical strength and prowess.197 In Scotland, these imperatives
contributed to a complex relationship between lethal violence, justice and masculinity. Shepard’s study of
masculinity in early modern England grapples with the tension between ideas about youthful impulse and
lack of control as being unmanly and the master of the self that defined mature manhood. In the context of
the male violence observed in the Scottish justiciary court records, this cognitive dissonance may have
been resolved, as in England, by rationalising justified and reasonable violence as manly and condemning
unjustified and excessive violence as cowardly or wicked. According to Shepard, English society
expected that conflicts between men would eventually erupt into violence if left unchecked, but it was
hoped that, ideally, ‘a young man’s capacity for spirited action’ would be ‘harnessed during manhood,
and thus directed towards patriarchal ends, rather than being rejected altogether’.198 The Scottish laws
reflect this sort of thinking in the origins and classifications of different types and degrees of unlawful
killing. The gradations of killing, from least to most serious (in terms of affronts to society), were
suddante or chaudmella, forethocht felony and murther. As discussed in chapter 2, these classifications
contain inherent assumptions about the validity of certain kinds of lethal violence: for example, the clear
distinctions between the forgivable and even justifiable homicide committed in the open as the climax of
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a provocation compared to the abhorrent secret murder plot. According to Walker, writing on English
law,
[h]omicide enshrined cultural expectations that men would assert their honour, their
manhood, their right to be unmolested and to retaliate to provocation … Legal
distinctions between degrees of culpability, manifest in the categories of manslaughter,
provocation and self-defence, were rooted in the idea that violence was a legitimate
means of attaining or preserving masculine honour.199
Walker does not explain the gendered differences in prosecution by referring to chivalry or questions of
culpability; rather, she argues that the discrepancy is in how the courts interpreted the various degrees of
homicide. She suggests that the very nature of the law governing unlawful killing dictated the treatment
of men and women in court.200 Accordingly, it would be unfair to frame the sentences received by women
as comparatively lenient or harsh—the court was not judging men and women by the same standards. As
noted above, English law defined categories of homicide based on the progressive stages of male conflict.
Thus, when women did commit violent physical assaults or homicide, there were fewer interpretations
available to those charged with punishing them, in part because it was not as easy to justify or mitigate the
violence of women, who were cast as either unnatural abominations or the unfortunate pawns of
manipulative men.
Insofar as the connection between gendered behavioural norms and the law is concerned, that
Scots law also distinguished between different classifications of homicide based on intent (chapter 2)
suggests that those set to the task of writing and interpreting the law also believed that male conflict (or
competition) and violence went hand in hand.201 However, unlike in the English court records, the same
binary interpretation of female violence is not reflected in the outcomes and sentences recorded by the
justice clerks. Given the tendency for the justiciary court to permit repeated non-compearances, allow
pursuers to withdraw complaints and exchange forgiveness for cash, attempts to better understand
contemporary perceptions of female violence in Scotland, in this period at least, ought to focus more on
the prepositional phrases used to describe offences and not the outcomes of trials (or lack thereof).
Although the court rarely convicted women or sentenced them to capital punishment, the records indicate
that neither victims nor the court hesitated to describe the violence of women as ‘cruel’. Yet even this
characterisation was rare in the entries sampled for this study.
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Accordingly, several factors affected the likelihood that a man or woman would be convicted by
the justiciary court. In the first place, women could not be convicted of offences they did not commit.
Women were less likely to take part in the warlike scenarios that led to property offences, which were
more easily ‘repaired’ by compensating the victims compared to making amends for loss of life. While
men were often accused of homicide or grievous assaults in addition to arson, stouthreif, hereschip, theft
and other offences, women were only rarely accused of more than a few offences: slauchter, wounding or
forethocht felony and oppression. In one or two rare circumstances, a noblewoman was held to account
for instigating her vassals and tenants to commit warlike violence, but these are exceptional instances:
women rarely committed homicide or near-lethal assaults in large groups. Furthermore, they tended not to
upset or undermine social hierarchies by assaulting or killing those above their own social rank.
Compared to the burgh court records, in which the same women sometimes appear repeatedly for slander,
petty theft, reset of goods or harbouring other ne’er-do-wells,202 it is rare to see women in the justiciary
court with long and chequered criminal pasts who tested the limits of the institution’s patience.
Conversely, the few men who were convicted tended to have reputations as known recidivists with
lengthy careers as raiders or political troublemakers, and these reputations would have been known to the
local officials and jurors involved in bringing the cases to trial and passing judgment on them.203 As well,
despite having fewer distinct classifications of homicide (no manslaughter, for example) than England,
concepts of gender, status and the legitimate uses of violence may have led members of the assize to
consider mitigating factors according to the identity of the pannels before them.204
In terms of sentencing, historians of crime and gender in England have suggested that status
influenced the jury’s response to men.205 Although the difficulties in discerning the status of women have
been noted above, it seems that women of higher social standing received different sentences than those
further down the social hierarchy, potentially due to their ability to pay their way out of trouble. For those
few titled women who instigated others to commit violence on their behalf, the court may have
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interpreted their actions in the context of loyal servants or tenants obeying the orders of a noblewoman
engaged in the legitimate expression of authority or vengeance. The patterns observed in these sources
suggest that laws reinforced and upheld the attitude that one’s social status exempted their violent
behaviour from legal censure. Walker has also argued that the court may have interpreted the threat that
men and women posed to society in different ways. She argues that a woman who attacked a man once
did not necessarily pose a continuing threat: while that one action did subvert social order and hierarchy,
it did not necessarily pose an immediate threat to the physical safety of others, because her violence was
directed towards a single target and, presumably, based on an isolated grudge.206 The women recorded in
the justiciary court records rarely appeared more than once and were rarely accused of numerous
disruptive offences. This was not the case for men, many of whom were accused of laundry lists of
personal, property and treasonous offences that transgressed the boundaries of acceptable violence. The
way these offences were framed in the records was the product of collaboration between and
interpretation by victims and their kin, the local officials who wrote up indictments and the juries who
deliberated the facts.207 One interesting departure from the English sources is that women were so rarely
convicted. Whereas Walker argues that women convicted of murder were almost always interpreted as
having committed the offence with premeditation and, thus, received the harshest sentences,208 it is
exceedingly rare to find evidence of women in the justiciary records receiving capital punishments. In
Scotland, women (and men) seemed to have benefitted from the court’s habit of extracting cash from the
guilty, rather than blood.

5.4

Conclusions

Homicide and near-lethal assaults were acts of violence, but not always violations. Several times
throughout this dissertation, it has been demonstrated that intent, circumstance and degree of injury or
damage (cruelty) were important factors in whether the violence of men and women amounted to a
transgression. That the boundary between violence and violation was so complex and tenuous is in part
due to the ability of violent acts to both reinforce and undermine the patriarchal hierarchy that organised
society.209 Underlying these factors and further informing their relevance were the intersecting constructs
of gender and status. From the initial experience of shame and insult to the perpetration of an attack, all
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the way through to sentencing, identity and associated social norms informed when, why and how men
and women committed violence, whether communities perceived these actions as legitimate or
illegitimate and how, accordingly, the court handled a case. As explained in the previous chapter, the
crown was increasingly taking an interest in excessive and warlike violence; the current chapter has now
demonstrated the role that identity played in marking some violence as excessive and excluding most
women from participation in this category of violence.
Ultimately, the line that divided violence from violation was different for men than it was for
women, and women found themselves in situations requiring violent defence or retaliation far less often
than did men. Although it has been widely acknowledged that violence played a key role in the
maintenance of order and social hierarchy—social control—men and women did not have equal access to
the uses of violence in this period. While titled and landed men were often in a position to enforce
boundaries with violence, through judicial raids or by exercising curial rights afforded to them by the
crown, women were far less often directly involved in violence as a form of social control. The nobles
charged with keeping order in the localities were steeped in a culture of chivalric citizenship that had
evolved from medieval notions of chivalric masculinity to blend with early modern concepts of
citizenship and the commonweal. In this way, the connection between masculinity, honour and righteous
violence persisted and infused sixteenth-century political and personal relationships between Scotland’s
greater and lesser magnates: a key factor in the survival and utility of the feud throughout this period.
When the honour and authority of male landholders came under attack, it was expected that they would
retaliate, but the overlapping concepts of honour, violence and citizenship were not enmeshed in
femininity or the responsibilities of women in the same way. While some landed women did indeed
defend their lands competently in the absence of husbands or other male relatives who would otherwise
handle that responsibility, they were the exceptions rather than the rule.210 When these women instigated
violence in defence of the family name or properties, it was perhaps unusual, but well within the bounds
of acceptable behaviour for women of their station acting in a man’s stead;211 however, the majority of
women in Scotland based in part on their gender and in part on their lower social status, were excluded
from violent participation in politics, conflict resolution and maintaining social order.
Despite the normative exclusion of women from certain social roles rooted in contemporary
expressions of masculinity and chivalry, women could and did commit acts of grave violence. That they
were in the minority ought not to be a reason to exclude them now from modern interpretations of
premodern violence. As Walker rightly insisted nearly three decades ago, ‘[w]hatever the rhetoric of
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female inferiority, women existed at the nub of social life alongside men, not in some segregated
enclosure outside the village’.212 The combined quantitative and qualitative approach of this chapter has
attempted to parse the ways in which assumptions about gender and crime shaped contemporary
responses to men and women accused of homicide and near-lethal assault, despite the contradictions and
inconclusive observations that have arisen. Chapter 4 concluded that the modes of remodelling conflicts
in existence prior to centralised royal interference survived alongside or despite royal justice.213 However,
as this chapter has demonstrated, even these alternatives were not open to everyone, especially women.
Violence was not always a violation when committed by men, but it was almost always a
violation when perpetrated by women: men were permitted to participate in violent informal methods of
social control, but most women were not. Thus, contemporary understandings of the relationship between
violence and gender influenced both the chances of a man or woman committing homicide and what
happened to them if they were caught, reported and convicted. That said, the court tended to reserve
capital punishment for recidivists: people who had been given chances to follow orders and refused to
keep the peace.214 There is little evidence to suggest that the women who appeared before the justiciar had
much in common with the career criminals who received the harshest punishments. Furthermore, that
women were rarely executed is not necessarily an indication that female violence was broadly perceived
as legitimate; rather, as with men, it is likeliest that the court preferred to extend its mercy in exchange for
the lucrative fees charged for letters of respite and remission or to permit extra-curial arrangements to
proceed in the interest of peace-making. Previous studies whose authors have engaged with these records
have often begun with the caveat that they are not representative given the high number of noble figures
named in the records; however, this study demonstrates that average men and women without titles or
lands attached to their names far outnumber (as victims and pannels) those listed with honorifics or who
we can interpret as lesser lairds. The picture that emerges from this survey is one of a court and
accompanying system of ayres that was focused on preserving a society organised according to a strict
patriarchal hierarchy.
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6

Conclusion

…plus c’est la même chose.
Returning to this study’s opening discussion of aspirational judicial systems, past and present, represented
by the blindfolded Lady Justice, it has been argued here that her influence was not overly present in
sixteenth-century Scotland. Then, as now, the processes of interpreting violence and dispensing justice
were inherently biased by contemporary understandings of who had the right to exercise violence
legitimately and for whom violent acts were forbidden and transgressive. In the late medieval period,
violence often played a necessary role in the organisation and maintenance of social and political bonds,
and the factors that allowed contemporaries to sort legitimate from illegitimate uses of force were, as they
are now, nuanced and multifarious. The 1530s and 1540s were important decades during which the court
came into play more regularly as a tool for social control and conflict resolution; it also held more weight
among other extra-curial options. As one of several methods of managing misbehaviour, reining in noble
conflict and holding violent offenders accountable, the court was comfortable operating as part of
Scotland’s decentralised judicial system. In addition to exploring the role of the court in society, this
study has also shed important light on how what was considered an acceptable use of violence, as
opposed to an unacceptable violation of social norms, was negotiated by crown, court and community
according to the context in which it was committed and the identities of perpetrators and victims.
This study has put forth several intersecting arguments, beginning with the assertion that the court
was a site of social control in which the line between violence and violation was defined and redefined
based on legal, social and political factors. Chapter 2 has demonstrated that whether interpersonal
violence crossed the line into violation was based on the context and circumstances of the offence and the
intent of the perpetrator. Chapter 3 has explained how changes in the format of the records and the court’s
move to Edinburgh signal important shifts in Scottish legal culture, bureaucracy and the ability of the
crown to extend its authority into the localities through a centrally organised and operated court and series
of ayres. In chapter 4, the purpose of the court in the broader context of social control is explored: its
purpose was not to deliver impartial justice according to written laws and statutes; rather, it served as a
site at which the aspirational nature of the law and the practical realities of applying it were negotiated by
pursuers, judicial officials and the crown based on how severely the accused had stepped outside the
limits of acceptable uses of force. Chapter 5 expands on contemporary notions of transgression by
demonstrating how the factors that decided what was or was not acceptable were informed primarily by
the status and gender of the accused: while landed men and women were often permitted a degree of
latitude in handling conflicts and managing their lands through violence, the same privileges were not
afforded to unlanded men and women in most circumstances. These findings contribute several valuable
insights to and future directions for the histories of law, society and politics in Scotland.
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In terms of the history of Scots law, as written and enforced, the findings of chapter 2 challenge
previous interpretations of ‘forethocht felony’ as a synonym for homicide and lend added support to
Grant and Armstrong’s recent points about its use as an indicator of intent.1 By the early sixteenth
century, forethocht felony might refer to any serious offence committed with premeditation, and future
studies ought to be cautious about using the term as a synonym for homicide. Additionally, as the
fifteenth century gave way to the sixteenth century, the intent, context and severity of an incident became
more relevant to the prosecution, and this is reflected in how the officials who mediated pursuer
complaints—clerks, jurors and local officials—wrote down offences and described them with
prepositional phrases imbued with contextual information to classify and record cases of lethal and nearlethal violence. The language used to describe assaults, in particular, has also revealed important
information about the relationship between the justiciary court and the privy council. In 1995, Wasser
observed that, by the seventeenth century, assaults were the remit of the privy council rather than the
justiciary court.2 In the sixteenth century, statutes indicate that the justiciary court ought to have been
dealing primarily with cases of rape, arson, robbery and homicide, but the records show many cases of
assault, especially where the accused were alleged to have committed the assault with the intent to kill.
The procedural shift that saw jurisdiction over assaults assumed by the privy council must therefore have
occurred in the latter half of the sixteenth century.
In addition to insights into changes in the law itself, the JC1 series sheds light on sixteenthcentury shifts in Scottish legal culture, particularly in relation to the professionalisation and
bureaucratisation of legal practice. Operating these courts were members of an increasingly educated and
professional community of legal practitioners in Scotland’s capital. Professional practices, in addition to
the need to communicate effectively up and down the hierarchy of courts and councils in Scotland,
influenced both the form and style of the records, which became more streamlined and easier to navigate
towards the middle of the sixteenth century as the administration of justice became more bureaucratic
from the 1530s. In particular, the formatting of the records suggests that the purpose of the court books
was shifting from that of a ledger of fines and fees to that of a central administrative source for tracing
individual criminal histories and the progress of conflict resolution procedures that involved assythment,
sanctioned through letters of respite or remission. In the form, style and language of the court records are
valuable insights into the changing purpose of administrative documents intended to facilitate
communication and collaboration between local and central jurisdictions. Indeed, despite holding court
more frequently in Edinburgh, the justiciar (and through him, the crown) continued to exercise its power

1
2

Grant, ‘“Murder Will Out”’; Armstrong, ‘Malice’.
Wasser, ‘Violence and the Central Criminal Courts’, 22.
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and jurisdiction in all corners of the realm. Evidence for the first half of the study period supports earlier
claims that the justiciar took up cases from the sheriffdoms surrounding the burghs in which it settled
during its peripatetic route throughout the southern half of the realm, and the holders of regality privileges
remained comfortable repledging cases well into the sixteenth century. Yet, from the 1530s, a sitting court
in Edinburgh drew more and more cases from all over the central, southern and north-eastern sheriffdoms,
just as its civil counterpart the Court of Session had done since 1532.3
Jurisdictional overlaps and the right to repledge were not the only aspects of judicial
administration that affected how a case came to court, how accused pannels fared and whether their fates
were decided by the justiciar, a holder of regality or extra-curial negotiations. There were numerous
routes to social control instigated both from above and below. Informing these processes were
contemporary social and legal understandings of the line between violence and violation: crucial factors
in whether pursuers reported violence, to what jurisdiction they reported them and how formal trials or
informal arbitration panned out. The analysis of warlike offences undertaken in chapter 4 shows that
contemporaries, including the crown, understood that legitimate uses of force were a necessary part of the
duties of the local, predominately male magnates charged with maintaining peace and order in the
localities; however, these findings also show that those who abused their power and undermined social
and political stability with their actions were likely to be censured through the justiciary court. Other
aspects of the tension between violence and violation were explored in chapter 5, which demonstrates that
access to legitimate uses of violence was restricted primarily to elite landholding men based on the degree
to which violence was coded into masculine honour and contemporary understandings about the natural
role of violence in male conflict resolution. While women and men who belonged to the lower ranks of
society were often drawn into violent conflicts between nobles, the court was not particularly forgiving of
those who transgressed gender and hierarchical boundaries by committing violence against their social
betters or outside the context of sanctioned forms of violent conflict resolution like bloodfeud.
On the subject of bloodfeud, the dissertation contributes important evidence about its role in
Scottish society from the first half of the sixteenth century. Recourse to the justiciary court did not
preclude feud as an acceptable form of interpersonal and political conflict resolution; rather, prosecution
and the threat of prosecution by the court were used increasingly as one of many tools for social control in
the context of feud, reminding nobles of the limits of their autonomy. As chapter 4 demonstrates, there
was still room for legitimate uses of noble violence and feud when these prevented local conflicts from
spiralling out of hand: the practice remained a viable form of conflict resolution, enhanced by the
availability of technical legal solutions, which intersected with and were folded into feuding rather than
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undermining it. As chapter 5 argues, the continued legitimacy of feud and access to legitimate uses of
force, for some, was owed in part to contemporary understandings about the role of violence in defending
honour and demonstrating the strength and martial prowess that defined Renaissance masculinity and
chivalric citizenship. Yet, as Brown has observed,4 feud was not the sole province of men, and the
justiciary records offer evidence that, although rare, some noblewomen were also comfortable instigating
feud-like attacks that resulted in death and destruction. These observations go some way towards bridging
the chronological gap between Armstrong, Boardman and Wormald’s work on feud in the late fifteenth
century and Brown’s arguments about the gradual decline of feud in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. While the choice to manage conflict through extra-curial and often violent methods
was still popular well into the sixteenth century, the expansion of the court’s reach and the number of
pursuers who invited it into their business as an authoritative third party and source of justice suggests
that many Scottish subjects were increasingly buying into the concept of central justice as effective. The
justiciary court and ayres played a key role in convincing the public of the crown’s authority, competency
and legitimacy as a tool for social control and conflict resolution. Curial justice by no means replaced
self-help options during this period, and many pursuers used the court as a way to rush or pressure their
opponents into extra-curial settlements, but the court was an increasingly viable option for those who had
the money and influence to make use of it, whether this was the crown reminding nobles of the limits of
their independence or average subjects holding each other to account for acts of violence that undermined
the social order of communities organised by a patriarchal hierarchy.
The contributions outlined above are the direct result of engaging with the original justiciary
court manuscripts, rather than relying on Pitcairn’s editions. Moreover, the digital humanities approach of
employing a relational database to facilitate multidimensional comparisons of the data contained in the
records made it possible to conduct a quantitative and qualitative study of violent offences tried by the
highest criminal jurisdiction in Scotland. The result is valuable data for the early sixteenth century, for
which most studies of crime have focused on burgh and church court business such as petty theft, reset,
slander, minor scuffles and sexual deviance. Close attention to the style and language of the court records
has revealed elements of change and continuity in the legal classification and description of violent
offences. This study has also pointed out the importance of asking new questions of familiar sources:
first, administrative records have much to offer in attempts to pin down major shifts in legal and
administrative cultures; second, the same records are valuable sources for scholars of conflict, deviance
and gender. Future studies that combine extant records for multiple criminal jurisdictions will no doubt
furnish welcome insights that will build upon and qualify the conclusions reached in this dissertation. The
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scholars who undertake this research will still be plagued by the many silences in the records—dropped
cases, non-compearances and a general lack of contextual detail—but they should be encouraged by this
study’s attention to the silences, which have led to valuable observations about the flexibility of the
justice system in Scotland and the degree to which pursuers and local officials managed the prosecutorial
process by engaging with the court as much or as little as was required to resolve violent interpersonal
conflicts on their terms. Together, the conclusions of each chapter within this project shed light on the
dynamic ways that lethal and near-lethal violence necessitated, facilitated and complicated conflict
resolution and how a single series of records can be mined for important lessons about the fluid and
shifting boundary between violence and violation in sixteenth-century Scotland.
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Appendix A: Database Methodology
The database employed in this study is at once rudimentary and complex: a system of interrelated tables
and queries managed with Microsoft® Access® (MS Access) for Microsoft 365 MSO
(16.0.14131.20278) 64-bit. It includes two samples—Five-year and Women-focused—of entries that
pertain to homicide and near-lethal assault. The term ‘entries’ is used rather than ‘cases’ because a single
case (incident of assault or homicide) might appear in several entries over several months or years.
Inputting data pertaining to a single block of text (entry) recorded at a single point in time was at once a
more efficient way of populating the database and a useful way to track the progress of some cases over
time.5 The rationale for the sampling methods are discussed in more detail in chapter 1, so it will be
sufficient to note here that the database in its current form contains 565 entries overall: 492 from the Fiveyear sample and 73 from the Women-focused sample. Entries were selected for both samples if they
included slauchter (and variants) or the descriptive phrases precogitata felonia (forethocht felony) and
pro suo interfectione (for their slauchter). Due to the nature of the records, many of these offences cooccur in the same entries. For example, in the Five-year sample upon which the majority of the present
study is based, 336 entries contain confirmed homicides, while the remaining 156 are non-lethal assaults
and forethocht felony or a combination of both. This appendix provides a detailed explanation of how the
database used to manage and analyse these complex records was conceived and maintained. The
illustrative examples used here are taken from an entry recorded in 1549 (caseID 496): the murders of
Helen Stirling and Jonet Sawlie.6 In this entry, three pannels—William Waldy, William Gracie and James
Fotheringham—were convicted and hanged for art and part of the cruel slauchter and murther of the two
women, under silence of night and out of forethocht felony, in addition to the theft of jewels and treasures
belonging to John Stratton. The ways in which the valuable data contained in this entry were translated
from sixteenth-century court records to a twenty-first-century database are outlined below.

5
6

The form and content of entries are discussed in more detail in chapters 2 and 3.
JC1/6 fo. 10r.
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Figure A1 Manuscript entry recording the murders of Helen Stirling and Jonet Sawlie (JC1/6 fo. 10r)
Prior to beginning data entry, it was necessary to populate reference tables to assign codes and
identifiers to common variables of interest: court location (list_court), decades (list_decade), gender
(list_gender), justiciars (list_justiciar), prepositional phrases (list_modifier), offences (list_offence),
outcomes (list_outcome), people (list_person) and regions (list_region). As each item was added to these
tables, MS Access assigned a unique, static numerical key or identifier (ID value): for example, each
decade was assigned a decadeID (
Figure A2), and each gender was assigned a genderID (Figure A3).

Figure A2 Screenshot of MS Access table showing the ID values for decade ranges
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Figure A3 Screenshot of MS Access table showing the ID values for gender types
These pre-existing lists serve several functions: first, they facilitate the use of pre-populated drop-down
lists within the forms used to input data; second, a change made in a table (e.g., the spelling of a name) is
reflected everywhere in the database where that variable is stored, which was extremely helpful when
making small corrections throughout; third, the IDs make it possible to link data across tables and count
the occurrences of variables and relationships between variables, which is the strength of this
methodological approach. Some of these tables, such as list_decade, were not adjusted after their creation,
while others, such as list_person, were updated and added to regularly during data entry. Most of the
tables were limited to tracking single variables, but list_person served a dual function, recording the
names and genders of the pannels, victims and sureties named in the entries. This table was formatted to
include both the name of the pannel and the genderID code that best matched the person based on their
description in the records. In the example below, Helen Stirling’s ID is 2111, and her gender is coded as 2
for Female, while one of her killers, William Waldy, is assigned his own unique ID (2108), and his
gender is coded as 1 for Male (Figure A4). Maintaining a list of individuals in this way avoided
duplication when, for example, Helen Stirling and Jonet Sawlie were named as victims in a subsequent
entry that named a different pannel.

Figure A4 Screenshot of MS Access table showing the personID values, names and genderIDs of
individuals named in caseID 496
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Once these tables were populated, the data entry forms were designed with the goal of mimicking
the characteristics of the justiciary records, in which multiple pannels named in the same entry were often
accused of different offences or received different outcomes (e.g., convictions, acquittals, sentences).
Despite inheriting many of the challenges intrinsic to the manuscript sources, the relational nature of the
database means that it has been possible to break each entry down into unique variables (e.g., court date,
decade, court location, justiciars present, number and gender of pannels and victims, etc.) that can, for the
most part, be isolated, cross-referenced or combined to reveal trends and relationships that are not
immediately apparent when dealing with the unwieldy manuscripts. For example, the entries tend to
contain lists of multiple offences, which makes classifying a whole entry as either homicide or assault
difficult and misleading. Furthermore, different pannels within the same entry were sometimes indicted
for different offences or received different sentences: conducting a quantitative analysis of these entries
would obscure the degree to which perceived culpability and the degree of harm figured into individual
prosecutions. The ability to create records for individual pannels that remain linked to the entry in which
they appear permits analysis on two levels: by entry and by individual pannel. This approach affords a
greater degree of flexibility and specificity when running quantitative analyses. Moreover, the ability to
assign identifiers to individual pannels, victims or sureties makes it possible to trace repeat appearances
through the records with relative ease. Accordingly, the first step was to enter data from each entry into
the database using the Enter Case form (Figure A5). All information entered into this form populated a
line of data in the table record_case, with each line identified by its caseID (Table A1).7

As mentioned above, ‘case’ is a misleading term when what is meant here is ‘entry’, but it is the term that was used
in the earliest stages of building the database. Future iterations of the database would do well to change record_case
to record_entry, caseID to entryID, etc.
7
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Figure A5 Screenshot of the completed Enter Case form for caseID 496 (MS Access)
The Enter Case form above (Figure A5) represents the example manuscript entry as translated
into the database. The value of the caseID at the top left is automatically generated when the record is
created and is the unique identifier that allows the information stored in record_case to be linked to
information stored in other tables. The data entry process was as follows: the name of the JPEG photo (as
labelled in my personal collection) and the folio reference for the entry were written in, followed by the
specific court date and the court location (from list_court). The relevant decade was then selected from
list_decade, followed by the manual entry of the date of the offence (if one was given). The numbers of
named pannels and victims were written in and the gender of the pannels and victims selected from
list_gender. Any notes of interest from Criminal Trials (if available) and comments for personal reference
were typed into the appropriate boxes. The three tick boxes were used to help find and quantify entries
according to whether they contained any qualitative information (infoQual), whether they belonged to the
Five-year or Women-focused sample (outwithSample) and whether the entry was related to a feud
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confirmed in other sources (confirmedFeud). As this form was filled out, it generated and populated a line
of data in the table record_case.
Table A1 Names and descriptions of variables stored in record_case
Variable name
caseID
Folio
JPEG
courtDate
murderDate
decade
pannelNumber
pannelGender
victimNumber
victimGender
Pitcairn
comments
court
infoQual
outwithSample
confirmedFeud

Data type
Number: auto-generated static ID value
Text: folio reference typed in, e.g., JC1/6 fo. 10r
Text: JPEG file name typed in, e.g., JC1-6(19)
Date: date typed in or selected from calendar
Date: date typed in or selected from calendar
Number: select value from list_decade (Combo Box)
Number: type in number of pannels
Number: select value from list_gender (Combo Box)
Number: type in number of victims
Number: select value from list_gender
Text: write in relevant information from Criminal Trials with vol/page number
Text: write in observations or other comments
Number: select value from list_court
True/False: true=qualitative information (e.g., weapons, pregnant victim); false=no
qualitative information
True/False: true=Women-focused; false=Five-year
True/False: true=related to a known, recorded feud; false=uncertain/unrelated to
feud

In addition to populating record_case, the Enter Case form also made use of MS Access’ ability
to nest forms within forms (sub-forms) to facilitate more detailed analysis. For example, indicating
whether an entry contained a homicide or assault (or both), whether forethocht felony was being used as
an offence or as a prepositional phrase and whether the entry contained the double charge of slauchter and
murther was worth noting in a sub-form. The same approach was taken when recording the various
justiciars and deputes listed in the Curia regis preamble describing the date and location of the day’s
proceedings. Just as data plugged into the Enter Case form populated the record_case table, the sub-forms
in use here stored the relevant variables in linked tables called record_crimeCategory_case and
record_justiciar_case. Once the record for the entry was complete, the names of the pannels, victims and
sureties were checked against list_person and, if they were not already listed, a line of data was created
for them in this table (name and gender).8 Then, one or more pannels and information about related
sureties, victims, fines, offences and outcomes were entered as separate records, which were
automatically linked to their shared caseID, using the Enter Pannel form (Figure A6).

8

Justiciars and deputes were kept in a separate table, list_justiciar, which was also updated as the years progressed
and new individuals took up these positions.
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Figure A6 Screenshot of one completed Enter Pannel form for caseID 496 (MS Access)
Figure A6 shows the Enter Pannel form for William Waldy. The bottom left shows that this is
record 1 of 3, which means that there are two other pannels named in this entry. Important identifying and
linking information is located at the top left of the screen: caseID 496 shows which entry this pannel was
named in, while 1467 represents the person_caseID that links the information about William Waldy’s
offences to the entry that records them (again, caseID 496). The pannel name, (estimated) region of
offence and outcome(s) are all selected from the pre-populated tables mentioned above (list_person,
list_region, list_outcome), while boxes can be ticked or unticked to ascribe that variable a value of true or
false. In this case, William Waldy had no surety and there was no fine recorded a, but his offences did
involve goods, people and property (homicide, stealing jewels and breaking up chests). In this particular
record, there was no surety, so the Surety sub-form was not used, but the Victim and Offence sub-forms
were populated with information from list_person, list_offence and list_modifier. Each Enter Pannel form
that was filled out populated a line of data stored in the table record_person_case (Table A2).
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Table A2 Names and descriptions of variables stored in record_person_case
Variable name
person_caseID
personID
caseID
fine
fineAmount
outcomeID
outcome2ID
surety
regionID
dmgPerson
dmgProperty
dmgGoods
dmgCrops
dmgLivestock

Data type
Number: auto-generated static ID value
Number: select value from list_person (Combo Box)
Number: auto-generated from linked caseID
True/False: true=amercement; false=no amercement
Currency: write in value (£Scots)
Number: select value from list_outcome
Number: select value from list_outcome
True/False: true=surety named; false=no surety
Number: select value from list_region
True/False: true=damage to a person; false=no damage to a person
True/False: true=property damage; false=no property damage
True/False: true=stolen/damaged goods; false=no stolen/damaged goods
True/False: true=damaged crops; false=no damaged crops
True/False: true=stolen/damaged livestock; false=no stolen/damaged livestock

In addition to populating record_person_case, this form also made use of sub-forms: some entries
contained quite long lists of sureties, victims, offences and prepositional phrases, so it was decided that
linked sub-forms would both prevent repeated redesigns of the forms (e.g., adding ‘slots’ for new
variables) and reduce the duplication of variables within the database. Just as data plugged into the Enter
Pannel form populated the record_person_case table while simultaneously linking this information to the
relevant entry logged in record_case, the sub-form that recorded information about offences and
prepositional phrases, for example, stored offenceIDs and modifierIDs in a linked table called
record_person_case_offence that noted which pannels were accused of which offences and what
manuscript entry (via person_caseID) contained that information.

Figure A7 Screenshot of MS Access table showing the offence and offence IDs for the pannels convicted
in caseID 496.
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In Figure A7, just above, we can tell who was accused of what based on the person_caseIDs
generated when each Enter Pannel form was completed. In this example, person_caseID 1467 refers to
William Waldy, 1468 is William Gracie and 1469 is James Fotheringham. The offenceID and modifier
columns show that all three were convicted art and part (offenceID 24) of cruel slauchter (offenceID 2)
and murther (offenceID 26), under silence of night (modifier 3) and out of forethocht felony (modifier
17), in addition to being convicted of theft (offenceID 6) and spoliation (offenceID 57). Once all the
sampled entries were catalogued using the two forms outlined above, it was possible to start running
quantitative analyses.
In MS Access, quantitative analysis is performed using queries, which can be designed in
two views: SQL View or Design View. For the uninitiated, Design View is the easier visual approach,
especially for simple queries that only cross-reference data from one or two tables. Here, I must commend
Wayne Johnston (Research and Scholarship Librarian, University of Guelph) for his invaluable guidance,
reassurance and assistance, as well as for the few times he gently reminded me of the limits of my
experience and took over the design of some more complex queries. The process outlined below
demonstrates the creation and results of a query used to chart the increasing use of prepositional phrases
over time.9 The query (modifierFreqDec) needed to pull and cross-reference data from several tables:
list_modifier, record_person_case_offence, record_person_case, record_case and list_decade. The SQL
script used to accomplish this is as follows:
SELECT "(" & [modifierID] & ") " & [modifierType] AS modifier, list_decade.decadeRange,
Count(1) AS Frequency
FROM (list_modifier INNER JOIN ((record_case INNER JOIN record_person_case ON
record_case.caseID = record_person_case.caseID) INNER JOIN
record_person_case_offence ON record_person_case.person_caseID =
record_person_case_offence.person_caseID) ON list_modifier.modifierID =
record_person_case_offence.modifier) INNER JOIN list_decade ON record_case.decade
= list_decade.decadeID
GROUP BY "(" & [modifierID] & ") " & [modifierType], list_decade.decadeRange
ORDER BY "(" & [modifierID] & ") " & [modifierType];
As discussed above, those unfamiliar with SQL have the option of creating the queries through the more
user-friendly visual Design View:

9

See chapter 2, pp. 38–41.
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Figure A8 Design View of query modifierFreqDec (MS Access).

Figure A9 Partial Datasheet View of query modifierFreqDec_ALL.
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From this final table (Datasheet View) pertinent data was copied from MS Access to Microsoft Excel
(MS Excel) for Microsoft 365 MSO (16.0.13801.20772) 64-bit. In MS Excel, data was manually cleaned
up (e.g., the prepositional phrases were simplified), organised, tabulated (e.g., using the SUM function)
and visualised, as in these examples from chapter 2:

Figure A10 Increase in the use of prepositional phrases over time (chapter 2, p. 39).

Figure A11 Use of prepositional phrases by decade (chapter 2, p. 41)
Ultimately, the choice to translate the records into digital datasets, using input forms that
mimicked the form and structure of the court books, was in some ways as challenging as it was effective.
In some cases, it was simply not possible to produce accurate and reliable quantitative analyses of the
many potentially intriguing relationships between some of the data points, which has left some questions
unanswered; in other cases, decisions about database design made early in the research phase had to be
reworked as recordkeeping practices changed decade by decade. The biggest limitation of the database
has been that it was difficult to categorise entries as homicides, assaults, both or neither and to ensure that
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data was not inadvertently duplicated. Efforts have been made throughout the dissertation to explain how
the quantitative data has been used and interpreted, and qualitative evidence has been used to support
claims based on these figures. However, as discussed throughout the study, the frustrations and
limitations of the interplay between manuscript primary sources and modern database technology are
worth the valuable insights they have revealed.
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